
Sfoogp« in Seoul

B) Juliana Sieensma

Liberation Day began very well for

us Onr friend The Professor invited

m« to accompany him and his A^fe tt the

opening ceremonies of the interuatiu.n

al meetings on Yonsei campus ft was
only when we were ready to go to lunch

that our difficulties began

The Professor is a ve< y good pjjofes

sor hid his talents are all |n r he acade-
my field se his son had assumed r he

responsibility of maintaining the fami

lv automobile Unfortunately this

young man had departed the day be

fore to pursue his own career at a uni

versify in the United States My hus

band who has owned and driven cars

for the pa<:t fifty years doesn’t know a

great deal about Korean made cars

bu< he did notice the gauge indicated

that the motor of the Professor’s car

was overheated. So the two gentlemen

took '’are. of r ha* problem immediately

by pouring a gallon of watei under the

hood and we all started out to join

friends at the Lotte Hotel for lunch.

The car had other ideas In the midst

of traffic it unexpectedly stalled. The
motoi lust quit. My husband suggested

that if the an conditioner were turned

off the motor might star! it did. with
no trouble , and we were on our way.

Our relief was short-lived, however.

Suddenly we were dead in the road
again A/ith everv car on the street blow-

ing a horn at us for obstructing the traf-

fic 'ane Perhaps the mutor was too

hot 9 We waited as long as we dared,

then the Professor started it again

Immediately, huge clouds of black

smoke billowed around us.

We are on fire’
-

’ cried out our driv-

er, and quickly turned off his motor.

There was another minute of panic as

we sat helpless in the traffic before he

gave us the order, ‘PUSH’”
Whi'e the Professor steered his dis-

abled vehicle, two aging women and
one old man with artificial arms push-

ed mightily until we got the car to the

curbside. Although not one of us

knows what makes a car run or not

run Standard Operating Procedure in

a case like this is to raise the hood and
opor- beneath It After a consultation

as to hew to release the catch we suc-

ceeded in raising the hood The Profes-

soi tapped the water container a few

times before shaking his head in bewil

ferment There is no water in it.’ he
said "M H'.-n’t know what is wrong ye
put In a whole gallon.

We decided to check the oil Sudden-
ly he began to laugh. He pointed to the

cover o f the container but my husband
looked a' 't without comprehension
The writing on the cover was in Korean
and he did not grasp its import. But the

professor’s wife did. ‘It says ‘oil,’” she

said Ts that where vou put your wa
ter e
Now anyone can make a mistake,

but this is the first time in my life that

I have met a man who has earned a

doctorate but cannot read his own lan

guage. F or that matter it is my first

experience with a driver whose ac-

quaintance with his vehicle does not

extend beyond the steering wheel. My
faith in the mechanical abilities of the

human male has suffered a blow from
which it may not recover. It makes me
wonder how many more people there

are driving cars in this overpopulated

city without, any knowledge at all of

what makes them run or of what to do
when the unexpected happen
How do you get your car out of the

traffic if it stalls and you are driving

alone? Or if you are disabled 9 Where do
you call for help ? How do you locate rhe

nearest mechanic or tow truck? Does
everyone in those 900,000 vehicles on

the streets of Seoul have the answers to

all of my questions? If so, please con

tact us at once.

* * *

The writer is a consultant to the Cen
ter for the Study of World Mission, Pres

byterian College and Theological Semi
nary.
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he Walls Came Tumbling Dou n

B\ Juliana Stecnsma

One of the most poignant memories
of my life is a visit to the Berlin Wall in

the middle 1960’s. I still have not forgot-

ten my spontaneous tears as I walked
along the wall, reading the inscriptions

and visualizing the people who were
remembered there. It was hard to be-

lieve the reality of families and friends

divided forever by a harsh barrier.

Some of those people never gave up
hope that eventually the wall would
come down and people of the same
blood could embrace each other in

love. Recent events have justified their

hope, and as the whole world watched
the wall was breached. No, Germany
has not become one nation but there is

communication and fellowship now. It

is the best news of the year.

When I was a child, there was a high

wall between Christians who belonged
to the Protestant faith and those who
were Roman Catholic. Although all of

us professed to worship the same God
and to be saved through the same Re-
deemer, we distrusted each other and
often fought each other. We did not

even realize the tragedy of being mem-
bers of the same family of God, but

being separated by a high wall of suspi-

cion, religious war and fear.

Gradually, over a period of years,

this wall which separates Chrikians
has been breaking down. We are begin-

ning to recognize each other and to

communicate with each other. We are

even learning to love each other, as

well as to work together and to worship
together.

Last weekend we received an invita-

tion to visit one of our new Korean
friends who lives in Taegu. This lady is

a Korean nun who belongs to the order

of The Sisters of Our Lady of Perpetual

Help. She had welcomed us and made
our lives comfortable when we arrived

in Seoul last April and in the months
ensuing a love had developed between
us. So when she moved to another job in

another place, we missed her and
made an effort to see her again.

When we alighted from the bus at the

Taegu station, we recognized no one.

We did not know how to call her, and
because she had promised by phone to

meet our bus we had not thought to

bring her address with us. After wait-

ing in the bus station for half and hour
my husband became impatient and de-

cided he must take action. His plan, to

take a taxi to the Catholic hospital and

find someone there who knew how to

reach our friend, sounded a bit far-

fetched to me. I preferred to wait pa-
tiently at the terminal, hoping that in

time someone would claim us.

Nobody did, and at last I yielded to

«hi$ impatience and walked out of the

bus station toward the cab stand. I

hated to let go of my security, but It

seemed less likely with each passing
minute that we would find a familiar

face. So we got into a cab and drove
off. Just as we turned away from the

bus depot, my husband spotted a black
habit. He asked the cab driver to make
a U-tum back to the cab stand. The nun
had also spotted us, just as we entered
the cab but when we drove away she
realized she had missed us. When the

cab turned back again, it was intercept-

ed and we had found our friends. One
half second changed the afternoon.

Sister took us to the Benedictine
Abby just outside Taegu, in the little

town of Woegwan. Here we found a

small city within a city, where a group

of about eighty priests and brothers,

mostly Korean with a few monks from

Germany, live in community. Their re-

gime is krict - they rise at 5:00 ajn. for

prayers, have mass at 6:30, breakfast at

7:00. Lunch is at noon and supper at 7:00

and in between are prayers and wor-

ship time. These monks, who have de-

voted their lives to worship and pray-

er, are busy also at other things. They
maintain a large farm, they run a wood-
working and carpentry shop, a printing

shop, a metalsmith’s kiop. They are as

self-sufficient as possible, raising their

own crops and preserving them, keep-

ing cattle and making their own dairy

products, making sausage and bread

and wine from what they have grown on

their own land. They even grow ban-

anas in greenhouses, which they distri-

bute at Christmas time. There is an

orchid house too, with many varieties

of orchids that are sold to raise money
for the abby.

The monks maintain a guest house

and a retreat and educational center,

and provided us a room in which to

sleep. We spent a cozy night on the

warm ondol floor. Everything was very

clean and well kept. Their hosp ;tality

was impeccable and cordial. Several of

them took the time to get to know us

personally, and we enjoyed good con-

versation and a growing sense of shar-

ing our religious commitment with

these monks of a Catholic order. When
we left there we left friends behind in ,

the abby. ~ /
We are happy that our lives have >

been long enough to see breaks in these

two great walls — one of stone and brick

and barbed wire and the other of misin-

formation, prejudice and misunder-

standing. We hope that in future days

there will be much more communica-

tion and fellowship among the people

of the world, whatever their political

bent or their religious confession.

There is one human race, and we are

the world. Geographically, we grow



By Juliana Steensma

This morning, once again, I caught

myself walking around inside the

house with my shoes on. We had left the

apartment when I remembered that I

had forgotten my watch. So I ran back
inside to get it, and forgot to slip out of

my shoes. For an Oriental person, the

removal of footwear at the door is a'

trained response, but we Americans
are still in training. I am trying to learn

the trick of getting out of my shoes at

the door and then getting back into

them from the opposite direction.

My husband likes fish, but he is often

disappointed when it is served to him in

Korea to find that the cooked fish is

full of bones. This seems to be no prob-

lem at all for the Korean fish eaters,

who either chew up the bones or get rid

of them so neatly that we have not yet

figured out how they do it. (In fairness

to my husband I should explain that the

bone disposal trick would be harder to

leam for a man who has no fingers.)

I am learning new ways to cook. In

the States, I depended a great deal on
a deep freezer which was always a re-

servoir of food on hand. We bought our
food in quantity at cheaper prices and
we were able to preserve vegetables
and fruits in season. Now we are living

more simply in a small apartment, and
we depend daily on the Korean mar-
ket. So we experiment with new foods
and new recipes. My friend, Mrs. Shir-

ley Dorow, has printed a valuable little

book called “Practicing Protein Com-
plementarity’’ which teaches how to

make Western- style dishes with Kore-
an products. She explains in this book
how Koreans have eaten protein com-
plementary meals for centuries, combi-

ning grains and nuts and bean pro-

ducts with fish and vegetables. This is

a valuable lesson to me.

In the Western world, people ate

more meat and more fat. As the pace of

living increased, “fast foods” became
popular fare. Steak, pizza, hamburgers
and French fries are now staples in the

diets of younger Americans. As older

people began to worry about ulcers

and cancer, Herpes and high blood
pressure, we learned to watch our
diets and to cut down on our stress.

Many of us followed medical advice

and changed our
~

' style in the hope

of living longer and healthier lives.

The old dogs were indeed learning

new tricks!

Now we wince as we watch the high

school and college youth wolfing down
the greasy hamburgers, fatty pizza,

and salty snack foods and washing it all

down with cqca cola or beer. At our
houserwe are eafiag beans with our rice

and bean curd in our soup. We buy only

whole grain breads and if we do not

become addicted to ginseng tea it will

not be for lack of exposure.

There are some tricks that I will ne-

ver learn. Do I dodge to the left or to

the right when I meet a Korean head
on? My habit says “right” but my mind
tells me that the Korean person will

expect me to go left. His mind is

working in just the opposite direction.

He sees the foreign face and makes allo-

wances for my culture, expecting me to

go to the right. So we are still in a pro-

cess of cultural adjustment.

I will never learn to drive a car in

Seoul. How these intrepid drivers are

able to judge the width of their vehicles

to the quarter inch and squeeze into an
instant’s opening between two other

moving vehicles is a trick beyond my
skill to learn.

I will never learn to eat sea cucum-

ber or squid with pleasure, or even to

chew it. It is too late for that-Perhaps

I can learn to keep my house clean with

a short-handled broom. The spirit is

willing but the spine protests. My hus-

band, whose knees have been stiff for

years, will never learn to hunker or to

sit on the floor for a long period of

time, but he has learned to enjoy

shopping in the Korean markets and to

imitate the Korean language that he
hears, much to the amusement of his

listeners. He is learning to grunt when
he answers the telephone, to walk five

steps ahead of his wife in public, and to

love kimchee with everything.

You can’t expect to learn everything
anymore when you are approaching
the age of seventy, but we keep trying.

It is important to remember that when
you stop learning you will die. Stimula-

tion, new experiences, and new ideas
are the secret of eternal youth.

* * *
Mrs. Steensma was formerly a colum-

nist and copy editor of The Korea
Times.



Overseas Students

B\ Juliana Steensma

Every foreigner who spends much
time in Korea sooner or later will meet
a Korean student who asks him for in-

formation or assistance about study

overseas. This is but natural in a coun-

try where the applicants for university

entrance exceed the number of college

openings. There is traditionally pres-

tige in study abroad, and the opportu-

nity to acquire fluency in foreign lan-

guage, to say nothing of excitement

and broadening of experience.

In the past, most students dreamed
of going to USA for advanced study.

This did not always turn out to be the

dream they thought it would be. Col-

lege in the United States is expensive,

entrance requirements are rather ri-

gid, and Korean students were often

isolated and lonely. More imaginative

students went to Europe, but lately

there is a new opportunity for them —
Australia.

Although the continent of Australia

has a British heritage and history, it is

now making a serious attempt to be-

come a part of the Asian world, where
it is geopolitically located. The govern-

ment is encouraging students from
Asian countries, including Korea, to

study in Australia. At first this recruit-

ment was done through private

agencies, which advertised Australian

colleges, introduced the Korean stu-

dents to the possibilities which Austra-

lia offers, and charged the student a

healthy fee for this service. Many a

Korean student has learned to regret

this alliance with an organization

which was more interested in his mo-
ney than in his welfare.

The Australian government now

deals directly with applicants for study

in their country. They have steadily

improved and consolidated procedures

for information and enrollment. Any
student who is interested in study at an
Australian college can easily obtain in-

formation or assistance by contacting

the International Development Pro-

gram of Australian Universities and
Colleges rlDP) or the Educational In-

formation and Counseling Services

(EICS), located in Room 400 of the Lima
Building in Seoul (Telephone
02-733-1021-22). These organizations

offer free, up-to-date, reliable services

to any student with intentions to study

overseas.

In addition, a book recently publish-

ed by Seoul - s^-sl -y-y

21 SIy (The Myths and Reality of Aus-

tralia) by Kim Hyung-shik — provides

an introduction to the history, econo-

my, education and future prospects in

Australia. Dr. Kim has cooperated

with the Western Australia College of

Advanced Education to initiate the

establishment of the Australian

Studies Institute at Chung Ang Univer-

sity, which is his alma mater. He is en-

thusiastic in his recommendation of

Australia to other Koreans, especially

those interested in commerce and
trade areas, and he has made himself

available for advice or counseling to

those interested in taking advantage of

the opportunities Australia offers. He
is working closely in collaboration with

I.D.P. to assure that Korean students

are treated fairly and guided honestly.

I am not employed by ID.P. or by an

Australian university or by the Austra-

lian government to promote study for

Korean students, but on my visit in

Australia I have been impressed by

the opportunities here for overseas stu-

dents. For one thing, the climate is su-

perb. The people are warm and friend-

ly and relaxed. Australia is not yet

crowded, and there are several suppor-

tive Korean communities there. The
universities are not yet as well known
as the prestigious European and Ame-
rican schools, but they are coming

along. They have been established by

the central government and are financ-

ed by the government, which means a

uniformity of educational standards.

Degrees are offered in the social

sciences and humanities, medicine,

agri-business, languages, aviation, min-

ing engineering and technology, com-

merce (including computer science,

business management, accounting and

marketing) and many other areas.

Korean students, look into this oppor-

tunity. If you are interested, you need

only call I.D.P. That’s where to begin if

you want to go "down under” for ad-

vanced studies.

Mrs. Steensma is a former copy edi-

tor of The Korea Times.
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By Juliana Steensma

It is early morning. The mist still

hangs over the river, shrouding the

row of apartments which block my
view. The activists are already doing

their thing. In natty sport suits with the

popular brand names,
young people are jog-

ging on the road, bat-

ting a badminton
bird in the parking

lot, or going through
their prescribed exer-

cise routines on the

soccer field. Would
that I were not so in-

dolent! I should be out I

ing in the fresh morning air and stretch-

ing my muscles, but I am still stiff from
my night on the floor and my husband
is asking for his breakfast. Some other

time?
A middle aged man plods up the hill

carrying his plastic jugs. Soon we will

see him again as he comes downhill

after filling his containers at the

spring on the top. All day long this para-

de of water toters goes on. Some people

drive up in cars and park them at the

bottom of the hill while the whole fami-

ly walk up with their various vessels,

but most of our neighbors make this

daily pilgrimage on foot.

The women do their laundry in the

stream. I can see them coming down the

hill with the plastic basins of wet clo-

thing atop their heads. This reminds
me of the old days in Korea when our
little daughters practiced carrying

tubs on their heads in imitation of the

Korean women they saw on the

streets. I doubt if many young ladies in

Korea nowadays practice this skill.

An elderly couple appears early

each day to check on their garden.

They have claimed a small patch of

ground between the road and the

wooded hillside and encircled it with a

rude fence of sticks and stones, discard-

ed pieces of concrete and brick, and
junk wire. We have watched these old

people as they dug and planted, then

covered the seedbed with a plastic

tent. Although we participated vica-

riously in the creative effort, we have

been spared the aching muscles. We
will not be here to see the harvest.

Our morning music began hours ago

as we were awakened at dawn by the

singing and chanting from the hills

around us. Then came the hucksters in

their trucks, equipped with loud-

speakers. The dogs joined the cacop-

hony as they begin barking for their

breakfast — deep bass barks from the

big dog and high-pitched yelps from

the baby dog chained below us. And
always, there are the students, who
spontaneously burst into song as they

walk about on the campus. It is a re-

markable and a delightful habit which
we Americans still find surprising. We
are not accustomed to people who be-

gin to sing just because they feel like

singing, but Korean people have no

inhibitions about it. They sing for the

joy of singing, and we enjoy it as much
as they do.

The children are now leaving for

school, laden with bags and bundles. I

know that the load is heavy, because

one little girl shifts it from one side to

the other. Every one has his back pack,

straggler, a boy of eight or nine years,

comes along behind them, walking to

school as little boys have always walk-

ed to school. He kicks at stones in his

path and he stops to pick up an interest-

ing object here and there. He weaves
from side to side on the street, careful

not to miss anything of interest which

might delay his progress toward that

inevitable end which will imprison him
for the rest of the morning.

Ah, at last! The Korea Times deli-

very boy approaches! My wait at the

window ends with the thump of the

newspaper against my door. Another

day has begun in Seoul.

* * *
The writer is a former copy editor of

The Korea Times.
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Reunion

By Juliana Steensma

Last month we drove five hundred
miles so that I could attend the fiftieth

reunion of my high S(

class. It was not a

very exciting event

for me. In fact, I do
not remember my
days in that high

school with much
happiness either. I

came in as a transfer

and did not make any
lasting friendships

before I graduated. Perhaps for that

reason it was difficult for me to relate

to the forty- five senior citizens who
attended that reunion dinner. The
dinner was expensive, but not very

good and the entertainment consisted

of a “social hour” and a group photo-

graph. Boring.

Two weeks ago, our daughter re-

ceived an invitation to a reunion of the

people who had been with her in the

junior high at Seoul Foreign School

twenty five years ago. The call came on

Thursday, and the reunion began the

next day. She had to make an instant

decision. It was not easy to do, because

she knew that the airline ticket and
lodging would cost her at least six hun-

dred dollars, and she runs her family on

a budget. She had to make arrange-

ments with her employer to miss work
on Friday and Saturday. Her husband
and sons had gone away for the week on

a camping trip, and there was no way
that she could contact him to let him
know her plans. She was afraid that he

would not understand the importance

of a junior high reunion for her.

Nevertheless, she bought a plane

ticket and flew to Baltimore, where

she met the companions she had

known as a thirteen- year old in Seoul.

They hugged and they cried, they

talked through the night, they sang

their old songs and put on their old

skits, and caught up on each others’

lives for the whole weekend and then

they tore apart with long embraces

and many tears as they promised to

meet again.

A couple of years ago, another
daughter went to a reunion with her
class from Seoul Foreign School. Be-
cause she could not afford the airplane

and she had no car, we offered to drive

her to North Carolina where this re-

union was held. We were there to' see
for ourselves the emotional impact of

these reunions for classmates who
were educated in a foreign country, far

away from their grandparents and
cousins and often parted from their

own brothers and sisters. Their friends

and their classmates become a substi-

tute family for them, and the bonds
that were forged between them are

still strong a quarter of a century later.

My husband and I can understand it.

Our daughters’ husbands have learned

to accept it. Although they do not know
the faces in the photographs which are

displayed excitedly after the reunion,

they know that something very im-

portant and significant has occurred.

The relationships which have been
renewed become a part of their lives

also.

Plans are in progress to hold the next

reunion of this Seoul Foreign School

class in the city of Seoul. Our daughter,

is determined to attend. She will find

the city greatly changed and she will

not even find the Seoul Foreign School

building which she attended. I don’t

think it will make any difference to

anybody. Korea is a part of their lives

which they can never forget - a part

they love and treasure and want to

preserve.

Parents make a lot of mistakes, and

we have made them too. The decision to

move our family to Korea was most

difficult for us, and the transition for

our children was not easy. Looking

back and assessing the effect that this

experience has had in their lives, we do

not regret it. I think that we gave our

children a unique gift and now that

they are parents themselves, they

agree with us.

jV

The writer is a former Korea Times

columnist and copy editor.
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Korean Boy Makes Good

By Juliana NItvrwna

Everybody loves a success story, and
the Horatio Alger tales are not always
fiction. The story I have for you today
will prove that, and I hope it gives you
as much pleasure as it gave to me.
We call the hero "Kim" because that

is his real name. He was only five years
old when he came from North Korea
with his mother and a host of other re-
fugees. His father was already gone,
God knows where, and was never
heard of again.

When the little boy was injured in an
air raid and lost a part of one arm. his
mother, unable to cope with this disast-
er. deserted him and Kim became one
more hungry abandoned child who had
to learn to stay alive by his own wits in
the war-tom country. He rode the
trains from Seoul to Taejon, stealing
coal and selling it for food. He made
friends with all kinds of people, for he
was a pleasant and a winsome child.
One of his new friends was a crippled
shoe-shine lad. working in the Seoul
railway station. This boy advised Kim
to find a missionary in Taejon who
would help him with an artificial limb
He told him that he had obtained his
new leg there and had been helped to
start his own business. It sounded good
to Kim. and he went to Taejon.
That is where we first met him, when

we came to Korea in 1958 to take over
the direction of the Korea Amputee
Rehabilitation Center. Kim was twelve
years old when I met him, but he soon
became my favorite among the child

amputees at the center. He was bright
and eager to learn, and he welcomed
every chance to practice English. I
found an overseas sponsor for him
through the OxFam Relief Committee
and they supported him throughout his
high school and college study. He be-
gan a correspondence with them that
eventually became a family bond with
his English sponsors. It also laid the.
groundwork for the ability to write
well in the English language, which Is

one of his assets today.
We lost track of young Kim. although

we did get information on him now and
then through mutual friends. We learn-
ed that he had applied for a graduate
scholarship in England, and was study-
ing there for a master's degree in social
administration. The English family
who had sponsored him for so long took
him into their home as an “adopted

son" and he lived with them for the
next six years. During this time, one of
the Korean girls who had gone to Ger-
many to work as a nurse came to Eng-
land on holiday and looked up her old
Sunday school teacher. It was not long
before old friendship became romance,
and their wedding took place in Eng-
land at the home of the adopted family.
Kim did not return to Korea. He felt

a lime guilty about that, after he ac-
cepted the offer to teach in an Austra-
lian university, but he wrote me a letter
and explained that political affairs in
Korea were very unsettled at that time
and university faculty posts were
scarce and uncertain. And so the miles
increased between us.

We stayed in touch by correspon-
dence. by photographs, and through
mutual friends. Kim invited us several
times to visit Australia and meet his

wife and their son and daughter, but
Australia is a long and expensive jour-
ney from USA, and until this year it
was a dream deferred.
Now we are in Australia for a reunion

with Kim. We have not met for twenty-
four years. The young student has be-
txime a respected professor, but the
twinkling smile remains the same He
has the same charm, the same kind-
ness and concern for others and matu-
rity has only enhanced the personalitv
which so attracted me in the boy He
has become a devoted father, a conside-
ra e

,

husband, and a widely known
scholar. He now speaks English with
an Australian accent, and is an able
writer both in Korean and English lan-
guages. has become a leader in his
community, an elder in his church, and
a good neighbor in the true sense of the
word.

The mother who abandoned her son
because he lost one hand lived long
enough to meet him again when he was
invited back to Korea as a guest lectur-
er. And we have lived long enough to
see one more of the war victims survive
the odds and by his own merit and per-
sistent struggles make good in spite of
being orphaned and abandoned and
physically disabled. He is a happy man
who is making a valuable contribution
to society - and that, in my book, is
real success.

* * *
Mrs. Steensma formerly worked as a

copy editor of The Korea Times. She is
now travelling in Australia.



By Juliana Steensma

I remember when we first came to

Korea and I felt so strange and foreign.

I went to a beauty parlor to get my hair

cut, and all of the hairdressers stood

around me to watch and to feel my soft,

fine-textured hair. How to cut this

strange stuff was the subject of lengthy

conference, with much whispering and

giggling among them. When I walked

out with Korean friends I was so tall

that I looked down on the tops of their

heads, and of course my big nose and

"round eyes” set me apart wherever I

went. One mad day 1 impulsively dyed

my hair black as an attempt to look

more Korean.

As we became more accustomed to

our new home, I became wiser and ac-

cepted the fact that people can be diffe-

rent and still live together as friends. I

noticed those foreigners who attempt-

ed to “go native" and simply made them-

selves look foolish. I noticed Koreans

who tried to emulate Westerners and

despised their own culture. There

were also Korean people and foreign-

ers who were themselves, but who tri-

ed to build bridges between East and

West. I wanted to become a bridge-

builder.

Bridge- builders are no longer neces-

sary. Korea has become so Western

that when we visited Seoul last sum-

mer I decided I might as well have gone

to New York City. Not only are the

cities full of tall buildings but the

streets are clogged with traffic anc the

sky is dark with smog. Men and wemen

in the latest styles from Europe and

America crowd the hotel lobbies and

airports and the only glimpse o
;

the

beautiful traditional Korean dresses is

at weddings or other special celebra-

tions. Even the Korean bride nowa-

Progress?

days opts for a Western-style wedding
with a post-wedding play-acting of tra-

ditional ceremony.

This, I suppose, is progress. We
would not wish Korea to remain a her-

mit country, shut off from the rest of

the world. We are happy to see the

Korean people enjoy comfortable

warm homes, automobiles, smart clo-

thing, abundant food, unlimited electri-

city, and pure water. Many are edu-

cated abroad, and it is to be expected

that they will bring back with them
cosmopolitan tastes. Foreign tourists

can be as comfortable in Korea as any-

where else in the universe (except for

the sky-high prices!) and that is cer-

tainly good for the economy.
Having experienced a momentary

desire to make myself look more Kore-

an. 1 suppose 1 should understand the

desire of the Korean woman to look like

a Caucasian. Unfortunately, the West-
ern style of dress is not the most flatter-

ing to a short- waisted, short- legged,

small-bosomed female figure, and the

hairstyles designed for soft, wavy hair

don’t always look the same with stiff,

resistant, straight hair. However, the

phenomenon that astonishes us most is

the current craze for “ssangkkopul" or

double eyelids.

Growing up in USA, we believed

that all Oriental people had slanted

eyes. Korean children who saw pic-

tures of foreigners called us the

"round eyes." Now we know that Orien-

tal eyes do not slant, and all Caucasian
people don’t have round eyes either.

Some of us have such tiny eyes that we
look like pigs; others have eyes like a

cow. Yet the feature which distin-

guishes our eyes from those of most
Orientals is the extension of the mus-
cle which controls the opening of the

eyelid. This feature causes the eyelid

to crease when the eye is open. It is

this crease in the eyelid that has be-

come the envy of so many Oriental

women.
On our recent visit to Korea I could

not believe how this obsession for

double eyelids has changed Korean
womanhood. Even though we were in-

formed that the “ssangkkopur surgery

costs almost a thousand US dollars,

teen-age girls feel that it is necessary to

make them desirable women. One of

my dear Korean friends who lives in

California tells me that her sisters con-

stantly nag her to get her eyes “done."

This lady has plenty of money and plen-

ty of common sense. She is married to

a surgeon who believes that unneces-

sary surgery is as crazy as it is wicked,

and her own self-esteem is high en-

ough that she can proudly accept her

Korean appearance.
I know how she feels too. My rich

friends have had their eyes “done” as

well. Some of them have also had the

“tummy tucks” and the double chins

removed. When I look at the pictures of

Elizabeth Taylor at the age of 60 some-
thing, or Barbara Walters at 70, 1 won-

der if I should go to a plastic surgeon

and entrust my face to his knife. These
are just passing fancies. I know that life

will not get richer if the bags under my
eyes are removed, and even if a plastic

surgeon could make me pretty I would
still be the same person.

Korean women would be wiser if

they spent their energies to change
their lives rather than to change their

eyelids. Korean women are strong and
smart, yet too many of them still accept

the male-dominated culture without a

struggle. Too many intelligent, well-

educated women accept low-level jobs

and low wages without considering al-

ternatives. In spite of their Western

educations, too many Korean men still

treat women as servants and inferior

human beings. “Ssangkkopul" hasn’t

cured this cultural hangover.

M: *

Note: Juliana Steensma and her hus-

band came to Korea in 1958 to teach

rehabilitation for the disabled. They
are now retired and living in Holland,

Michigan, USA.



By Juliana Steensma

It is time to move again. We have
enjoyed an interesting and pleasant

year in Korea and we are loathe to

leave. But life moves on, visas expire,

duty calls, and our grandchildren are

beginning to wonder if we are merely
historical facts in their lives. 'So we"
must return to our native land and seek

new adventure.

The first time we
had to leave Korea,
after we had lived

here for eight event-

ful years, it was much
harder to say good-

bye. We were not

sure if we could ever

come back, and as we
looked into the faces

of the friends who had become so dear
to us, we felt great sadness. Korea had
become a big part of our lives and we
were reluctant to give it up and move
on.

Since that time we have learned

more about parting and more about
life too. We have learned that each expe-

rience is a part of the whole. “Youth
shows but half,” Browning wrote,

“Trust God. Be not afraid.” We have
learned that the past is a part of the

present, and the future does not be-

long to us. We have learned to appre-

ciate the adventure of each new day,
the anticipation of new experience and
new friends and new surprises.

The friendships we made many
years ago have endured and ripened.
We have met our Korean friends and
those international friends we gained
in Korea again and again in different

parts of the world. We have even found
friends whom we met in the far corners

of the world here in Korea! Since the

first time we left Korea, we have been
able to come back three times to renew
our ties of love with this country and its

people.

So now we do not think in terms of

farewell — Goodbye - God be with you
- to the people we must leave. We say,

“Til we meet again” or “hasta luego” or

“auf wiedersehen” — with a hope in our
hearts of seeing them again. We know
that although we may be miles apart,

* we can stay close in spirit. We can keep
our contact close by letters or phone
calls, by prayers and remembrances.
And because we are Christian people,

we believe in an afterlife and we hope
to meet again.

Long ago I said farewell to the

“Thoughts of The Times” but I promis-

ed that like a phoenix I should rise

again from dead ashes and reappear in

the newspaper. Who can dispute that

prophesy? I had no idea when we came
back to Seoul last year that this old

column was still alive and well. It was
fun to re-establish the contact and
once again be able to use the space of-

fered to express my opinions, to make
new friends, to gain new insights and to

earn some extra money to contribute

to my granddaughter’s college tuition.

Now we part again. I hope that there

is another writer of English thoughts

out there who will take my place and
keep the Editor happy. I leave you with

apologies for many a frivolous thought,

which was printed in the belief that

most readers don’t really want heavy
reading early in the morning. There
are quite enough problems in the rest

of the newspaper. I will miss writing

and reading the “Thoughts of The
Times” (for a little while, anyhow). Per-

haps we will come to Korea again and
find the column still going. That’s up to

you, readers and writers. “I go.”

Tot Ziens — until we see you!

Mrs. Steensma is a former Korea

Times columnist and copy editor.
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A Letter From America

The Tie That Binds

—— By Juliana Steensma •

We lived in Korea from 1958 until

1966. and we have just returned from

our fourth trip back to visit. Once again

we have experienced the incomparable

Korean hospitality and generosity.

Once again we have looked upon the

faces of old friends, caught up on the

news of their families, reminisced

about our mutual experience. There is

something about living in Korea that

stays with one forever. Even in the U.S.

A those people who have experienced

Korea still get together to talk about it.

Last August our directions led to a

Catholic retreat center in Louisville,

Kentucky. We parked our Michigan car

in a lot filled with license plates from

every part of U.S.A. from Vermont to

California. Even Canada was well re-

presented. The lobby of the center was

already full of people, hugging and

greeting each other as they registered

for the scheduled reunion of former

Korea residents.

Some of us had not seen each other

for twenty years, so we depended hea-

vily on name tags for recognition.

Since this reunion had been organized

by former Methodist missionaries Jack

and Lois Abersold and their children,

most of the attendants were Methodist,

but the Presbyterians were well repre-

sented and there was a smattering of

odd numbers like the Steensmas.

There were rrfany faces that we didn’t

know, but in such a convivial atmos-

phere everyone was soon acquainted.

After a dinner of non-stop conversa-

tion, the evening was spent with a show-

ing of family slides — how we looked

back then and what has happened
since.

On the second day we were joined by
latecomers who wanted to get in on the

special Korean dinner served that

evening. A group of Korean people
from the local community catered a

banquet which featured favorite Kore-
an dishes. Tantalized by the scent of

Korean food, the group of more than a

hundred people eagerly lined up, and
many of them went back for second and
third helpings. Our entertainment that

evening featured Dr. Syngman Rhee, a

namesake of Korea’s first president

who is now the president of the Nation-

al Council of Churches, U.S.A. He show-

ed us slides of his visits to North Korea
and recounted memories of his youth,

in Pyongyang and his flight to the south
during the Korean War. After his inte-

resting presentation we indulged our
own memories by showing old slides of

vacation days at Taechon Beach.

After the old missionaries had gone
to bed, a sub-group held its own reun-

ion. About twenty of the children of

missionaries who had spent a part of

their childhood in Korea sat up into the

late hours to take a longer look at the
slides and howl with recognition as
they picked each other out in the old

pictures. We called these middle aged
people the “Missionary Kids" and in

truth they were acting like teenagers
again as they reviewed their antics

and remembered their mischief. As
children growing up in a foreign coun-

try they had not shared a life with close

relatives and old family history, so

they had formed a special relationship

with each other. The problems they
had as they found a place in American
society were familiar to them all, and
bonded them together into a tightly

knit group. These children of missio-

naries have their own reunions in

which they are heavily involved emotio-

nally. Plans are now underway for

next year, when a reunion of alumni of

the Seoul Foreign School will be held

at Camp Geneva, on the shores of Lake
Michigan. Already more than 100 for-

mer students have sent in their reser-

vations, planning to attend with

spouses and children.

On Sunday morning we gathered for

a worship service led by one of the mis-

sionary retirees, Dr. Sam Moffett, a for-

mer Missionary Kid and leader in the

Presbyterian Church of Korea. Dr. Mof-
fett feels that Korea is bringing toge-

ther the old 19th century evangelism
methods of his father’s day and the new
20th century activism of social justice

to point the way toward the 21st cen-

tury of mission work. After the church
service the participants hustled to

pack up their cars and head for their

homes. All were in agreement that in

spite of years of separation, differences

of opinion or denominational member-
ship, and widely separated areas of re-

sidence, our fellowship was intact. We
exchanged addresses and promises to

“stay in touch,” and we all look forward
to another reunion which is planned
after three years.

Many of us have seen Korea at its

worst - or at its best, depending upon
the point of view. Some have survived

the years of Korean War and the slow,

difficult recovery years. We have shar-

ed anxieties and shortages, we have
helped each other in our work and in

our daily lives. We have made friend-

ships with the Korean people that en-

dure across the thousands of miles

which separate us. It is the common
love for Korea which brings us toge-

ther. We believe that for the rest of our

lives this is the tie that will bind us toge-

ther.

x x *
John and Juliana Steensma are now

retired in Michigan, USA. John work-

ed as director of the Amputee Rehabi-

litation Center at Severance Hospital

in Seoul.
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Keep the Faith

By Juliana Steensna

A wise person once said that we must
not judge our fellow man until we have
walked at least a mile in his shoes.

When I read Mr. David Raher’s ac-

count of his personal paranoia (KT
Dec. 17), I was reminded of that sound
advice.

It is a sad story. A foreigner who has

lived five years in Korea is repeatedly

robbed. He blames himself for being

too “nice” and too gullible, and he be-

lieves he was conned by an “instant

friend” whom he met on the train. He
may be right. Certainly, by the time he

has a head full of grey hairs he should

have learned not to trust every friend-

ly face he meets. My advice to my fellow

foreigner is that when he goes back to

his own country he should remember
that being nice never hurts — but you

don’t give your phone number and
home address to everyone who smiles

at you.

Nevertheless, the traumatic experi-

ence of having one’s home invaded,

one’s privacy raped, and one’s perso-

nal possessions looted does affect the

personality, at least for a time. I can

empathize with the state in which Mr.

Raher must have been when he
thought that he had been robbed once

again.

Even so, his account of his bus ride is

embarrassing. Those of us who depend
upon public transportation expect the

cars to be crowded at this time of year.

We anticipate overheated vehicles, the

press of bodies, the difficulty of move-
ment. It doesn’t take five years to learn

the following facts of life:

(1) wear clothing that can be loosen-

ed or removed during the ride

and easily put on again for the
outside air

(2) keep moving toward the exit

doors, so you’ll be in a position to

get off when you have to

(3) keep your hand on your purse or
wallet if you are carrying a lot of

money, and always be aware that

there is a risk of pickpockets in a

dense crowd

(4)

don’t trust strangers too much
It is always an unexpected pleasure

when some passenger gives up a seat

for us on the bus or subway. Yet, we
have no right to expect this courtesy

from those who have paid the same fare

we paid. My husband’s obvious handi-

cap makes it difficult for him to hold on
and maintain his balance on the mo'v-

ing car, and both of us are obviously at

the grandparent stage of life — but

other passengers may have worked lon-

ger and harder, traveled farther, or

waited longer than we did for this ride.

The gift of a seat is not to be taken for

granted, and after Mr. Raher’s demon-
stration on the bus, may not be offered

to a foreigner again. I am sure thaf

those Korean people who rode witi.

him that day will not soon forget the

angry foreigner who assumed that a

Korean person had picked his pocket,

and accused the whole nation of thie-

very!

During the nine years that we lived in

Korea, we have been robbed only

three times. That was long ago, during

those years when the Korean people

were the "have nots” and those of us

who had more than we actually needed
felt guilty about it. We have recently

moved from Miami, where we lived for

almost twenty years. During that time
our home was burglarized three times

and our car was broken into twice. We
lost little casn - nobody with good

sense keeps a lot of money on himself

or in his house. But we lost many va-

luable possessions — a wedding ring,

memory gifts from dear friends and
other sentimental pieces of jewelry

which were precious to us but worth

very little after they were melted
down for the gold in them.

It is a hard experience, being robb-

ed. One feels violated. But there are

worse experiences. Soon after our

home was robbed we suffered another

loss. Our only son, a young man in his

prime, was accidentally killed. It was
then that we learned the most impor-

tant lesson of all, which is that things

are only things. Money is only good for

exchange, and no amount of money
can buy love or life. People are what
count in this life.

Mr. Raher, I beg you, do not lose your

faith in people. There are bad people in

Korea, just as there are in any country,

but you must remember that most of us
mean well, even when we make serious

mistakes. Keep the faith, but also keep
your head. Your article clearly ex-

presses your feeling of guilt and shame
for your paranoic reaction, but it also

seems to offer your history of being
robbed as something of an excuse.

“In material terms” you have lost

cash and property which you can prob-

ably replace. In terms of your personal

security, your relationships to Korean
people, and your animosity to stran-

gers, you have lost much more. On the

other hand, you have gained some in-

sight into your personality when you
ask, “Is this reason for paranoia?’
You know the answer already.

* * *

Mrs. Steensma is a former copy edi-

tor of The Korea Times.



6 1/5 MA "J* i « iv a One of the duties or diver-
sions which come regularly to
us in Korea Is the ceremony
of greeting or saying goodbye
to friends. Our community is
very fluid; "hail and fare-
well’’ is an ordinary routine;
we learn to accept the partings
philosophically and the ar-
rivals optimistically.
Never in my

lifetime have I

spent so much
time waving at
airplanes as I

do in Korea.
This "airport
run,” as we call

it, used to con-
sume half a
day; but thanks
to the new
bridge over the
Han, we can
now accomplish the whole
affair in an hour. Organization
has made the trip to the air-

port a routine business.
First, there is a phone call

to the airline. Is the name of
the expected arrival on the
manifesto? Is the plane ar-
riving on schedule? Figuring
fifteen minutes from home to
Kimpo, we can arrive Just
after the plane touches the
runway. If our guest is an
experienced traveller, he will

not even look for us among
the eager faces on the bal-
cony. (This is good to know
on a cold day.) If not, we
must plan a few extra minutes
to race up to the observation
platform so that we can as-
sure him that we have a
warm welcome waiting. To an
American abroad for the first

time, the Orient is another
world. Some are exhilarated
by the realization; others are
frightened.
Our method is to paint a

sign which can be lifted above
the heads of others. It spell3

out the name of the new ar-
rival in big letters, together
with the word “Welcome 1”

The blase traveller never sees
it. The timid visitor is cheered
and grateful to know that he
has friends immediately. Our
own experience and that of

others has taught that the
new arrival’s first impressions
of Korea may color his think-
ing for a long time after-
ward.
Farewells present different

problems. We must get to the
terminal early, in order To

check in at the airline desk.
Baggage is a headache and a
responsibility. Tension is usual-

ly high. Sometimes sentiment
gushes out over everybody
within hearing distance. To
me, farewells are a part of

living. Friends come and fri-

ends go, in Korea as else-

where. No matter how near
and dear the departee may be,

tears and clinging will not
make goodbye easier. Better to

save the sadness for after-

ward than to make the fare-

well itself a painful memory.
We are very much aware

that we say goodbye to dear
friends whose faces we may
never see again, but we also

take realistic comfort in

knowing that life keeps dropp-
ing new friends into our lives.

Friendship is a gift which can
endure without proximity.

Of course it is hard to say
goodbye to family members.
Our hearts are torn. How
often at the airport we can
see partings between huband
and wife, parent and child.

And how embarrassing these
can be for others when the
farewell is made into a public

spectacle. Korean friends tell
me that this Is "the Korean
way." Public display of emo-
tion is a proof of deep feeling,
and so it is commendable. But
somehow, the international
airport doesn't seem to be the
place for this particular ex-
hibit.

Another farewell problem is

that of gifts. Last week wa
sent off a friend who returned
to America after an extended
visit in Korea. He is a charm-
ing fellow, and had made
many friends here. Many of
them appeared at the airport
for a last goodbye. I know that
the departing gentleman ap-
preciated this evidence of
esteem, but it was a continual
harassment to him as he
sought to fill in required
forms, weigh in his baggage,
and check his flight reserva-
tion to be interrupted by well-
meaning friends who thrust
farewell gifts into his busy
hands. The poor fellow was
unfailingly courteous.
He graciously accepted

three dolls in glass cases, two
large lacquered pieces, about
twenty yards of heavy silk
brocade, and a large bouquet
of flowers. But his growing
distress was plain to us, who
understood his weight limita-
tions all too well. At last we
drew him aside, relieved him
of his "loot” with a promise
to mail it to him, and sent
him on his way empty handed.

If the donor of the bouquet
happens to read this article,

I oiler him belated thanks for

the extra pleasure it gave —
first to the person who ac-
cepted It, and then to our
family, who enjoyed It for a
week afterward.
A gift given with friendship

or appreciation is always trea-

sured, no matter what it may
be. It carries with It the mes-
sage of love. However, even
such a gift may bring sadness
also If the giver has spent
money that he could not af-

ford, or if the gift is so poor-
ly chosen that it becomes a
“white elephant” to the re-

cipient.

Most Westerners are not im-

pressed by the prestige gift. I

do not wish to quarrel with
Korean custom In the matter
of gift giving, but it does seem
reasonable to expect a Korean
who wishes to establish a re-

lationship with a foreigner
through his gift to familiarize

himself somewhat with the
other side of the picture.

Anyone who can find his

way to the airport, for ex-

ample, should know about
baggage weight limitations. If

he feels that he must present
a gift, he should be warned
that lacquerware and brass
are too heavy, and that glass

and fresh flowers are perish-

able.

Frequent trips to the airport

have built up a fine collection

of "souvenir items” in our
attic. Our offer to mail them
is usually not accepted because
postal charges are more than
the value of the Items, and
there is a saturation point as

far as their usefulness is con-

cerned. Perhaps if we remain
in Korea long enough we can
open up our own shop on the

airport road. "Steensma Sou-
venirs — Everything you
need for the departing guest.”

• • •

The writer is the wife
of the director of the am-
putee center at the Yonscl
Medical Center.



tiy Mrs. Juliana Steensma

After almost a year and a
half of contributing an article
each month to the “Thoughts
of the Times” column, my
sins have found me out. I have
just received my first poison-
pen letter. Oddly enough, the
writer, who signs the fictional
name of “Hong Kil Hong,” was
incensed by what I had con-
sidered an in-

nocuous little

piece of writ-
ing (Thoughts
of the Times,
June 6—ED).
After one or
two rather
hard-hitting ar-
ticles, I had
firmly resolv-
ed to turn over
a new leaf
and to send in
only those thoughts which
would not rock anybody's
boat. With all goodwill and
lightheartedness, I wrote an
article about my experiences
at Kimpo Airport, about the
friends who have flown away,
and about the overweight gifts

that they left behind them.
However, this reader reacted

to it in a way that I still find
puzzling. "Only over-fed capi-
talist Americans would handle
the gifts from cordial hearts
of Orientals the way you did,”
says this unidentified corres-
pondent. I had complained
about the cost of postage re-

quired to mail the heavy lac-
quer trays and brass vases
which were given to depart-
ing guests, but I am admonish-
ed: "What matters is not the
price of postage but your
hopeless philosophy regarding
money. It is to be regretted
that you will never win the
hearts of Asiatics.”

If this is true, it is cer-
tainly to be regretted. On this

point, at least, we agree.
Many Asiatics have already
won a firm place in my heart,
and I would be sorry to sus-
pect that their friendship is

insincere. But, unlike Hong
Kil Dong, I do not believe
that the best way to interna-
tional understanding is by
anonymous letters. I believe
that true friendship is based
upon knowledge, and upon an
honest approach to the things
tvhleh make Us different from
each other.
For this reason, we West-

erners have welcomed the
"Thoughts of the Times'* co-
lumn as an opportunity to

:
present our opinions and our

j

observations. We appreciate
the chance to present the
foreigner's view of Korea, to
express our admiration of the
country and of the people who
are our hosts, and to suggest
improvements which might
benefit all of us. The inter-
change of ideas helps us to
know each other better, to
avoid each other’s sore points,
and to widen our perspec-
tives. Through this column we

make new friends and we find
common Interests. One of my
greatest rewards as a contri-
butor has been the correspon-

,

dence which has come in from
Korean students who read it.

They enjoy writing letters to
an American, and I enjoy the
contact with the thinking of

the next generation.
It is disturbing to discover

that there are readers who
disagree with the thoughts in
the column so strongly that
they must write letters, but
who are not brave enough to
identify themselves. Perhaps
such a reader has read some-
thing into an article that the
author did not intentionally

]

put there. If we could both
read the offending thoughts
over again, and compare our
viewpoints, we could learn
something about each other’s
background and culture. Sure-
ly neither of us, in this small
world, can afford to push any
philosophy that alienates 1

others. And yet, each of us
is entitled to the right of his

!

own opinion.

This is the problem that
confronts every writer of
"Thoughts of the Times.”
How can he be stimulating
without being irritating? How
can he be constructive with-
out being disparaging? Criti-
cism, in itself, is not harm- I

ful if it is fair and well-mo-
]

tivated. There is always room
j

for improvement, and the Ko- 1

rean. writers are as aware of
this as axe the foreigners. We
will not find criticism offen-
sive if we believe that the au-
thor of it speaks with love
and sees our good points as
well as our bad ones.

It is unlikely that any con-
tributor to this column, deli-

berately uses it to offend
others. But since we axe hu-
manly fallible, we do some-
times offend. For this reason,
contributing on a regular ba-
sis is not easy. We are bound
to slip occasionally. The read-
er should understand this

and try to be tolerant, re-
membering that he is invited
to express his ideas and reac-
tions. We want to know what
you are thinking too!

Anonymous letters are not
the answer. Anonymous . let-

ters never promote goodwill.
They do not even accomplish;
their purpose, since one can
only feel contempt for a co-
ward, no matter what his
agitation may be .

On the other hand, a frank,
signed letter might be the be-
ginning of a long-lasting inter-

national friendship. So, Hong
Kil Dong, or Robin Hood,
or whoever you might be
if you are still reading, shall
we begin all over again?

* * *

The writer is the wife of
the director of the amputee
center at the Yonsei Medi-
cal Center.
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x By Mrs. Juliana Steensma

During my spare time late-

ly, I’ve been enjoying myself
with a beautiful new book,

“Korea Through Her Arts.”

It’s the sort of volume that

offers fresh delights each time

you peek inside. Today’s little

Gem was an essay, written by
a Korean gentleman about his

impressions of English wo-
men.

I found it

interesting be-

cause, as
American wo-
man in Ko-
rea, I have
impressions of

Korean peo-
!

pie too; but I
wasn’t sure
whether it

would be po-

lite to express.

Now that I

has already been set by a Ko-
rean, I can explore my im-
pression of the Korean gentle-

man without fear of criticism

from the men of Korea.

These impressions have
been accumulated over a
period of years, so they are

I no longer fresh. They may
; even, at times, be prejudiced.
They were gained from ex-

posure to Korean men in so-

cial situations, in the office, in

ocllege classrooms and on
campus, in church, on the
streets of the city and in the

country lanes.

My first impression of Ko-
rean men was that they are
much more handsome than
either the Chinese or the Ja-
panese. They are taller, but
not as quick and active. But
there is a warmth in the Ko-
rean personality, in the wo-
men as well as in the men,
that makes an immediate im-
pression on the foreigner. A
Korean man is friendly.

At first I was astonished by
the hair styles. The Korean
hair was either a glossy black
or it was completely wnite.

(Did people here turn white-
haired overnight, I wonder-
ed?) The hair-dos went all the

way from the oiled-down coif-

fure of the westernized men
to the equally-sleek shaved
head of the younger boys. The
upsetting part was that a man

their eyebrows, smoothing out

frown wrinkles between the

eyes, and practicing their faci-

al expressions.
They are acutely conscious

of their "public face.” Most
Korean men who do menial
jobs wear business suits to and

from work and carry home-
packed lunches in their official-

looking briefcases. Everyone
wants to be taken for a white-

collar worker. Our cook whips
off his apron before he opens
the door or steps outside of it.

This seems silly and pretentious

to me, but it is not peculiar to

Korean men. We used to have
a Hungarian refugee living in

our home. He were his best

suit to work at the factory,

and carried his working clothes

along with his lunch in the

brief case.
The ocnduct of some Korean

men on the publio streets is

offensive to the average Ame-
rican woman. Although I have
been almost knocked off my
feet, I have never heard one
stop to apologize. I have seen
well-dressed men (but perhaps
they were really chiggeh men
on their way to the job?) spit

on the street. Many of them
seem to have no shame about
private functions in very public

places.
Perhaps the hardest thing

for the Western woman in Ko-
rea to accept is the arrogance
which is consciously or un-
consciously a part of the Ko-
rean male personality. He can-

net help it — from his birth

his father has bragged about
him and his mother and sisters

have adored and served him.

To a person who comes from
a world where the sexes have
met for years cn common
ground, the smug assumption
that man is a little higher than
the angels is as amusing as it

is amazing. It is this attitude

that makes a mixture of Ko-
rean and American husbands
and wives into an awkward
social gathering. The Korean
wives are embarrassed, and
the American wives are ignor-

ed by the Korean men but

find conversation with the Ko-
rean women soon runs down.

Of all the Korean males I

have known, the students ap-

peal to me the most . Perhaps

who appeared one day drip-

ping with pomade would come
to work the next morning

, looking like a zombie. The ex-
planation that he had- washed
his hair but had not had time
to stop at the barber for the
usual marcel (or whatever
styling the hair with hot irons

is called in Korea) was a com-
forting revelation to me. I had
always felt a little guilty

about wasting money at the
hairdresser, and here at last

the sexes seemed to be on
the same level in that respect.

The men spent as much time
at the hairdressers’ as the

women did, and even small
boys are beautified with per-

manent waves I

Compared to Korean wo-
men, the men were very dull

in dress. Those traditionalists

in the old-style garments
were a treat to see among the

dark business suits that made
every man look like a crow.
Unlike the Western men
whose suits they had copied,

the Korean men seem to ab-

hor bright ties and socks,

striped shirts, or any indivi-

dualistic touch that would set

them apart from the mass.
How boring their clothes must
be to them!
Their taste In hats Is a little

more Imaginative. If the Ko-
rean man wears a hat at all*

it can take any shape, and be
made of any material of any
color. In summer, the straw
hat Is the badge of status, but

in the winter a man who is

concerned with his appearance
usually has cold ears.

Korean men are very vain.

I have seen them covertly pull

out pocket mirrors and “do

their faces,” plucking out a
hair here and there, combing

this is oecause x am miadie-
aged and have motherly in-

stincts, but I think It is rather
that I appreciate their keen
curiosity and eagerness to

learn. They work so hard to

gain knowledge (often at the
expense of practical experien-
ce), and they are willing to
sacrifice anything to gain the
goals they set for themselves.
They know what is going on
in the world, and they want to

be a part of it. The young men
of Korea represent tomorrow,
and they always fill me with
hope and optimism. They need
guidance and they are willing

to accept it whenever they find

it. These intense, well-educat-
ed, forward-looking young men
represent a tremendous poten-
tial in Korea and they flatter

me by sharing their ideas with
me and by asking my advice.’

(No wonder I love them!)

I often wonder what kind of

men these young students will

beocme. Are they learning to

be humble — or are they al-

ready intent on status and an
Impressive front? Will ex-

posure to Western learning in-

crease their respect for the

female sex? Will the aping of

Western clothing and Western
manners have any effect upon
publio urination and publio

spitting? So much manpower
— can it be used to build Ko-
rea, or will it be wasted on
prestige-seeking and influence-

chasing while the job on hand
is ignored or despised?

The last word, as always*
belongs to the men of Korea.

• • •

The writer is the wife of

the director of the amputee
rehabilitation center at the

Yonsel Medical Center.



EDITOR'S NOTE: The following

is the first part of an article

contributed to The Korean Re-
public by Mrs. Juliana Steensma,
wife of the director of Korea
Amputee Rehabilitation Center.

By JULIANA STEENSMA

Several years ago, a beggar

child was brought to the Ko-

rea Amputee Rehabilitation
Center. The
boy w a s half

frozen and
caked with
dirt, and both
legs had been
taken off below
the knees by a

train accident.

He w a s fitted

Mrs. Steensmawith artificial

legs and trained to use them.
He was cleaned and clothed
and cared for, and soon he
was running and jumping
abroad, it would seem that his

the regular elementary school
nearby.

They are the real-life Huck
Finns of Korea.

Sometime later, a U.S. gov-

ernment employee appeared
at our offices with a little boy
of about the same age. He,
too, was a double amputee, so

he appeared to be an ideal re-

placement for the boy who had
run away.

His sponsor told a pitiful

story of how she had found
him crawling over the pave-
ments of Seoul. She had tak-

en his to her apartment,
bathed and fed and loved him.
She bought him new cloth-

ing in the PX to replace his

vermin-filled rags, and now
she hoped to b u y artificial

lees for the poor lad.

Fortunately, she had come
to the right place. Although
there are' many places to buy
artificial appliances, most of

these prostheses are badly
fitted and poorly constructed.

They do an amputee more
harm than good by causing
painful pressure sores which
eventually break down Hie tis-

sues of the stump and often
necessitate reamputation.

Supported by regular dona-
tions from interested friends
abroad, it would seem taht his

future was well taken care of.

The boy was an excellent pros-

pect for complete rehabilita-

tion.

Why, then, did he run away?
The answer is easy. After two
or three years of regulated liv-

ing, he began to long for the
freedom and companionship of

his former wanderer’s life.

He had forgotten the disad-
vantages of begging, and he
remembered only the excite-
ment, the sense of belonging,
the adventures. He could no
longer feel the cold and the
pangs of hunger, but he was
chafing under the discipline
and duty of a schoolboy.

He decided to go back into
the brotherhood of beggars
and to be his own master once
again.
WT

e searched for him. but we
could not find him. At last
we wrote to his sponsor and
asked him if he would con-
sider supporting a different
child. It was not a new ex-
perience for us. Beggar boys
often rejoined the fraternity
after a few months or years.

The kind lady was not seek-

ing charity. She asked for the

best that money could buy.
and she was willing to pay for

it out of her own salary. She
offered to pay all the boy’s

expenses, including room and
board, physical and occupa-
tional therapy. She evpn had
dreams of specialized vo-

cational training, or perhaps
sending the boy through col-

lege.

When she brought the- child

in, he turned out to be none
other than our little runaway.
He had sold his newly-made
artificial legs and was back
at the bottom rung of his old

profession when the lady
found him.

Now the cycle had begun
anew. The woman was even
more surprised than we were.

She had believed every word
of the storv the boy had giv-

en her. And why not? He look-

ed destitute and helpless

enough’
We were happy that we

were able to save this gen-

erous woman from disappoint-

ment. heartache, and needless
expense.

(To Be Continued)

EDITOR'S NOTE: The following
is the second and final part of an
article contributed to The Korean
Republic by Mrs. Juliana Steen-,

sma, wife of the director of Ko-.

rea Amputee Rehabilitation
Center.

By JULIANA STEENSMA

abled) a 1 1 e a d y exists and
would be strengthened by
their help.

The society has been doing
good work, without fanfare.

What need, then, for another
foundation?
Perhaps the newspapers

should share some of the
blame for this situation. As
leaders of public opinion and

„ A . . , channels of public education,
But this story is not unique. ^ey could inform their read-

Many foreigners a r e being
ers 0f the regular, approved

used and abused simply e-
agenc ies instead of featuring

cause of their own ignorance
the overnight sensations,

and gullibility. Some prefer it ......
this way. They enjoy playing The

r
e

,

ai’* s
°f

ie
t
,es

,

to belp

God, or is it Santa Claus? blind, the deaf, the iuber-

For those, however, who are cu^r > the crippled a n d the

sincerely concerned with the maimed, the leprous, the or-

welfare of the needy, the dis- phaned, the mixed-blooded,

abled, and the widows and the prostitute, the sick, and

orphans, there is a better way. the destitute. It would not be

Voluntary agencies and gov- amiss to recognize their exis-

ernment departments are co- tence and the fine work they

operating in order to give the have already done and con-

best service to Korea’s needy. tinue to accomplish.
. ... It might also be worthwhile

These various organizations ^ pQjnt out to the general
employ qualified, well-trained

pUbiic the fact that these agen-
personnel who are familiar

cjes do no discriminate be-
with the problems and are

cause 0f reiigion, citizenship,
experienced in dealing with

soc jaj status, or ability to pay.
t’bem. They exist to help the
They know the people with needy> and they try to do it

whom they work, they stay -

n a wen_pianned, forward-
on the 3 o b long enough to joking, professional Way.
know the pitfalls and to learn An these effarts of volun .

the language of the trade, and teer agencies, welfare socie-
they are aware of all the

tieS) and missionary specialists
avenues through which they bave been combined in the Ko-
can seek additional help if rea Assn, of Voluntary Agen-
needed.

cies
And yet, time after time, we

jf you see some need, or
read articles in the daily news-

if you are moved to contribute
papers about well-intentioned

ypUr funds or your services
GIs or other do-gooders who

^oward the welfare of the less
suddenly see a need and know fortunate, a phone call to this
that surely they have come to cooperative group (2-2259) will
Korea for just such a time

te j] you what is being done,
as this. or how you can best be of
Some write home for used serv ice

clothing, and then receive so
,

‘

.. . -

much of it that they are un- un ' tV th^. */t^n£h;

able to distribute it wisely so
A bungling, egotistic amateui

that much of it finds its way can do no l^in
« SJ?

into the back stalls of the can cause ™ch trouble. Pro-

marVptc gress in social welfare is long.

Some take stray children as
uphill work f o r people who

pets, or mascots, perhaps with have dedicated their entire

the kindest of intentions but L4in^0n 0f trained
with no idea of what effect . , ,

, .

such an unnatural existence leadership and an in

will have on the child’s future. Publlc c a
£ JL

^

Some have even established goals of public health recon-

new agencies (naming them af-
^ruction, a n d rehabilitation

ter themselves, at that!), to ^ .

g nQt thfi time for per .

sonal ambition, and glory-
“belp the handicapped” in Ko-

garded the fact that the Ko-

1

rea Society for Crippled Chil-

dren and Adults (a bona fide,

government-recognized organ-
ization which is affiliated with

siveness. Let us all pull to-

gether, helping each other for

the common good. By so doing

we can all help Korea.

The writer Is the wife of the

On/iioi,, fnr director of Korea Amputee RehabUl-
the InternatlonalSociety for

tatj.,n Center. She came to Korea
the Rehabilitatir^v^ie Dfc- in ms.
oh
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EDITOR'S NOTE: In Hi« fol-

lowing essay contributed to this

column, Mrs. Juliana Steensma,
wife of Mr. John Steensma,
director, Korean Amputee Reha-

bilitation Center, discusses prob-

lems relating to learning English

In Korea.

By MRS. JOHN STEENSMA

I have read with interest

the revelations of a Korean
teacher of English in The

Korean Repub-
i

' lie. In his es-

• s a y, he dis-

cusses the prob

lems of the
teacher of Eng-
lish as a for-

eign language.
|H i s comments
la r e based on

Steensma h i s 10 years’

experience in the field. It is

a hopeful sign when a teacher

with such long experience

recognizes the fact that it is

time to change the methods
of teaching English in Korea.

Not only has English itself

changed, but Korea has also

changed during the past 10

/ears. What might have been
in effective English at the

>nd of the Korean War is

nadequate in today’s f ast-
noving society.

The teacher admits this
and stresses the need for a

broad intellectual back-
ground in o r d e r to under-

stand and explain to his stu-

dents those topics which are

unfamiliar to them.

The author is on the right

track with his oral aural ap-

proach. But there are dan-

gers. I have visited classes

where conversational English

was taught, but the pronun-

ciation of the Korean teach-

er left much to be desired.

Although it is obvious that,

with the tremendous popu-

larity of English in Korea, it

would be impossible to sup-

ply enough teachers who
speak English as their first

language, I do believe that a

greater attempt should be

made to use tape recordings

made by native speakers.
1- ~~rsA

If the idea is repeated with

a superabundance of words,

it is not emphasized as the

writer hopes, but rather,

confused. Pompous expres

sions and unusual words are

an exhibition of lack of

learning and poor discipline.

The Korean writer usually

prefers to approach h i s

thought in a roundabout

way, and to weigh down his

sentences needlessly with ex-

tra words which contribute

nothing to the meaning.
Such negative approaches

as “cannot but” and “nothing

else than” should only be

used for variety or for em-

phasis, not as a general rule.

The same is true of introduc

tory phrases such as “all in

all,” “by the way,” “all told,

“in summary.” These bridges

are a carry over from the

run on Korean sentence, and

are easily overdone without

the writer realizing it.

A careful reader of both

classical and contemporary
writers cannot fail to notice

that some words are definite-

ly out-of-date in modern
writing. We chuckle regular-

ly as we read the English-

language newspapers and
find such antiques as

“fraught with reports,” "ef-

forts turned to naught,” and

other archaic expressions

which seem to have been lift

ed out of t h e King James
scriptures.

Writers of English must
remember that, although

their reading may be dated

in the 18th or 19th century,

they are writing for the 20th

century and they must keep

in touch With both the writ-

ten and spoken language of

the current period.

The best guide to current

English is a recently - pub-

lished magazine or book. One

can develop sensitivity to

what Is good in contem-

porary usage only by con-

stant observation of what is

currently being used.

But remember, please.
There is a great range be-

tween the customary lan-

guage of the cultivated and

careful user and that of the

vulgar crowd. . .

It will also au mum
to invite foreigners to visit

the classes as often as pos-

sible throughout the school
term in order that the stu-

dents of English might have
a little taste of the native ac-

cent and natural idiom.

During the last few years,
when there have been thou-
sands of Americans and Brit-

ishers living and working in

this country, this does not
seem to be an absolute im-
possibility.

Although students should
be encouraged to use Eng-
lish conversation whenever
possible, they should be
warned that all English is

not acceptable English.
There is nothing more pa-

thetic than the Korean who
has learned his conversation-
al English around an army
base.

He casually drops vulgari-

ties and obscenities which
would have made my parents
wash out my mouth with
soap if I had used them at

home. Innocence is an ex-

cuse, but it is nevertheless
an embarrassment in g o o d
company. *

If the student of English
can recognize that there is

a distinction between the
formal written English which
he has been learning from
the academic approach of

the grammar class and the
informal colloquial English
which he hears spoken, his
problem is already half-

solved.
He can spare himself those

hours of memorizing vocabu-
lary lists of seldom - used
words. He need struggle no
longer to learn the long pat-

tern sentences which deal
with subjects he will proba
bly never discuss.

Instead of memorizing
idioms from a book, he can
learn English usage by prac-
ticing it. I feel very strongly
that idioms cannot be
learned by memorization.
Different idioms are pecul-

iar to different localities and
only one who knows the
language well enough to use
an idiom unconsciously
should be using It at all.

To sprinkle your conversa-
tion with idiomatic phrases
which do not fit and do not

come naturally makes you
sound ridiculous.
The fact that the good stu-

dent reads avidly and exten-

sively often makes him a

poor writer, as far as style is

concerned. He is always on
the alert for new words and
catchy phrases as he reads,

and he seeks opportunities
to use these words and
phrases in his writing.

The result is always too

obvious. The writer forgets

that the best English is the

simple English which puts
exactly the right word in the
right place.

We also have a comply
against Korean publishers of

English. English words can-
not be divided wherever the
typesetter runs out of room.
There are definite rules for

the division of words, and
since we are expected to

observe them when we write

English, it is annoying to see

that the printer has ignored

them.
Perhaps the English teach-

er might also find time to

teach syllabification and
rules for dividing words. We
can even hope that he will

point out to his students the
difference between the let-

ters “1” and “r,” and o'her
common errors in spelling

which are made by Korean
writers of English.

He could impress upon the

beginner that the dictionary

Is always more reliable than
a good guess.

Recent cooperation be-

tween Korean schools and
their English teachers and
foreign language experts is

most encouraging. Results

are already apparent. The
new language labs are tre-

mendous.
We would like to see edu-

cators from everywhere in

the country encouraged to

visit these centers where “he

teaching of English is so out-

standingly good, an<J to ap-

ply the new me'hods wher-
ever possible.

The encouragement of

English writing Is also com-
mendable and we admire the

published efforts of English
students in Korea.
To an American, the pop-

ularity of English as a sec-

ond language here is alwavs

a pleasant surprise.

Even in the re-mot" vil-

lages. we seldom are com-
pletely unable to communi-
cate. We are Impressed by
the diligence and eagerness

with which Korean students
d pursue their study of Eng-
f
lish.

On the other hand, we are
every college student has
spent six to eight years of
hard work and constant ap-
plication on a language which
he is often unable to speak
or write.

Too many Koreans who do
not really know English
themselves are trying to
teach it in the public schools
throughout the country.
The blind are leading the

blind. With such a wealth of
well-trained young graduates
from which to pick our
teachers, is this state of af-

fairs excusable?
Or are those who can

really use English bein-g

drawn out of teaching into
occupations which offer bet-

ter pay?
Something is wrong with

the system. I don’t know what
it is, but one thing is sure.
If a teacher cannot speak
and write fluent English him
self, he will not be a success-
ful teacher no matter how

\

\

\
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By Mrs. Julianne Steensma

Last spring, Korea lost one
f her most devoted friends.

/hen Harry Holt died, he had
iven up the best years of his

fe, his home and family in

.merica, and his personal for-

me to a cause in which hs

slieved with all his heart —
le welfare of the neglected

nd abandoned children of Ko-
ea.

A 1 1 h o u g
yere was
me when 1

lolt Adopt
Togram v
roudly ex

ited as c

f the cle

st, bast-r

rhhanages
dl Korea,
s unfortun
hat the; fac

ies began v

slide downhill as Mr. Holt’s

trengt'h declined and his funds

rere depleted.

Mr. Holt himself never wa-
tered in his love and dedica-

ion to “his children’’ but in-

vitably the deterioration pro-

cessed, until friends of the

lolt Adoption Pregram began

o discuss privately what
vould become of it.

Things came to a head ab-

ruptly with the sudden death

>f the beloved founder o-f the

irogram. The power struggle

imong the Korean employees
vas brought into the open,

rheir personal ambition and
licayuns spirit was revealed.

^Friends hastily stepped Into

he breach caused by th° death

>f ' Harry Holt and took emer-
gency steps to assure the con-

tinuation of his work. They
feared lest the one-man pre-

>ram might collapse complete-
ly when that man was buried.

Korean Church World Serv-
ice supported the temporary
service of the former medical
Jirector at the orphanage and
hospital in Nokpon-dong, Dr.

ren Have.

When word reached Seoul

that the Rev. and Mrs. O’Con-
nor had accepted the responsi-

bility for administration of the

Ilsan orphanage, interested

supporters in Korea were hap-

py and relieved.

Besides the recognized de-

grees in social work and nurs-

ing which Mr. and Mrs. O’Con-
ner had earned in the United
States, they had the benefit of

five years’ residence in Korea.
They had learned to under-
stand and use the Korean lan-

guage.
During the years in which

their own children were bom
at Taejon and at Wonju, the

family often took into their

home an abandoned Korean
child, added it to the family
circle, and nursed and loved

it until it was healthy
enough to be placed in

an adoptive home. These peo-

ple seemed to be ideal as direc-

tors of the Holt Adoption Pro-
gram.
Perhaps they were too

ideal. Shocked by the condi-
tions which confronted them at
Ilsan, they reacted too strong-

ly and moved too quickly.

Concern for the lives of hund-
reds of Korean infants and for
the health of the pitifully dis-

abled children whom they saw

at the orphanage pushed aside

the niceties of inter-staff rela-

tionships.

In a hurry to correct the
most obvious causes of pesti-

lence and malnutrition, the

new director and his wife rode
roughshod over the petty hier-

archy which had been establish-

ed by some of the old-time

employees.

Changa is never easy. Rut
those of us who have been wat-
ching the proceedings at Ilsan

realize that some changes
there are long overdue. Our
sympathies at this time are net

for those who suffer from the

changes, but rather for those
who should benefit from
change. We cannot be very sor-

ry for those employees who
are being forced to earn their

salaries and to measure up to

standards and to obey regula-

tions.

Nor is our chief concern for

the O’Conner family although

they have been haiassed and
threatened by the workers,
and maligned and ridiculed by
the Korean newspapers. These
people did not come to Korea
to seek ease or personal ad-
vancement. They did not ex-

pect thanks and glory for their

efforts.

Our coneorn is for the 700

Korean children (many of

whom are mentally deficient,

soma of whom are physically

handicapped, and a few of

whom are racially mixed), now
receiving shelter at Ilsan. The
work of the Holt Adoption
Program is carried on in the
interests of these Korean child-

ren. It deserves the whole-
hearted support of the Korean
people and of the Kore'an
press. We have never been
able to understand the apathy

of the Korean public toward
the children.

The work of the director of

such a program is hard and
discouraging, and it is especial-

ly so under the present neces-
sity of reviving a faltering pro-
gram. What a wonderful help
it would be if the people who
should be most interested in
this cause would express their

concern publicly by sympathetic
involvement!

It is difficult to Justify the
selfishness, the pettiness, the
greed of those who seek to

drive out this new director,

who has assumed a burden be-
yond the strength of a single

man. But while nurses and
would-be-engineers wrangle,
while employees busy them-
salves by overturning automo-
biles and waving placards,

Korean babies continue to die.

Korean children continue to

endure this suffering "to which,

they are fairly accustomed."
The rest of us read the lurid

newspaper accounts of trouble

at Ilsan, discuss it for a day
or two, and then forget it.

Busy with our own prob-
lems and with cur own impor-
tant affairs, we avert our faces

from these hapless children.

Like the Levite in the ancient
book, we pass by .... on the
other side.

- ft.

The writer 5s the wfiTe of

the dirpetor of the amputee
rehabilitation centeT at You-
sel medical center.

By Mrs. Juliana Steensma
During the year of recovery listed man) gives the GI an

j

which have followed the Ko- outlet. He can keep himsel!

rean Wax, the Korean people busy fixing up the place, play-

have gradually assumed res- ing with the kiddies, and
ponsibility for their own prob- scrounging treats and clothing

leans. Although still dependent items for them,
to some extent upon foreign Orphan sponsorship is el-

aid, they show a new eager- a favorite charity for fereigu-

ness and determination to ers. The appeal of a child is

manage their own affairs. This (universal. Children are wor.-

includes a real derful publicity gimmicks. The
effort of gov-&J(*4«d^ | orphan choir which made such
ernment to cic- an impact on the Wee/tern,

operate with world recently is a good ex-

voluntary agen- ample. Mtost of the Utters

cies in public . which we receive from friends

niealth, reha- wf abroad who wish to help Ko-
Wlitation, and rea will stipulate, "We want
education. Great ,* *'

5 to help a Korean child.” The
progress has ^ 1 writers do net seem to grasp

been made in the fact that in Korea, as

the treatment everywhere else, the child is

and prevention a dependent part of the family

of leprosy and and it is the parent who usu-

tuberculosis, and in vocation- ally needs the help,

al training, family planning If people want to give their

and social services1

. money to needy children, and
There is one area, however, if there are so many abandon-

which still looks discouraging, ed children who need help.

In spite of a better standard what is the problem?. The
of living in Korea and advan- problem is the child,

ces In medicine which should To a foreigner, the word
be keeping parents alive long- ‘‘orphan’’ is an appealing
er, there seem to be more or- word. To a child in a country
phans than ever before. There which places so much empha-

i
are certainly more orphanages, eig upon blood lines and fa-

and they are all full to over- mily trees, it is a disgrace
flowing. which he must shoulder all c£
No doubt there are many hi3 life.

reasons for this, and! it is a To a foreigner, there is a
problem for a sociologist and selfish satisfaction. in giving
not for an amateur to analyze, to an orphanage. To the child-
But a superficial check of the ren, who are forced to depend
orphanages in Korea shows upon this charity and to play
that the great majority of up to it, it is training in beg-
them depend almost entirely ging which will mark them
upon foreign support. A closer forever. Nothing is more pa-
check revealg the fact that a thetic than the dressed-up
large percentage of the child- group of "orphans” who have
ren who are fed, clothed, hous- been taught to sing and per-
edl and educated by these or- form for the benevolent guest,
phanages are not real orphans To anyone who has tried to
at all. They have at least one imagine what goes on in the
living relative, and many of mind of a child who grows up
them actually have families in such circumstances, or to
who live nearby. anyone who has become inti-

The question which lmmr- mately acquainted with a
diately arises in the mind of young person who is the pro-
the foreigner ig why such duct of one of these orphan-
children have been placed in ages, this is the greatest tra-
the orphanage. Anyone who gedy in Korea,
has any knowledge of psycho- What is the solution? It
logy or psychiatry at all is must begin in Korea, with a
well aware of the emotional sense of responsibility on the
damage institutional life can part of the Korean people fer
do to a child. Korea is full of their own. The shame of the
the proof of thig damage. orphanage is the shame cf
Just last week we were Korea, first of all. There are

brought into contact with a Koreans who still remember
young lad who had been raie- the day when orphanages
ed in an orphanage. He is were rare — when an crphan-
physically disabled, but he is ed child was cared for by re-
also mortally ill. During the latives and raised by his own
course of several interviews clan. Thig was the day when
with this sixteen year old boy, child abandonment was
we learned that both he and acknowledged by all as a dis-
his brother had spent most grace. It ha3 now become al-

cf their lives in an orphan- most socially acceptable,
age, even though their grand- Th<, Korean government has
mother lived in her own house made a great dea , of progre£S
nearby. They visited her often,

j n the control of orphanages,
and spent holidays and special

I(. requires registration and
days with her. A deep bitter- registered orphanages are sub-
ness in the boy was evident.

jf.ct to a certain amount of
He felt that he had been cast eUpervision . It has mad .e an
out by his family, and he was orphan survey, and forced the
aehamed to call the orphanage return of many a bogus or-
* ... ,,

phan to his parents. Older cr-
It is surprising, m a culture phans, who are considered

which places such value upon a£jults in any other societv.
the family and the clan, to haV€ indl)cted into th
find this situation occurring army or dis.mlesed from the
so frequently. There is an ob- orpha.nages.
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iETTER TO THE EDITOR

r-vw-vRighteous and Self-Orphans

y LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

'jOoa i\ntentions
Dear Sir:

In his attempt (Letters, Jan.
21) to accuse Mrs. Steensma
(Thoughts of The Times, Jar..

20) of trying to moralize what
he considers more fundament-
ally an economic problem, Mr.
Palais has, I fear, both mis-
understood Mrs. Steensma’s
point and committed a more
gross error of his own.
The problem of pseudo-

orphans is not economic alone.

It is also a social ill of the first

magnitude, as Mrs. Ste-enema
rightly pointed out in what I

would call a piece of sociologi-

cal journalism that approached
brilliance. There is a connec-
tion between economic and
social problems, and, jointly,

they have political connota-
tions, too.

Relief is not useless, nor is

ft something that necessarily
makes slackers of the poor;
Mrs. Steensma did not say
that. It is, however, only one
part of social welfare, and
should be a small part Orphans,
widows, temporarily unemploy-
ed, indigent sick, all must be
treated as integral ports of any
society, and charity is but one
means of relief.

Unfortunately, little else has
been tried in Korea (and I
would say that far too little

has been done in the U.S.) to-

ward a more fundamental ap-
proach toward more fundamen-
tal problems. Korea all but
cries for such projects as co-

operative farming, irrigation
and transportation projects to
absorb unemployment; improve-
ment °f the parents’ living
condition is far better than the
crumbs of charity. Soup

kitchens for A-fram-e workers
are no alternative to honest
work, as any man who has
ever been out of a job can
testify.

Unfortunately, too, the exist-

ence of so much well-intended
charity here has tended to pre-

vent Koreans from facing their
own problems. There- are those,
of course, who contend that
the prevalence of charity has
allowed a few swindlers and
reactionaries to maintain their
own positions and block socia:

progress. They have an undeni-
able point An "affluent society”
is quite beside the point in
Korea, for affluence is not in
sight. There are possibilities,

though, that maldistribution of

wealth could be corrected.
May I suggest, as one means

toward that end, that Mrs.
Steensma’s article be translated
and run in The Times’ sister
Korean-language pap>ar, so that
more Koreans might become
aware of the questions she has
raised?

George Hendricks

Help, Not Handout
Dear Sir:

Since Mr. James B. Palais
missed the thrust of my recent
thought'' on orphans, it seems
werthwhile to repeat a few spe-

cific pointg in the hepe that

he will read the article over
again and try to keep an open
mind.
Out of my “disillusionment

and self-righteous indignation"

I believe that the problem of

orphans and orphanages in

Korea is a responsibility which
must be faced and accepted by
Korean societr.

Recognizing the economic
stress which is partly respon-
sible for the situation, I also

accept a responsibility to help.

Having worked in Korea with
a relief organization for more
than rix years, I have seen the i

difference between direct hand-
cuts ar.d a sound, farsighted

rehabilitation program.
I have also seen the strong

love which Korean people have
for home and family ties, and
I believe that Korean parents
love their children just as much
as I love mine.
I da not euggest “cutting

down the number of orphan-
ages’’ as a solution or as a
means of "restoring the family
as an hallowed institution.” I

suggest, rather, a cooperative
attempt by all who are truly

concerned tj cut down the

number of children who are

called orphans.

I understand poverty and
starvation, Mr. Palais, since my
dally work keeps me in the

thick of it. But I try also to

understand basic human digni-

ty, which is the God-given right

of every individual, even of a
Kcrean child.

Taking the long view, I not

cnly see the ‘‘panja-jip’’ (my,

we are -clever with idiom!) as

an immediate hardship, but I

consider the teenage delinquent,

the professional beggar, the

prostitute, and the habitual

thief ag the results of our well-

meant charity. And I still be-

lieve that much of' the money
which flows into the orphanages
could be better spent if we
would take the time to try to

help each child as an indivi-

dual human being.

Juliana Steensma
Seoul

Dear Sir:

I refer to Mrs. Steensma’s
article re: orphanages in Korea.
Unfortunately Mrs. Steensma
is one of those people who
cannot help but view every-

thing as a question of morality.

Out of her disillusionment

and self-righteous indignation

she regards the problem of

"pseudo-orphans," which is

essentially a matter of econo-

mics, as a question of moral
decrepitude.
Mrs. Steensma has discover-

ed that all the inhabitants cf

"orphanages” are not "orphans”

at all. They have relatives

somewhere. Furthermore, the

foolish G.I.’s, by contributing

to the upkeep of these quasi-

crphanages, are perpetuating

them, are encouraging these

non-orphans, thereby furthering

the breakdown of the family

system and morality.

She has failed bo consider

that in all oriental society, If

nort throughout the world,

social values, the sanctity of

the home and family etc. break
down under economic stress —
poverty, in simpler terms.

It is a well-known fqct that

during a famine peasants In

j
China either killed girl babies

because they eculd hot feed

them, or sold them into slavery

to save them from starvation.

Mrs. Steensma assumes that

Koreans shunt their children

off to orphanages to escape

responsibility. It could not

possibly be that the alternative

to this is either starvation or

a life of begging on the streets.

Mrs. Steensma’s ire is

aroused by the thought that all

this G.I. charity hag been

wasted oa the jiseudo-orsliaiis, .

forgetting that these, too, are

people, after all.

She believes that by cutting

dewn the number of ‘orphan-

ages,’ this will have the effect

of restoring the family ag an
hallowed institution.

It could be that what would
happen as a result of that is

that so many more Koreans
would not have place to sleep

or the chance for an occasional

meal.
No, they would return to the

bosom of hearth and home —
which by the way might be a
panja-jip’ or shack house

6lapped together with a few

boards somewhere, in cold and
hunger.

She deplcres the psychologi-

cal damage done to ‘orphan-

age’ Inmates, both genuine and
phony, but fails to realize that

‘psychological damage’ is a

luxury that one can afford in

the affluent society, but which

;

becomes a secondary consldera-

ticn at best in Korea.

Let Mrs. Steensma consider

that in a flourishing economy
it would b? unlikely that toe

many people would be sending

their children to orphanages. !

Let her consider that charity

to an ‘orphange ’ ersatz cr no,

ia charity for the poor and

deprived above all else.

Her argumentation reminds

me of the opposition to social

security and ether social legisla-

tion in the U.S. based on the

concept that man is not a

victim of economic circumstan-

ce, but cf hie own diligence,

his own morality and virtue,

or the lack of it.

God save the pseude-orphans

from the self-righteous!

James B. Palais



By Juliana Steensma By Mrs. Juliana Steensma

What’s in a name? Where "Kimmie.” I liked them bet-
I came from, there is a great ter as Miss Lee, Miss Pak and
deal in a name. By looking Miss Kim, but you can’t fight
at a person’s surname you can Westernization,
smell his blood. You can even Long years ago, when mis-
get a vague idea of what kind sionaries first came to Korea,
of ancestors he has had. We they found it easier to adopt
meet Smiths and Kakers, Mil- Korean names for communi*
lers and Carpenters, Kings cation. These names were used
and Princes in every language, socially as well as legally.
Some names p.

are easily iden-‘
tified as to na-f
tionality . . . the
“von” is worn;;
by the Ger-':

man, "Van” by
the Hollander,
“du” by theFrench-
man, and “ski”
by the Pole.

,

Others a r e <b- .

harder to sort
‘

and in those days when the
’• few foreigners were living as

Koreans among Koreans they
were a convenience. Since the
Korean War the influx of
foreigners has accellerated,
Koreans in great numbers are
going abroad, and news me-
dia have made foreign names
familiar to people in remote
hamlets.

It seems a bit ridiculous
now for a Westerner to give
himself a Korean name with-

out, such as the imaginative out some special reason (I
Komanizations of Korean wonder if the Koreans who
names or Anglicized modifica- have gone to West Germany
tions of European names. are calling themselves by
I once knew a man who had names Such as "von Sweit-

an unpronounceable Dutch zenberg” or "Goethe”?)
name but he clung to it al- Nowadays, when foreigner*
though nobody could spell it. are registered by the govem-
When asked why he didn’t An- ment under their foreign names
gliclze It, Tie squirmed as he and identified with their own
replied that, literally tra'nslat- names in all publications and
ed, * his name meant "bom legal dealings, it seems like
naked.” We always wondered play-acting to assume Korean
about his ancestors and what names. It is even more far-
it could have been that made fetched when the foreigner
them so unusual. lives in a Western house, eata
Some people do not care to imported Western foods, and

be identified. When they leave cannot speak the Korean lan-
their native lands to enter the guage!
melting pot they leave their I have often been confused
names behind them. Others and irritated when a Korean
change the spelling so that the visitor asks for one of my
name will be easier to pro- .foreign neighbors by a Korean
nounce. There may be merit name and I have no idea who
in that, if the name is ab- he is talking about. I myself
solutely impossible, but in this have looked long and hard
day of “one world” it wouldn’t for the home of one of these
hurt us to make a little ex- “culture straddlers” and hat>
tra effort to learn to say other ed him while his Korean
peoples names the way they neighbors tried to help by
are used to hearing them. calling off the labels by which
The Korean who Romanizes they had been taught to iden-

his name has a great deal of tify the Westerners,
leeway. It is a revelation to Believe it or not, the mis*
the Westerner to discover that sionary community has recog-
Mr. Ee, Mr. Lee, Mr. Rhee nized this problem and now
and Mr. Yi all have the same issues a special directory of
family name and that Miss Korean names so that mis-
Pak, Miss Bhac, Miss Bahk sionaries can find each other!
and Miss Park all came from It really doesn't make sen-
one tree. Since there are so se. The Korean is busy chan-
few family names in Korea, ging his name to make it look
the more variety the better, as Western as possible, and
I say. But it would clarify re- the foreigner thinks the Ko-
lationships if all the members reans will like him better with
of one family could agree on a Korean name. And so the
a common spelling. eager beaver who has just
The trend toward simplifi- arrived can’t wait to “trans-

cation of names which we find late” his name into hangub
in America seems to be re- In his innocence he is un-
versed in Korea. When aware that there are only
“Chong” becomes “Djongue” about a hundred authentic
anything can happen. Even the Korean names, and he proud-
traditional “Kim” is now ly displays his cultural ig-

showing up as "Kimb,” and norance with a new name that
why not? (When did "Smith” is as foreign as the one he
become “Smythe”?) Many Ko- came with.

reans have acquired a foreign What’s in a name? What
name which they use for in- really changes when we call

ternational contacts, so that the Korean girl “Annie” and
it is not unusual to be intro- the American preacher “Kim?”
duced to "Jonathon” Kim or A rose is a rose . . .

“Zachary” Lee. In the down-
town beauty shops, the opera-
tors wear tags which pro-
claim them as “Ruthie,” “In-

grid,” “Ruby,” and even

The writer is the wife of
the director of the amputee
rehabilitation center at Yon-
sei Medical Center.

The Seoul conference of the
PATA is over. Delegates have
been wined and dined. Ko-
reans have paraded in front of
historic South Gate in beauti-
ful and authentic Yi Dynasty
costumes. Special arches have
been built over the streets of
the city to welcome the visit-
ing dignitaries. A huge neon
sign over the entrance of the
Seoul railway
station still im-
presses us.

Every on e,

from the hotel
managers to
the taxi drivers
has gone out
of his way to
make a favor-
able impression
upon these im-
portant tour-
ists. The gov-
ernment considered it very
urgent to make these people,
who came to Korea for the
first time, feel at home here,
to show them that Korea is
a happy land with a happy
people and that it has im-
proved and advanced enough
during the past decade to merit
inclusion in the “package
tour”’ of the Orient. However,
there were some tourists at
Walker Hill who were not
PATA delegates. Among
them, we met some friends
from our home town. They
had come to Korea to adopt a
child. Although they enjoyed
the extra frills and the fri-

endly atmosphere of the city
and appreciated the Yi cos- -

tumes and the special tours,
they also visited some places
that were not on the regular

overworked girls bathe the
children and clean up their
beds. Here, in one room, were
twenty-one infants. Two or
three of them looked healthy
and normal, but the majority
were big-eyed and big-bellied.
Half the cribs had no sheets,
and the children, two and
three. in each crib, lay on the
plastic mattresses. When I
asked about the obvious
shortage of bedding and dia-
pers for the babies, I was told
that, although this hospital re-
ceived gifts of toys and baby
things regularly, all mysterious-
ly disappeared.

One child had won the favor
and affection of the nurse girls.
She smiled at them and stret-
ched out her arms to be pick-
ed up. She was tied to some-
one's back, petted and fond-
led, but another little girl who
was flushed with fever and
too sick to hold her own
bottle was ignored complete-
ly. When there are twenty-
one babies to feed, there is

no time for those who cannot
assert themselves.

After some time, we went
on to the room where the tiny
babies are kept. Here only
two girls were in attendance,
but there were at least twenty
infants. A bottle was propped
against every child, and the
baby lay in a puddle of leaking
formula. The two young ladies
in charge were busy feeding
the fat, favored child from the
next room. They remained in-
different to the crying Infants
all around them, while they
played patty-cake and peek-a-
boo with the pet.

tourist itinerary. One of these
was the Seoul Municipal
Babies’ Home, from which
they bad acquired their new
son.

As we went to the Home,
we explained to the guests
that the city government had
many problems. Not only must
they attract tourists to Korea
and make them want to come
back, but they also had to
find some money in the city
budget for the hundreds of
little children who are thrown
out on the streets of Seoul
every year.

< First we went to the recep-
tion room. It is a sordid and
depressing place, crowded and
smelly. Two children, both
hydrocephalics, lay inert in
cribs in front of the door.
Beyond them was a row of
tiny infants. The foreign nurse
who was our guide found two
who were exceedingly sick,
and gave orders that they be
moved into the hospital. “They
will . die,” she stated matter-

actly.

’e spent the next hour in
baby room, helping two

Orphanages and foundling
homes, even when run under
the best of conditions, are de-
plorable places. There is no.
thing more pathetic than an
unwanted child. It seems to
me, however, that a city which
can spend money to preserve
historical monuments, to erect
plaster statues along its main
streets, and to create an at-
tractive facade to greet its
tourists should realize that the
city baby home is also a part
of its image. It is this image
that receives the unfavorable
publicity outside of Korea.
And it is this image that the
tourist remembers. The Babies'
Home is not beautiful, like
Walker Hill or South Gate.
But it is an impressive place— a place that you visit once
and never forget. It should
be on every tourist itinerary
for it is, in its own way, a
public monument. It is a monu-
ment of inhumanity in the
city of Seoul.

• • •

The writer is the wife of
the director of the amputee
rehabilitation center at the
Yonsei Medical Center.



By Mrs. Juliana Steensma

What is a missionary? Who
is a missionary? What does a

missionary really do? Do we
still need missionaries in Ko-
rea? Do we want them?
These are questions which

have occupied us recently over
our teacups. They are ques-
tions which have no simple
answers. If we are thinking of

the word ‘'missionary” in its

broad sense,
most foreign-

ers in Korea
can be con-
sidered as mis-
sionaries. They
represent some
group outside
of the country
and have been
sent here to

do a job as re-

presentatives of

that group. Some of them have
been sent by the United States
government. Some are sent by
relief agencies or voluntary
organizations. Some represent
educational institutions, and
some have been sent by various
churches and church boards.
Unfortunately, many of these

missionaries do not perform
their mission well. They leave

a bad impression on the Ko-
rean people with whom they,

come into contact. They are

a shame to their fellow coun-
trymen. Their misdemeanors,
their scandals, their profiteer-

ing are a public offense. But
the bad ones do not stay long;

that is some comfort.
There is a narrower concep-

tion of missionaries which in-

cludes only those who are
supported by some church
agency or group. Even here,

we often have trouble with
identities. Who is a mission-

ary and who is not? I think

it comes to a question of

motivation. The true mission-

ary comes to Korea with a
love of God and a love for the

Korean people and a real de-

I
sire to serve. He does not seek

to dominate, to show off his

superior learning, or to flaunt

hi3 wealth. He is willing to

share his time and his talent

for the benefit * of those Ko-
reans who seek his assistance.

It is true that missionaries

are made, not born. (Although
you can find examples here of

"missionaries” who are bom,
not made. Their parents were
missionaries before them, and
they have become missionaries

by inheritance. They grew up
in Korea, they learned the Ko-
rean way and a little Korean
language, and they do not feel

at home in their own country.)

It is also true that some miss-

ionaries "have it made.” They
have built themselves com-
fortable houses, summer cot-

tages, and a ‘‘job’’ which suits

them. Every five years they

return to the United States,

make a series of tear-jerking

speeches in the home churches,

and gratefully come back to

Korea for a prolonged- rest.

But these are not the real

missionaries. The real ones

are harder to find. They are

harder to interview and they

are harder to meet because

|
they blend into their surrour.-

find them holding clinics on
tiny Islands off the coastline,

or instructing in modern
technology in the operating
rooms of the finest hospitals
in the country. Some mission-
aries are teachers. You can
find them on the faculties of

the high schools and colleges,
in the medical universities
and in the nursing schools.

Some are farmers, who teach
the latest methods of soil

conservation and crop raising.

Some are social workers,
who are busy in all parts of

tbo country, distributing relief,

directing orphanages, caring
for the sick and the disabled.

Not all missionaries arc
preachers and evangelists.
Those theologians who aro
highly educated are usually
in great demand as professors
in the seminaries and theolo-
gical schools, or as advisors
and consultants to the Korean
churches.
Most missionaries are well-

rounded individuals with im-
pressive talents and a solid
educational background. The
day of the religious fanatio
with the burning heart and
the empty bead is past. Of
course, there are a few mis-
fits and even the best of the
missionaries sometimes make
mistakes. But it is not fair
to judge them all by the pec-
cadilloes of the unwise or the
inexperienced. Each mission-
ary should be judged as an
individual.

Although we must give
much credit to the mission-
aries for the rapid advances
in Korean education and
medicine, this is no excuse
for them to rest on the ac-
complishments of past genera-
tions. If a missionary has not
come to Korea for the good
of Korea, there Is no reason
for his being here... and that
applies to all kinds of mission-

aries.

I have talked with Koreans
who resent missionaries, and
who will say forcefully that
they are no longer needed in
Korea I always feel that they
have come into contact with
the wrong ones. One cannot
ignore the present-day pio-
neers in vocational training,
in public health and family
planning, in parasite control,
in social work, .farming pro-
grams and in radio broadcast-
ing.

More disturbing is the pre-
judice of my fellow country,
men against the missionary
community in Korea. Having
been in close and prolonged
contact with all kinds of for-

eigners here, I truly believe
that very few of us can afford
to sneer at missionaries. Not
many of us have been willing

to spend years of expensive
preparation 'n order to devote
our lives and our learning tc

the advancement of the Ko-
rean people. Not many of us
are prepared to give up five-

figure salaries, cost-of-living

allowances, dreams of security

and chances of prestige and
advancement just for the
chance to serve where there
seems to be a need.

dings. Most of them are u*m6
contentedly among their Ko-

rean friends in little communi-

ties scattered throughout the

country. They have earned the

respe-ct and love of their ne-

ighbors. Year after year, they

work with and for the Ko-

rean people, teaching them

and training them to take over

positions of leadership and re-

sponsibllity. Many of the out-

standing Korean leaders of

today have received their first

encouragement and support

from missionaries and their

friends.
Some missionaries are

doctors or curses. You can

Granted, some missionaries

have not been good represen.

tatives. In that they are not

so different from many of us.

Granted, some of them are

ineffectual. There arc ineffec-

tual people in every organi-

zation. On the whole, I think

the missionaries are still

making a worthy contribution

in Korea. Do you disagree?

Well, how many of them do

you know?
• • •

The writer Is the wife of

the director of the amputee
rehabilitation center at the

Yonset Medical Center.



I by inheritance. They grew up
in Korea, they learned the Ko-
rean way and a little Korean
language, and they do not feel

at home in their own country.)
It is also true that some miss-
ionaries "have it made.” They
have built themselves com-
fortable houses, summer cot-

tages, and a "job’’ which suits

them. Every five years they
return to the United States,

make a series of tear-jerking
speeches in the home churches,
and gratefully come back to

Korea for a prolonged rest.

But these are not the real
missionaries. The real ones
are harder to find. They are
harder to interview and they
are harder to meet because
they blend into their surroun-
dings. Most of them are living

contentedly among their Ko-
rean friends in littje communi-
ties scattered throughout the
country. /They have earned the

respect and love of their ne-
ighbors. Year after year, they
work with and for the Ko-
rean people, teaching them
and training them to take over
positions of leadership and re-

sponsibility. Many of the out-

standing Korean leaders of

today have received their first

encouragement and support
from missionaries and their
friends.
Some missionaries are

doctors or nurses. You can

More disturbing is the pre-
judice of my fellow country-
men against the missionary
community in Korea. Having
been in close and prolonged
contact with all kinds of for-
eigners here, I truly believe
that very few of us can afford
to sneer at missionaries. Not
many of us have been willing
to spend years of expensive
preparation ’n order to devote
our lives and our learning to
the advancement of the Ko-
rean people. Not many of us
are prepared to give up five-
figure salaries, cost-of-living
allowances, dreams of security
and chances of prestige and
advancement just for the
chance to serve where there
seems to be a need.

Granted, some missionaries
have not been good represen-
tatives. In that they are not
so different from many of us.

Granted, some of them are
ineffectual. There arc ineffec-
tual people in every organi-
zation. On the whole, I think
the missionaries are still

making a worthy contribution
in Korea. Do you disagree?
Well, how many of them do
you know?

• • •

The writer is the wife of
the director of the amputee
rehabilitation center at the
Yonsei Medical Center.
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The Hopseung Is

Indigenous to Korea
by Juliana Steensma

^jjTn Korea they will tell you

£*7 that there is no middle

class. Either you have more

money than you know how to

spend sensibly, or you are very

poor and must worry about

tomorrow’s necessities.

The rich do not concern them-

selves with” public transpor-

tation. They ride in splendid

style from one part of the city

to the other, in jeeps with

ruffled curtains or in limousines

driven by white-gloved chauff-

eurs2
'. Those who are not really

rich, but not at all poor can

own autobikes”. These have
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their disadvantages, but they

are private, and their owners

glory 4
’ in their independence.

The very poor must walk.

They carry their burdens on

their heads, and they carry

their weak” on their backs.

They push other people’s carts,

or they push their own. Those

who are not quite poor can

ride on the buses. Mashed” to-

gether in a standing position,

held upright by the pressure

of bodies on all sides, they find

the overcrowded bus a little

better than walking.

Even in Korea, though, there

are people who must be con-

sidered “middle-class.” They are

not rich enough to own or hire

a private vehicle, but they have

enough money to escape the

discomforts of the bus. For

them there is the jitney, or

hopseung. The hopseung is not

a taxi, and it is not a bus. It is

something in-between.”

When I first came to Korea

I was told that the quickest

way to get close to” the Korean

people would be to ride a

hopseung. In those days the

hopseungs were different, and

few of us have forgotten the

square, green-painted station

wagons which were put togeth-

er
_
out of ttfhat was available.

They were strange,unpredictably

wild vehicles, and to ride in

one was to take your life in

your hands. This was generally

understood and commonly ac-

cepted—and people still rode

the hopseung.

11 of life was a gamble

anyhow. There was no

rule except “the survival of

the fittest”” and the biggest

and toughest always won the

right of way. Pedestrians were

expendable, and they only sur-

vived by massing together 1 ” and

forcing the traffic to slow down.

At that it was touch and go 12)

,

with dogs and children, bicy-

cles and oxcarts appearing in

unexpected places, and drivers

expertly dodging them or

forcing them to dodge. The

hopseung, like its driver, was

the scarred veteran 1” of many

clashes and every ride brought

its own thrill.

We learned to look for a hop-

seung that was almost full, for

(Continued on P. 81)
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! Indigineous to Korea
t (Continued from P. 75)

there was no limit to the number

of people each car could carry.

We learned what was meant by

“getting close to the people”and

we learned that the top layer

was the most comfortable, even

in the wintertime. Passengers

were stacked in—not packed in.

Since there is no standing room

in a hopseung, one had to climb

over knees and sit on laps. A
flat tire

1 *’ was a regular occur-

rence, minor repairs to the engine

were made at every stop, and it

was not unusual for the driver

to stop his vehicle in order to

carry on a heated argument with

a pedestrian or with another

driver who had offended him. I

once rode in a hopseung that

was forced to stop because the

motor caught fire. These incid-

ents were accepted as unavoidable

and there was no resentment on

the part of the passengers. The

hopseung driver had no obliga-

tion toward the public, and if

you didn’t like the ride you

could walk.

Although the springs might be

coming up through the seats and

the motor might be held togeth-

er by rubber bands, the horn

was always in good working

order. It was impossible to drive

without it. Every driver kept

one foot on the gas pedal and

the other on the brake, and one

hand was on the steering wheel

and the other on the horn. The

horn did not serve as a warning

but it was used continually and

pedestrians had long since be-

come deaf to it.

'^7 nstead of hopseung girls, there

were boys—and this made

quite a difference. The boys were

a tough lot.
15 ’ They had to be.

Passengers tried to take advant-

age of them, just as they do of

the girls on the hopseungs these

days. But the boys could fight

back with their fists, and often

they did.

The hopseung probably had

a schedule, but nobody worried

about it. They could not be

called dependable, even by the

most optimistic, but they were

a means of transportation and

we used them. The biggest prob-

lem we had, as I remember it,

was being the last one to get in

and the first one to get out.

Sometimes half a ear had to be

unloaded in order to get a pas-

senger out from the back seat.

The military revolution in

Korea made many noticeable

changes, among them a standard-

ized hopseung. The little green

jitneys were replaced by micro-

buses, easily identified by 'their

distinctive pink and cream color.

The buses hold ten passengers,

more or less, and although I

have been told that there is now

a law which limits their capacity,

it seems to be an elastic law.

During the rush hour, the num-

ber of passengers in a single

hopseung can go as high as

twenty. Since there is no head-

room 16
’ for standees, this is accom-

plished by filling the aisle with

“crouchers” 17
’ who manage to sit

where there is no seat at all.

Regular stops along prescribed

routes are now identified by

signs, and the time schedule is

closely kept, (so closely that if

you happen to be riding in a

hopseung which is a few minutes

late you will wonder whether

the driver considers minutes

more precious than psasengers!)

There are still disadvantages

to hopseung-riding. The bus is

always full when you need it the

most...and it is most frustrating

to wait and wait for the right

hopseung only to see it fly past

you without a glance at the

eager group clustered around

the bus stop. The cars are still

drafty 18
’ and dirty, and they

still bump and rattle
15

’. But

breakdowns are less frequent,

there is usually a seat for every

passenger, and the schedule is

dependable.

^jjTor a foreigner, there are

other problems. Even if you

are able to read the Korean

characters on the cars and at the

Notes

1) do not concern themselves with

public transportation.

(44 • 4 4m 44 4 $1

4 . 444 444 .

2) in limousine driven by white-

gloved chauffeurs...4 44-i: 4 44
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3) auto bikes ...r_2_.S_44 J.
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6) mashed together...crushed toge-
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7) It is something in-between. ..4
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8) get close to -~4 4444 44.
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stops, if you are not familiar

with the various sections of the

city, the words will mean noth-

ing to you. As far as I know,

there are no accurate maps of

hopseung routes available yet, so

one must learn his way by care-

ful questioning or by trial and

error. You may memorize the

name of your destination, but

you will never recognize it when

the hopseung girl calls it out.

Hopseung language, like bus-girl

language, is distorted beyond all

resemblance to spoken Korean.

You cannot depend upon the

same hopseung to do the same

thing every trip either. To get

to my home, I ride a number 7

hopseung. Since I get downtown

by riding numer Seven, it seem-

ed a simple process of reversal

to go back to where I had started

from. For the first mile or two,

this worked out fine. Succumbing

to the rythmic rock and roll of

the moving vehicle, I began to

daydream. Rousing suddenly, I

was surprised and confused to

discover that I was in unfamili-

ar territory and had no idea

where I was. There seemed to

be nothing to do but ride on,

and hope that we would event-

ually re-enter the world I knew.

At the end of the line I paid

the fare, explained to the driver

and the gril where I wanted to

go, and began the whole trip

over again. Eventually I got

home to a tardy supper, but I

9) “the survival of the fittest"...

10) pedestrian..

11) mass together...*]; 4444 4

4.

12) touch and go...41 44 (risky),

--8SPH4.

had learned something about

the city that I hadn't known

before. So the trip was worth

the trouble.

Usually I tell the girl where I

want to get out as soon as I get

in, and then I repeat the name

of the stop in a questioning tone

each time she calls out the name

of a station. Some of my friends

believe that one should hold on

to his fare*until he is ready to

get out. ..thus keeping the hop-

seung girl constantly aware of

their presence. But the girls are

usually cooperative and helpful,

even though they may have been

shuttling back and forth 20
’ since

dawn. They respond readily to

a friendly smile and a bit of

kindness from the passengers

and they seem to enjoy the

novelty of a foreign passenger,

^jj^ven for the seasoned passen-

ger21
’, getting off at the

right stop can be a tricky busi-

ness. Those who ride the same

route day after day grow respon-

sive to each turn and bump in

the road, and even though they

may be sound asleep they auto-

matically wake up at the right

stop. If this is at the end of the

line it presents no difficulty, but

if one should decide to get off

at a busy stop it will be neces-

sary to fight against the current.

221 Seats are then at a premium,
2:” and the first few to get on

may be the last to be admitted.

These people who have been
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15) a tough lot. .14 4 44'lrJ. lot

standing in the cold or under

the hot sun waiting for the

hopseung are not interested in

the preservation of your person,

but only in acquiring the seat

you have left warm.

Some riders have a favourite

seat on the hopseung. Mine is

in the back row, where my feel

do not get stamped on. I know

people who favour the front

seat, next to the driver. Granted,

this seat gives the passenger a

good view of the road ahead. It

also gives him a seat to himself,

without squeezing or trampling.

From this vantage 24
’ point, a pas-

senger can vicariously 25 enjoy the

thrills of the driver. To a man

who loves the challenge of life, the

front seat is exciting and reck-

less. From here he can see the

people who narrowly escape

annihilation under the wheels of

the moving vehicle. From this

perch the passenger can guage

the exact margin by which the

hopseung misses a collision with

a careening 6
’ taxi. He can spot

the holes in the pavement,

and brace himself before being

thrown through the windshield.

But I prefer the back seat. I

am getting older, and life be-

comes more precious. I have it all

figured out that whether we are

hit from behind or ram into

something in front, those of us

in the rear will be catapulted

forward and cushioned by our

fellow passengers.

= a number of associated persons (4

4 e) ) Ex. His wife's family were a

queer and stubborn lot.

16) headrooms.. .vertical space in

which to move or to stand.

17) croucher... “a-4 3- 4U 44.
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he hopseung is a wonderful

place to ’ practice learning

language. ..whether you want to

practice English conversation or

learn to speak Korean. The kind

of foreigner who rides the hop-

sevng is the kind who is trying

to know Korea and the Korean

people. He is not afraid to be

friendly. If he has learned any

Korean words at all, he will try

to use them and he will be

pleased if you can understand

him. If he knows no Korean he

will be glad to communicate in

his own tongue, or even by

hand signals and smiles. The

person who is reserved or who

doesn’t enjoy people will not be

on the hopseung. He will ride

the taxi, if he can afford it: or

he will lose his identity on the

crowded bus or by walking the

city streets.

I can never ride a hopseung

without feeling sorry for the

hopseung girls. When one con-

siders the rugged li fe-
T>
these child-

ren suffer, the long hours they

must work, and the lack of

consideration they must endure

every day, it is easy to under-

stand why they often become

short-tempered and impatient

with the passengers. Sometimes

at 'the close of the day you can

see a tired hopseung girl, hanging

her head on her arms outside

the window. Do these teenagers

ever have time for fun? Some-

times when we arc fighting a

hopseung for the right of way,

the girl will beat upon the side

of the car with her open palm.

When we reach out and pound

the side of our bus in imitation,

she seems amused, and smiles in

surprise. It is such a little thing

—but often the girl will recog-

nize the signal and wave in

recognition.

TrAn America we have no hop-

seung. The nearest thing

to this method of transportation

is the “shuttle-bus,” which trav-

els a prescribed route for a spe-

cific purpose. But the purpose of

the shuttle-bus is not city-wide

public transportation. Those who

have no cars of their own must

depend upon the taxis or buses

—

and the ordinary citizen cannot

afford many taxis. In these times,

when more and more Americans

are discovering that it doesn’t

pay 28
’ to drive a private car in

the city, could the jitney bus be

the solution to parking problems,

high taxi fares, and crowded

buses?

If we were to transplant the

free-wheeling hopseung into our

rigid traffic patterns in U. S. A.,

we would deprive it of its per-

sonality. It would be equipped

with automatic door and fare

box and there would be no

hopseung girl, of course. The

engine woud purr and the inside

would sparkle, and we would

know exactly what to expect of

it. There woud be no windshield

seat—only a sign warning us

“Please do not talk to the driv-

er.” Or perhaps the sign would

say “Seating capacity limited to

ten persons.”

Oh no, the hopseung .would

not work at all in America. It

is indigenous28
’ to Korea. Its

personality is entirely Korean,

and it depends upon the Korean

economy for its very existence.

In Korea it serves the middle

class. ..not the rich, who despise

it, or the poor who would soon

overflow it. ..but the student and

the salaried worker who appre-

ciate it and who depend upon it.
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By Julianna Steensma
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Missionary foreigners try to
solve the problem by compro-
mise. Since their work demands
an intimate association with
the people of the land, they
become increasingly familiar
with the language, habits and
customs of the people among
whom they live. Yet, since they
can never quite become one of
them, they live in two worlds.
Maintaining allegiance and
citizenship in their own coun-
try, they educate their children
to return to it. No matter how
much of the native culture
they may absorb or adapt, their
own culture remains at the
core of their living.

This is natural and right It

I try to imitate their ways in
order to be accepted by them.
Only by accepting myself as X
know myself can I hope to be
known and accepted by others,

I am an American, a product
of American education, Anver*
ican environment, American
thinking. This is my identity.
By sharing this identity with
others, I can both learn and
teach. East is East, and West
is West But the meeting of the
twain i9 taking place — and
it Is a delightful experience!

* * *

The writer is the wife of
the director of the amputee
rehabilitation center at the
Yonset Medicaj Center.
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'In an ancient land and in an
ancient language, the psopde
said, "Si fueris Romae, Roma-
no vivito more.”
This worked out so well in

Rome, I am told, that many
peop e are still trying to tians
•ate the idea into other lati

guagcs and apply it to other
places. This is a mistake, at

least in Korea.
Ono can find Ameiican citi-

zens of all bloods — Russian,
Israelite, Kore-
an, African or
Indian—because
it is possible
for a person
to become an
American by
birth or adop-
tion. This is

not true in Ko-
rea. A Korean
is a Korean,
and everyone
else is a for-

eigner. Unless you are pure
Korean and the child of a
Korean citizen, it does not
matter if you were bom in

Korea and have lived here all

of your life. You are a foreign-
er, and will be a foreigner

forever.

It will not work for you to

say, “While I am in Korea,
I shall live like a Korean.”
Some Koreans live from hand
to mouth, but others live like

the Peacock King. What kind
of Korean do you want to be?

Are you a farmer, and do you
wish to live like a farmer? Or
do you work for the govern-
ment, and so you want to

copy the manner of living of

a government employee in Ko-
rea? As a foreign doctor, can
you live and act like a Korean
doctor? This will depend upon
what kind of person you really

are, and what kind of work
you seek to accomplish in Kp-
rea.

Many foreign residents do
not have to struggle with such
decisions. Their way of life has
been decided for them by their

employers. American govern-
ment employees in Korea are

furnished housing and have no

choice but to live in it Even
if they should prefer to escape

from what Korean people

jokingly refer to as "the fifty-

first State of the Union’’ they
could not conveniently live

elsewhere.

Other foreigners have no
desiire at all to live in Korea
as the Koreans live. They de-

mand all the luxuries and pri-

vileges ttey have always had,

and many more besides. They
seal themselves off as much as

possible from the Korean
people and the Korean envi-

ronment These people are the

real foreigners.

makes no difference how long
we live in Korea, or how much
we might wish to become Ko-
rean, we will remain foreign—
and it is impossible for a for-

eigner to live lik e a Korean.

To begin with, his appear-
ance sets him apart from the
crowd. He must learn to ac-
cept the fact that he looks dif-

ferent, and ignore the stares.

He must learn to accept speci-

al considerations as gracefully
and as courteously as they are
extended to him. You might
prefer to sit on the floor, but
your host has gone to some
trouble to provide chairs for
his foreign guests. So how can
you explain to him that Ko-
rean-built chairs fit your long
Western body in all the wrong-
places? You can only do as a
Westerner is supposed to do in
the circumstances — thank
him for his consideration and
act like a Westerner. After all,

this is not Rome.
Occasionally, I enjoy wear-

ing the traditional Korean
dress. Generous friends have
given me several of these love-

ly dresses as gifts, and 1
would rather wear them than
watch them age in the drawer.
However, when I appear in
public diressed as a Korean, 1
become a side-show. People
stop dead in their traokn, take
another look, and begin to
giggle. Mothers point me out
to their children.

It is true that, for a foreign-
er who has learned, to speak
Korean language' well, Ilf© i#

not as confusing. But learning
to speak Korean is another cl

those things which foreigners
are not expected to do in Ko-
rea. Our beginning attempts
are nipped in the bud, and
translated back into English
for us. Have you ever tried to

tell a taxi driver where you
want to go by using Korean
language? He is affronted.

You have deprived him of bis

status symbol.

Oddly enough', out in the
country areas, foreigners can
dress in Korean-stjde clothing,

sleep on the floor, and eat with
chopsticks without creating a
sensation. They accept the Ko-
rean hospitality as it is, and
they are accepted for what
they are. This Is the way it

should be.

After years of conscientious
struggle with the problem of

how to live in Korea, I have
decided just to be myself. I

cannot part company with my
past, nor can I change my ba-

sks personality simply because

I have changed my environ-
ment. If my life and my work
in Korea are to have any
meaning for others, I must be
true to myself. I cannot force

my way upon others, nor need



By Mrs. Juliana Steensma
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feminine Education
i

! Dear Sir:

There was obviously much
good sense and truth in Mrs.
Steensma s ""Thoughts' article
(April 20) about Korea's
educated women, being "

a pret-
ty bunch of parasites.” One

1 may question, however, whe-

j

ther her truth is the whole
truth, and whether her good

:
sense is the only possible good
sense, about this subject
For example, not only does

she apply her, accusation ex-
clusively to women, particular-
ly Ewha graduates, but she
also says that it is their edu-
cation that has made them
parasitic—two assertions which
those of us who know parasi-
tic men, and parasitic women
who have not had a college
education, may regard as in-
complete.

Also, one may wonder here
what is parasitic about "study-
ing and enjoying fine arts, mu-
sic and calligraphy.” Authors,
painters, musicians and calli-
graphers, if no-one else will
disagree with Mrs. Steensma
on this point.

Further disagreement will
come from those who, like my-
self, object to people making
prescriptive statements (such
as: "To know that your life
has contributed something to
’Jne world, no matter how small
that contribution may be is
to know that you have’ not
lived in vain.” and "Education
is a. responsibility as well as
a privilege”) and then arguing
from them as though they
were descriptive.

Finally, One may note in-
consistency, perhaps even in-
adequacy, in some of Mrs.
Steensma's comments on educa-
tion. On the one hand she says
that Ewha is a parasite fac-
tory and on the other she says
that she would like to see a
thousand graduates teach a
thousand non-graduates. Teach
them what? Further, her one-
teaching-one-more idea for
spreading education is feasible
only if education is conceived
of as a process of memorising
and reproducing a recital of
facts—a view of education
which most teachers do not
hold.

in sum: while I agTee with
Mrs. Steensma that there is a
lack of social consciousness
among the privileged class of
Koreans, I think some of her
detailed comments unfair or
unwise. In a previous article
she mentioned the nine-to-five
Western missionaries in Koreawho "have it made.” I suggest
that it will be more reasonable
for a Westerner to reproach,
for not being missionaries, Ko-
reans who do not claim to be
missionaries, only when all
Westerners who do claim to be
missionaries, are missionaries,
in the prescriptive sense of
that word.

Terry Staples
|

Korea University

Some time ago, I wrote an
article for this column about
Korean men. Although^.-these
observations were graciouslv
received by the men of my
acquaintance, they demanded
that in the interests of fair-

ness there should also be a
column about Korean women
It is always dangerous for a
woman to dis-

cuss other wo-
men. Such dis-

cussion is ne-
ver impartial,
and seldom
fair. However,
two recent in-

cidents have
given me im-
petus for an
article on the
subject of wo-
men in Korea-
One was a private experi-
ence, the other a public con-
cern.

A woman friend whom I had
not seen for some time visited
our home. She brought me
up to date on her family, tell-

ing me that her husband has
a good job, and that she en-
joys a telephone and TV in
her home. She is the mother
of three handsome, healthy
children and she comes from
a good family background.
Since she has received a col-
lege education, I consider her
one of the fortunate and en-
lightened women of Korea.
But she is not happy. She

complained that she had no
maid, that her house was not
big enough or fine enough,
and that she did not like
housework.

"If only I could have a big
house and a maid,” she said.
"I would never work again.”
"Then what would you do all

day long?” I asked. She re-
plied that she would read and
study, give parties, and visit
friends.

* » •

Recent news reports con-
cerning the flagrant violation
of the iaw governing the
number of admissions to a
private university in Seoul
have set us all to thinking.
The president of the school
has justified allowing 700 ex-
tra girls to enter the school
by saying that her Christian
conscience would not permit
her to deny the opportunity '

of advanced education to any
woman in Korea.

This spring, approximately
two thousand young ladies
graduated from Ewha college.
I have no figures on the to-

tal number of girls who have
received degrees since the
school was founded, but it

must be a goodly number —
large enough to have made
a tremendous impact upon Ko-
rean society.

It is true that these gradu-
ates have made an impact.
Many of them have made
some contribution. But if the
majority of educated women
in Korean are working ftor

the improvement of their so-
ciety, they are doing their
work very covertly and quiet-
ly. If one is to judge by the
large number of women who
spend their time flitting from
one party to another, fitting
and displaying their magnifi-
cent wardrobes, studying and
enjoying fine arts, music, cal-
ligraphy, and visiting foreign
friends to practice English
conversation, we must judge
that education is giving uj

nothing in Korea but a pret-
ty bunch of parasites.
Perhaps there are people

who are truly happy when
they can take from society
and give nothing in return

—

people who can live on money
which is earned by the sweat of
others. But such people are
usually bored and discontent-
ed. There is no real satisfac-
tion in a life of taking. To
know that your life 1ms con-
tributed something to the
world, no matter how small
that contribution may be, is

to know that you have not
lived in vain.

There is a growing demand
for education among the fe-

male population in Korea. It

has resulted in the expansion
of the universities, in the birtn
of new colleges and high
schools. It has also resulted
in a demand for more luxury
goods. It has resulted in more
broken homes and unhappy
marriages, since women are
demanding more privileges
but avoiding responsibilities.
They took academic courses
in college; but they learned
to envy those who had more
to read the fashion magazines
with a critical eye, and to see
themselves as delicate pear
blossoms who should not be
expected to struggle against
the unpleasantries of life.

A careful observer in Seoul
can see an island of beauti-
fully-dressed, cultured, idle
women. All around them he
sees the others — the work-
ing mothers, the struggling
students, the unemployed, the
street urchins, the sick babies.
Is it unreasonable to expect
educated women to teach
others what they have learn-
ed? Is it demeaning to a wo-
man to lead a group of volun-
teer workers who will give
mother love and care to a hos-
pital full of orphan children?
Does an educated woman real-
ly prefer a life of idleness
and ease to a chance to share
what she has learned with
the thousands of people who
do not have the opportunity
to attend school? What good
is a degree in fine arts to the
mass of womanhood in rural
Korea who have never heard
of prenatal checkups and in-
fant care? Thousands of peo-
ple still die of ignorance and
filth, with tuberculosis and
parasites, or from medical
quackery and superstition.
Education is a responsibili-

ty, as well as a privilege. Are
the universities teaching too
girls this responsibility? Then
where are those thousands of

graduates who have poured
out of the colleges every
year?

It is true that there is not
enough elegant employment
for all of them. But there is

enough work waiting for
them. There are people de
pending upon them for leader-
ship. And there are women
leaders who have set an out-
standing example.

I would like to see a thou-
sand educated women who
are willing to teach a thou-
sand more. Then I will see
the need of disobeying the law
in order to admit an extra
thousand to the women's uni-
versity.

« • •

The writer is the wife o!

the director of the amputee
rehabilitation center at the
Yonsel Medical Center.
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By Chong Man-soh

Reading the article of Mrs.
Juliana Steensma (April 20

1965), I have come to have a
few reflections to offer on
what she said.

I fancy that I felt the pul-

sation of American traditional
pioneer or frontier spirit in

her discoursing mood and
stance, in my habitual way of

thinking that
womea, the fair

sex, are a much
better reservoir
of traditional
cultural achie-
vements, tho-

ughts, ideas,

habits, sense
of values
moral sense,
"way of think-

ing and life,”

etc., than men.

American forebears with
such spirit fought courageous-
ly with their sweat and blood
to successfully eliminate social

evils and parasites 100-150

years ago, which underdevelop-
ed people in Asia and other
continents still harbor un-
checked to make world troubl-

es. Since such American so-

cial evils and parasites had
been eliminated by the middle
of the 19th century, Ameri-

)

ca.ns often seem, nowadays,
not always able to understand
the meaning of such evils in

the concrete, but once they
see them on-the-spot their la-

tent traditional indignant
spirit against such vices raises

its head again as we see in

l the attitude of Mrs. Steensma.

Would it be, however, going
too far for me, if I say that
such critical arguments of

good sense and truth are ra-

ther overdue?

Christian missionary activi-

ties in Korea, I have heard,
started more than SO years

ago (Catholics much earlier,

]
maybe several centuries) to

l produce significant impact and
1 influences on. various Korean
I social aspects such as religion,

1 education, polity, and mode of

[
life; but considering the re-

glamorous wardrobes and
visiting foreign friends to
practice English conversation”
only to be a “pretty parasite.”
One could imagine the woman
was a Chinese woman as easily
as a Korean!
We do not like Korea being

a colony of Chinese Confucian
culture. The Japanese im-
ported this Confucianism to
learn and digest, and they
could make use of it in con-
quering China.

One Ohioan housewife told
me, around the middle 1930s,
“When I asked a Chinese stu-
dent who was lodging in my
house to help me in carrying
a carpet, the boy said ‘No, I

am a son of a decent minister,
and can hardly do such mean
manual labor,’ ” and she
laughed.

According to my personal)
observation, in American indi-

vidualistic society, being an
“inflecting language group," a
marriageable girl should have
learned already all the house-
keeping knowledge and practi-

cal skills from her mother,
classroom and social education,
and a Japanese girl, in an
Altaic agglutinative language
society, which also is a re-

sponsible society though she
does not especially learn and
practice skills so much until

she begins her own home life,

yet, within three years of her
marriage, she must master all

the housekeeping jobs even
through frantic efforts, where-
as a Korean girl, In the same
Altaic agglutinative language
society, but being a non-re-
spoetsible society, docs not ne-
cessarily need to master the
burdensome responsible jobs

throughout her life, if it is

possible, leaving all the house-
keeping works to maids, so
she can really enjoy idle and
lazy “freedom.”

Now, in Yc.ngsan or else-

where, American Korean
wives are being re-educated,
and why not?

“The pretty bunch of para-
sites” in this Confucian tracli-

I

l



in Korea, I sometimes wonder
that they might have been
doing their missionary works
in a happy-go-lucky fashion,
enjoying their ultra-respect-
able life in this poverty-stric-
ken society, due mainly to
social "parasites and thieves,”
after the manner of life in

their “land of plenty,” keeping
their eyes away from the in-

digenous grim real facts and
truth, as if they were saying,

"We have arrived already at

a 'complete society’ and have
nowhere else to go, nor any
further great business to
transact,” only to preach

! "God bless you.” If they want-
I ed to try, the missionary peo-

j
pie would have discovered "a

j

pretty (or ugly) bunch of

parasites’.’ at latest around 40

years ago, because this Ko-
rea has been existing for

over 10 centuries as such.

Mrs. Steensma remarked
educated Korean women to be
“a pretty bunch of parasites,”
and referred to one such wo-
man who did not like house-

!
work and said, “If I could

have a big house and a maid
I would never work again, and
all day long, I would read and
study, give parties, and visit

friends.”

This woman’s words are the
very wishful thinking of most
Korean women, educated or
uneducated, although, I know,
such a philosophy would be
a deadly shock or concept to

a woman of a responsible so-

ciety, because such is not only
contradictory to her tradition

but also would destroy it.

If it is true what I stated

above that in womanhood all

the traditional traits of a na-

tion or a race are preserved,

then this deplorable Korean
woman’s attitude could be
traced to the Korean tradi-

tional background; in other

words, ‘‘moral sense,” "sense

of values” and thoughts.

According to Korean scho-

lars’ opinions, Korean tradi-

tional moral ideas were form-

ed during the past thousands
of years, under the decisive in-

fluence of Chinese feudalistic

Confucianism, although there

were additional influences of

Indian Buddhism and indigen-

ous views of values.

In the value-idea of Korea-
nized traditional Confucian-

ism, there was a very severe
discrimination against trades,

quite contrary to the Western
!
saying that "all legitimate

trades are equally honorable,”

and our ancestors did not pay
much respect to technical and
manual labor but rather des-

pised them, and only encourag-
ed spiritual labor, reading,
music, fine arts and calligra-

phy; accordingly, manual la-

bor for material production did
not become a decent gentleman
or woman, but was the job
only of “jaeng-i” (|g, mean
workmen or house maids).
Here, we can understand the

reason why the Korean Wom-
an said, ‘‘I would never work
(housework) again, but read,
study, give parties, flitting

from one party to another,
fitting and displaying our

uunai itwiMij-vcmric society
can sometimes produce, especi-
ally in the time of school ad-
missions, the much talked of
“Chimat-Param (whirlwind of
Skirt)” which can push her
dull boy into entering a first-

class middle school, cutting out
other women’s boys who work-
ed excellently at school, and
since the people have been
inured to such injustices so
long they even take it for
granted.

Korean traditional morals
which originated from a feudal
society where the human
rights of the governed were
ignored, grew not into volunt-
ary or dedicated morality but
rather an impudently extort-
ing and demanding code; in
other words, the government
demands unilateral duty of
loyalty from the people, parents
demand that of filial piety of
their children, and husbands
demand that of sacrifices of
their wives.

A true moral faith in itself

had a tendency to exist only
in such human relations as
those between ‘monarch and
minister,” “father and son,”
"husband and wife,” "senior
and junior,” and accordingly,
it was hardly applied to the
common run of people who
had no significant relations of

this type and thus social and
public "ethics of responsibility”
could not be developed.

Such Confucian family-cen-
tric moral ideas developed the
"ethics of affection” for one’s
kinfolk and in-law relations,
but could not enhance positive-

ly the formation of the spirit

and action for the "whole
nation” on the basis of Indi-
vidualism which is quite dif-

ferent from egocentrism, so

that there is no idea of the
"State,” "a spirit of national-
ism,” "citizen (people of a
nation),” or "national coopera-
tion;” accordingly, the family-
centric "selfish egoism” and
ambition of "advancing in

life” were well-developed, ne-
glecting national welfare and
interests, the remaining ves-

tiges of which are to be found
everywhere in this land, even
now.

In such a society, the prin-
ciple of "the higher the gov-
ernmental or public position,

the less responsibility and the
more gains and profits” pre-
vails.

In conclusion, consciously or
unconsciously, Mrs. Steensma
produced an unprecedented in-

sight into this "parasite” pro-
blem which might be likened
to a “gold ore vein” that
could lead the path to the
settlement of not only the
question of Korea- but all

Asia, including South Vietnam.
Of course, this must be sub-

ject to much more expound-
ing and study; but if this

system of "parasites,” (pretty
or urgly) could be eliminated,

then communism will lose its

food and water.
• * •

The wrl-ter formerly taught
pharmaceutical English at
the College of Pharmacy,
Chungang University.



By Mrs. Julianne Steensma

The column today should
bear the title "The Signs of the

Times." I have been doing
some thinking: lately about
signs.

There are many signs in

Seoul, some of them most in-

teresting. One of my favorites
is the one downtown which
informs us, "May Parking
Here.” A friend recently top-

ped this by
telling me
about a sign
that he saw
posted at the
entrance to a
narrow alley.

The sign says:

"No Cats Al-
lowed.”
We have

made all the

usual allow-

ances, but since
the street is fe

too wide for cats and not wide
enough for cars, we can only
conclude that the words are

meant for Korean cart drivers
with the ability to read frac-

tured English.
Residents of Seoul take their

signs for granted. Nobody
takes them seriously, whether
they are written in Chinese, In
Korean, or in English. Here on
the Yonsei campus where I

live there is a big wooden sign

which warns unauthorized per-

sons to stay off the private
property.
But the woods are full of

people collecting firewood,
stealing chestnuts, herding
goats, and enjoying hikes and
picnics. Children and beggars
roam freely on the grounds.
Aspiring tenors shriek from
the hilltops. The "no trespass-

ing" signs are calmly accepted
by all as a part of the land-

scaping.
In the halls of the University

Hospital, large signs on the

walls absolutely forbid smok-
ing. But they frighten neither

staff members nor visitors. If

you must smoke, you simply
pretend that you cannot read.

Last week we were in a Ko-
rean theater and we saw a fine

film on fire prevention. The
presentation was dramatic and
effective. Flashing signs con-

tinually reminded us to "Be-

ware of Fire.” I couldn’t help

remembering a movie which I

attended in Taejon some five

years ago. It was a popular

film, and the theater was pack-

ed with people. We sat on the

steps in the downstairs aisle.

Because the crowd had Tilled

every available space, I began

to worry about fire.

My consternation Intensified

when the man sitting on the

floor directly behind me lit a

cigarette. Absorbed in the film,

he was unaware that the hand

which held the lighted cigarette

gradually dropped lower and

lower toward the nylon skirts

of the lady beside me.
As the ash on the cigarette

grew longer, I b'came panicky.
I could see th= burning ash
drop against the inflammable
nylon. I could see the wild
alarm which would spread
faster than fire through the
whole theater. And I could see
the blocked aisles, the mass of

terrified humanity struggling
frantically to reach the exits.

When I could stand it no
longer, I reached out to divert
the falling ash, and the man
came back to reality and saw
the danger.

Conditions have improved
since that time. Public educa-
tion, through newspapers and
films has taught the people
that fires can be prevented.
Perhaps the day is not too far
off when the public will realize
that the "no smoking” signs
in the hospital corridors are
there for the protection of the
people.

Traffic signs are still ignored
if there is no police officer

watching. Some signs are de-
liberately ignored, others are
carelessly overlooked. I suppose
there will always be drivers
like me who are halfway
through a left turn before
noticing the sign which forbids
it. However, the embarrassed
driver who finds himself buck-
ing traffic on a one-way street
is quite conscious of bis error
and so eager to correct it that
he is not a great threat to
others.
The speed-happy demons

who drive with no regard for
traffic lights, signals, pedestrian
crossings, or speed limits are
another problem.

Signs can be helpful, but
only if they have meaning to
those who read them. When
there is no respect for indivi-
dual life or property, a sign
does not help the situation.
Along with signs to control
traffic, we must have traffic

education for the public. A fire-

prevention movie is good;
movies on traffic safety are the
next step. Schoolchildren can
learn the basic traffic rules.

They can be taught that
dark uniforms are Impossible
to see at night, and that If they
dash across the streets in front
of oncoming headlights, it is

very difficult for a driver to

see them in time to stop.

Publio education can be a

powerful weapon to control
reckless driving on city streets.

Public concern for children,

and for the aged and helpless

can go a long way in prevent-
ing accidents.

Training children to obey
signs by teaching and by ex-

ample Is public education for

the future. It is the sign of

progress. Let’s make it the sign
of our times.

* * •

The writer is the wife of
the director of the amputee
rehabilitation center at Yon-
sei irv'dical complex.

By Mrs. Julianne Steensma

Every time my mind goes
dead, and I feel that all im-
agination has left me and it is
time to stop talking and to be-
gin listening to others for
awhile, my mailman brings
me a request from the editor
of The Korea Times to share
my thoughts in his column.

Invariably, I become panicky.
As the deadh
lino for the
column comes
cl o

s

e r
,

the
mental block
becomes thick-
er. I seek out
ali my clever
friends and
to
them to ex-
press their
thoughts on psu-

psr, to get me
oS the hook. I read books,
seeking something fresh and
original that will be new to
everyone. Old copies of the
newspapers are dragged out,
and previous columns are scan-
ned in the hope of dredging up
a new idea.

This, of course, is useless.
What do I know about Confu-
cius or about politics Or about
worms? How can I discuss
tradition? Do I know anything
about Shakespear© cr about
atoms that other people don't
know better?
The nekt step is to get out of

the house—to mix with the
public. I bravely sally forth
into the multitudes, keeping
my eyes and ears open and so
alert to what is going on
around me that my skin qui-
vers with the effort to absorb
new sensations and impres-
sions. I come home with a
headache and sore feet, mad at
everyone. This is no time to
write an article. Even my hus-
band doesn’t like my thoughts.

I can visualize the newspaper
readers, sitting at their break-
fasts all over the country and
opening a fresh copy of The
Korea Times with anticipation.
What will they be looking for
today? Are they hoping for
something scholarly, or perhaps
something witty? Will they be
edified by a tart criticism of

Korea and Korean people, or
can I add something to their
day by a learned discussion on
science or literature? Maybe
they are still sleepy and need
something pithy and stimulat-
ing.

Then there are the Korean
students who read these
thoughts In an effort to learn
English and to understand their

foreign neighbors better. Will
I impress them if I use more
flowery language, Or will I

simply confound them so that
they won’t understand me at
a 1?

Has every subject already

been cover d by sons: o'.h r

wi iters? I want to be fresh ar.d

original, but my lifa is too

mundane and ordinary. After
the laziness of summer, it is

hard to start thinking again.

The childrin must be gott.n

off to gchool, the routine of

daily life must once again be
established, and the thoughts

of these times would not be
very entertaining.
In our home this week, the

most absorbing question has
been: “Who left Mary’s school-
books out in the rain?” This
may be a subject common to
many houses these days, but it

has its limitations as a topic
for discussion.
Here is a comfort A famous

thinker once wrote: “Most peo-
ple are other people. Their
thoughts are som'one else’s
opinions, their lives a mimicry,
their passions a quotation.”
(He didn’t say all people, so
that leaves us hope for a few
surprises.)
But second-hand thoughts

are better than no thoughts at
all. Since I cannot be original,
I will repeat the thoughts of
others in the hope that they
will create a new idea in the
mind of someone else. In pas-
sing through my mind, some-
thing might be added or charg-
ed or coloured by what is al-
ready there. Instead of being a
creator, I may be a "blender.”

Originality isn’t the most im-
portant virtue, after all. An
idea may be worth sharing,
whether it was born in your
mind or in the mind of another.
And as long as you can keep
your thoughts moving, they
cannot become stagnant. When
you absorb a new thought, di-
gest it and express it, there is

always the hope that you will
learn something new or that
you will be able to teach others
something which they have not
yet learned.

But sharing one’s thoughts
is not easy. (If you don’t b:-
lieve it, try contributing your
thoughts to this column.) It
requires dliocipfcine, and ocu-
rage, and tact. When we dero
to expose our thoughts, w» are
giving away a part of our por-
sonaitris. We are allowing
others to see behind our faces,
to peek into our private lives.

You have heard the expres-
sion, "an open mind.” I am not
at all sur: that I want an open
mind. It might be bett r to
have a closed mind if I could
have open ears and open eyes,
W'ith a closed mind I might bj
able to form opinions that are
truly my own; even to discover
thoughts all my own now and
then. I wendtr how much a
mind could take in if it never
gave anything out, and what
would happen to the thoughts
which were never passed on.

I’m glad that it’s autumn.
The W'ath r is cooler, and
peep.e are moving about more.
The times are more active, and
mv newspap.r should refhet
it. Ore: again I can become a
part of that anonymous crowd
who op n the daily pape: with
eagerness to see who is writing

the ‘Thoughts cf the Times”
and what h has to say. Even
if the cclumn was boring to-

day, the suspense was half of

the fun, wasn't It?

The writer is file wife of

the director of the amputee re-

habilitation center at the Yon-
set medical complrx.



letter to the editor

Menace to Public Safety

Dear Editor

One reads a great deal these

days in Korean publications

about ways and m;ans to pio-

mote tourism in Korea- Many

words have also been spent^m

an effort to convince the USA
of Korea's r.esd for funds to

support tur army of defense and

the military equtpflment neces-

sary to keep this country m a

state of readiness.

X am convinced of both ne.ds.

But sometimes I wonder if the

Korean People themselves

r: aiize that a part of the respon-

sibility for the health of their

government is their own.

Today I was reminded, by a

very graphic experience, that all

of us promotors still hav© a

long row to hoe. The taxi in

which I was riding repeatedly

tried to pass a KA truck. The

truck was loaded with furniture

and personal possessions, aatd

was determinedly following a

black jeep with an official licen-

ce plate. Disregarding all other

'traffic, the truck driver refused

to allow the taxi driver to get

between him and the jeep, forc-

ing him out Into the middle of

the road ag-aln and again.

It was a wild, frightening

ride. I must confess that my
chief concern was my own safe-

ty; but several other people also

had some close calls as we

careened back and forth from

ore side of the street to the

other.
, , ,

Finally, the huge truck forced

the taxi to the left side of the

road by turning in front of it

|A hulking soldier jumped out

and began to beat the taxi dnv-

| er ,
while I sat se. thing with

helpless anger in the back seat.

The jeep driver came over to

help, but I felt that it would be

both un-adylike and undiploma-

tic for a foreign woman to even

up the fight When he saw me

writing down the truck num-

ber the jeep driver remembered
1

that it was not only illegal to use

an Army vehicle to move per-

sonal possessions, but an un-

identified foreigner might pos-

sibly be a politician or the wife

of a general herself, and he

pulled the truck driver back

into his truck.

The incident made me angry.

It was embarrassing, humiliat-

ing and Inconvenient I have

tried to obey the Korean law,

whether driving or not driving.

I have tried to promote Korean

tourism .but I hope none of the

friends that I have invited to

visit Korea ever have such an

experience.

I hope that this account will

also make my Korean friends

angry. Who are these privileged

p op e in black jeeps and Army

trucks? Are they above the

law? This is a shame to the

government, to the Army, to the

police force and to the hospital!-

ty of the people. They are also

a menace to public safety. Where

can I bring my complaint?

JulianTie Stcensma
Seoul, Korea

By Juliana Steensma

A little knowledge can be a
dangerous thing.

I have, by this time, learned
enough Korean language to re-
a ize how little I know of it.

Having studied some grammar,
I hesitate to uttar a complete
sentence. In my mind, I ar-
range and rearrange the erder
of tbs words, pick cut the right
endings, and
end up with
whai mighit
have been a
beautifully ex-
pressed thought,
had not the
opportunity to

speak it long
passed.
On those rare

occasions when
I am forced to

express myself
in written Korean, I rely hea-
vily upon the dictionary and
the language book to insure
correct spelling and idiom.
Whenever possible, I ask a
native Korean to correct my
attempt or to write it for me.
Undoubtedly, this deluctance to

use the knowledge I have is

hindering me in acquiring
mere.
Perhaps if I had not studied

language at all, but had picked
up phrases in a natural way,
by necessity and by constant
association, I wouldn’t have
the problem.
In the case of a, Korean who

is learning English, the axiom
works in reverse. No matter
how little English he knows,
he will attempt to write it or
even to serve as “interpreter”
for a foreigner. If you have
ever been blessed by a volun-
teer guide or translator, you
know exactly what I mean.

Some Korean students spend
years studying English without
learning how to speak it. This
does net deter them from ap-
plying for scholarships abroad.
Confident of their knowledge
cf the language, they expect to
pick up conversational English
automatically. These students
are the despair of university
lecturers who often use techni-

cal vocabulary which i s difficult

for graduate students of Ame-
rican universities to under-
stand.
Korean people who write

English have the same sup-
reme self-confidence. From
signpainters to typists, the ru'.e

is this: A guess is as good as

a dictionary. Sometimes we
smile at the advertisements in

the English newspaper or
shake cur heads in amazement
at the Letters to the Editor.
Although practice makes per-
fect, the practice of error only
fixes the error more firmly.

This minimum cf knowledge
and maximum of confidence is
evidenced in other ways. There
is the handyman who dees not
let fact that he has never seen
a n electric toaster discourage
him in his attempt to "repair”
ons. Everyone i^ eager to learn
by experience. If my machine
happens to be the victim of
the learning prccess, I can
console myself that it was sa-
crificed to the cause of pro-
gress. Over the years, a num-
ber of practicing “mechanics”
have received their basic train-
ing at our expense.

Recently, we acquired a
Honda. Having driven a car
through the hazards of Seoul
traffic, I hesitated to venture
out unprotected cn a motorbike.
I practiced fer weeks on pri-

vate roads until I was sure
that I had the machine com-
pletely under control in any
situation. But my fellow work-
ers, with no previous driving
experience, did not have my
inhibitions. Within a week,
they gaily rode out on the au-
tebike, from one end of Seoul
to the other. And soon their
skill almost equalled their self-

assurance.
Our houseboy is a. former

Katusa. As a U.S. Army cook,
he had learned some English,
but he had also learned to
think for himself. And so, when
a kind guest brought U6 a
quart of eggnog with run, I
assumed that the cook would
be able to read the label. In-
stead, he recognized the
square, waxed carton as the
kind the Army uses for milk,
... and treated us to “Tom.
and Jerry” mashed potatoes.

That’s how great discoveries
are made. Although our family
didn’t appreciate “pomfe de
terre au liqueur” we are happy
to present a new recipe to the
world.
Perhaps too much knowledge

is also a dangerous thing. Life
loses its challenge and its

flavour if you know all the
answers. I remember seeing a
plaque on someone’s wall that
wtr^ something like this:

If he knows n:t, but knows
not that he knows not.

Shun him.
If he knows not, but knows
that he knows not.

Teach him.
If he knows, but knows not
that he knows,

Pity him.
If he knows, and lcnzws
that he knows.

Follow him.
• • •

The writer Is the wife of the
director of the amputee re-

habilitation center at tive

Yonsei Medical Center.
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Missionary Recalls

Help for Amputees
THE QUALITY OF MER-

CY by Juliana Steens-
ma. 143 pages. John Knox
Press, Richmond, Virginia,
1969. $3.95.

Reviewed by Richard Rutt

Here is the straightforward
telling of the story of the
Steensma family's life and
work in Taejon and Seoul
from 1958 to 1966. They were
working for amputees, and
they had a philosophy of the
way in which Christian mis-
sionaries should help Kore-
ans (or anybody else, for that
matter).
Their first contact with Ko-

rea was discouraging, for
Taejon in 1958 was not a very
beautiful city. Nevertheless,
the Steensmas soon found a
way of life that was satisfy-
ing and rewarding. They ne-
ver pretended to go Korean.
A Dutch honesty compelled
them to remember that they
were Americans and they
must either succeed as Ameri-
cans or fail altogether.
They were in what Is loose-

ly — and disparagingly —
called the "do-gooding” sec-
tion of Christian work, and
they could have abrogated to
themselves the fashionably
acceptable name of "social
worker,” but they stubborn-
ly insisted on being known
by the much less widely ap-
proved name of "mission-
ary.”
Mrs. Steensma is incapable

of sentimental piety, but she
is equally incapable of con-
cealing the fact that her fam-
ily functions entirely on the
basis of its Christian faith.

The solid theological thinking
of the Dutch Reformed
churches can produce closed
minds, but it can also produ-
ce clear thinkers and honeSt
thinkers.
Readers of Mrs. Steensmas

writings in The Korea Times
four or five years ago will

recall the astrlngency with
which she was prepared to
make her points in print. She
and her husband were ready
to work out their principles
in practice, and it sometimes
took courage. Stories of sui-

cides and frenzied patients
who were given love that was
sturdy rather than indulgent,
and a view of Korea and Ko-
reans that is affectionate but
frank and gutsy give this book
a flavor that will not be ex-
pected by a reader seated on
the simplistic success stories
and sweet unctuousness of so
much missionary writing.

I catch here the echoes of
the voice of the Lord whose
commands were paradoxical',
and was for ever inculcating
ideals that no one has ever
been able to live up to. It

is truer and a finer Christi-

anity than one hears from
many pulpits, and an infinite-

ly more disturbing one.
The real core of the book

is the problem of how to help
people, without hurting either
them or yourself in the pro-
cess. The effect of the book
is abrasive. The Steensmas
did not always succeed. In
terms of organization they
failed, because soon after

they left their work in the
hands of the Korean staff the

whole character of it was
changed and the staff they
had trained was dispersed.
Even in the cases of the in-

dividuals they helped Mrs.
Steensma cannot always
round off her accounts with
stories of conversion, success,
and satisfaction.
Yet she is not downheart-

ed, and far from feeling that
the time in Korea was wast-
ed, she proves (without say-
ing sot that her family was
enriched, and that they be-
lieve they did a decent job
here. They had many Kore-
an friends and she tells of
their friendship with evident
pleasure in the reminiscences,
though her pictures of Kore-
ans together, whether they
are of the editorial room of
The Korea Times agog with
a newsbreak, a piece of teen-
age highway robbery, or a
boy-meets-girl love story, are
much more vivid
On one half page she

writes of the enchanting phy-
sical beauty of Korea, but
the land means nothing to her
compared with its people.
Those people are seen as peo-
ple, not as nationals, and the
prime question was how the
Steensma family should re-
late to those people and work
for and with them. The
Steensma daughters make
forays in the neighborhood,
making friends and falling in-

to cesspits, and young Dirk
tries his hand at daylaboring
or gets irritated by a Korean
lad who mistreats Dirk’s pos-
sessions.
The cat is good for a laugh

or two, but more important
because of what it shews of
people in their re'ationships
to it. John Steensma who lost

both arms in an accident at
the age of 17, spends his
whole life building new rela-
tionships to people — from
the social workers and the
patients to the girl in the
barber's shop.
For the Steensmas, helping

people is not something to be
done from a position of su-
periority. The superior feeling
of the people who have had
the advantages of an Ameri-
can upbringing keeps showing
through the stories, but it is

disowned. One must not con-
descend to another human be-
ing, and also one must never
let him insist on being con-
descended to.

It is a hard way to live the
good life, but in the end it

is the only way. It recalls
that definition of the mission-
ary’s work which is for me
the only one that will fit:

"One beggar telling another
where the bread of life may
be found.”
This book does not describe

the Korea that I know, al-

though I too have lived in

Seoul and Taejon. It does not
tell of kimchi pots or folk

dances, or the customs of the
farmers life, nor of the con-
volutions of politics. I would
never recommend it to any-
one for learning about this

country, unless they happen-
ed to want to know something
specific about social work
here. It pays Korea a greater
compliment than presenting
her quiddity. It presents her
humanity.



Mrs.SteensmaOptimistic

About ROK’s TomorrowThe composed
By HWA-OK HAHM
KR Staff Reporter

If the amiable personality

of Mrs. Julianna Steensma

wife of the director of the

Korean Church World^ Serv-

i c e Amputee
r e h a b i 1 i-

tation Center,

is the first sur-

prising thing

about her, them
second is t h e \ :%

way she really ^

looks intoa
things. The Mr*,

c t e e n s- Steensma

mas c a m e to Korea seven

?ears ago to help Korea in

rehabilitating amputees and

ever since they have been

spending most of
handi-

forts f o r physically handi

capped Koreans.
,

Mrs. Steensma, an Ameri-

can, enjoys Korea s wonder-

ful climate, b e a u 1 1 x u

scenery, a n d the peopjrt

warm hospitality but they

are not all her keen mind

Se
She also sees poverty, and

misery, which are neglected

and have prevailed since th

Korean War, as she be-

lief an d disproportion

and contradiction. Her heart

burns with a desire to push

for Korea’s betterment.

“I get letters from some

American people saying that

I, being a foreigner, have no

right to criticize Kor e a.

Maybe I’m insulting f
.

nei?ds

Zt an i have to say is that

I am not here on a vacation

but to work for this coun-

try! HOW can I ignore what

I see?” she asks.

What is wrong with Ko

rean people, specially with

the women? T h e composed

Steensma comments. tv

rea is a land of tremendous

challenge, and there are so

many people who have

something to give an d are

not giving. I can t bear to

all these abilities being

wasted.”

"If difficulty of getting

iobs is their excuse,” she
continues, ‘they are always

welcome as volunteer social

workers for the sake of the

country. A little sacrifice

will make the country bet-

ter.”

“On the other hand,” she

savs “there are so many
things I like about Korean

people. They cooperate re-

gardless of religious differ-

ences.” .

Mrs. Steensma, as a Chri-

stun, says that she would

not hesitate to give a hand

to people who have a dif-

ferent religion from hers

what they are doing is for

public welfare and it is her

philosophy of life.

"We are pretty optimistic

about Korea, perhaps more

optimistic than Korean them-

selves because we see more

of it The more we know we

love it,” she asserts.

Mrs. Steensma was born

in Michigan, w h e r e she

spent most of her childhood,

and went to college in Chi-

cago, where she met her

husband. ,

She has fo u
.

r
^Trinity

Ann 18 w h o is in Trinity

College near Chicago;, Dick;

ifi* Tov 13 a n u JVL3ry»

a™ i/comingback *o ^nd
summer with the family.

—
i

A? a child, I knew very little

|

about the oth:r side of the

,

world Of course, like all child-

ren, I knew that if I dug a hole

in the ground deep enough I

should come out In China.
(Nowadays. I tell my children

that they can dig a hole from
the beach at Taechon to the

beaches of Michigan!)
Although I

remember hear-
ing that the

Chinese ladirs

had dainty lit-

tle feet, and
the girls In

Japan wore
brightly color-

ed pajamas and
carried silk pa-
ra s o 1 s ,

the
earliest and
most lasting impression I have
is the constant admonition of

parents and teachers to be po-
lite “like the people of the
Orient.”
As I recall it now, those Ori-

ental children never talked back
to their fathers and mothers.
They loved their brothers and
sisters, and treated each other

with an unfailing courtesy.

Adults, having mastered the
rules by years of practice, were
models of politeness. They
spent a whole lifetime bowing
and saying “please" and “thank
you.”

It is strange how you can
cling to childhood impressions.

One of the great disappoint-

ments of arriving in the Far
East was the shattering of this

delusion. Although the stilted

mannerisms of the old Confu-
cian school certainly created a

smokescreen, it did not take

long to realize the truth of

Emerson’s wisdom that fine

manners need the support of

fine manners in others. Real
courtesy is not only a set of

manners, but an attitude of

the heart.

You need only take a trip by

bus or by train on a busiy day
to experience that the cult of

the ancient sage is truly dead

here. As the people fight for

their seats, no holds are barred.

Flying arms, gouging elbows,

heavy shoes—all are used to ad-

vantage, and the rule is “the

survival of the fittest.” There

is little concern for th e weak
or for those who bear heavy
loads or those who are carry-

ing children. “ME FIRST' is

the battle cry, and heaven help

those who cannot help them-
selves.

I have been reminded that

this matter of concern for

others is a Christian virtue. The
Christian doctrine teaches us

to put the welfare of another

above our own. Christ taught

the "golden rule” of doing

unto others as we would like to

have them do to us. If one puts

this golden rule into practice, it

does not matter whether he is

in the center of a vast crowd of

people or alone with a friend.

He respects each persons as

an individual. And he treats

each person, not as his equal,

but as bis superior.

It is difficult to practice

Christianity, especially if one

lives in the crowded city of
Seoul. I like to go shopping in

the East Gate market, but I
do not like being rudely pushed,
from one side of the aisla to
the other by people who are
in a hurry (?). I do not
enjoy dodging spit; and my
feet hurt when someone steps
squarely upon them.

I am perfectly willing to wait
my turn in the beauty shop or

at the ticket window, but I

cannot appreciate the self-im-

portant individual who crowds
ahead and demands special

favours. I often wonder, when
I see the well-dressed, bejewel-
ed Seoulites who are trying so
hard to impress the rest of us
with their lofty positions, ifl

they realize that the greater a
man is, the greater must ha
his cowrtesy. How quickly the

real man is uncovered by his'

lack of manners!
During the recent bus strike,

people lined up patiently at

the bu3 steps and waited their

turn for a ride. There was no

pushing or shoving, but each
arrival took his place quietly

at the end of the line. There
was consideration for others

that is not usually evident In

the daily rush. People were
thoughtful, of the needs of

others. Some, who were for-

tunate enough to have their

own transportation, stopped to

offer rides to those who had
none.

It used to grieve me on the

trains to see strong men puso
women out of the way so that

they could get out of the car

first. I often tried to help some
little old woman who had tod

many bundles to carry alone,

until I became aware that the

assistance of a foreigner was
an embarrassment to her.

There was a day, too, when, re-

membering what my parents

had tried to teach me I tried

to be gracious and stepped

aside for someone else. But it

did not take many lessons be-

fore I learned that "he who
hesitates is lost.” These days,

I am ashamed to confess that

I push and shove with the rest

of them. If your elbow gets in

my eye, you may get my heel

against your shinbone.

However, I still expect

courtesy from those who pre-

tend to be better than I. If y°«

want me to respect you, you

must treat me with respect. It

is easy to foregive the beggar

and the prostitute, or the poor

day-laborer who has to fight

for his very existence in an

overcrowded society. There is

no excuse for the man of cul-

ture who treats his fellow maij

like a dog.

“I would not enter on my li®8

of friends
(Though graced with polish'd

manners and fine sense,

yet wanting sensibility}*

the man
Who needlessly sets foot upon,

a worm.” <—Cowper)
* * *

The writer is the wife

the director of the amputee*
rehabilitation center at the*

Y onset medical Center.



By Mrs. Julianne F. Steensma

Today I got into a soundless
argument with a Korean man.
I was coming downstairs in one
of the downtown hotels and the
man was coming up. Without
thinking, I followed my West-
ern habit and held closely to
the right side of th? stairway.
Th? Korean gentleman as was
his habit, came up on the left.

Fortunately, we saw each
other before we
collided ...and
took imme-
diate steps to
correct the
ation. I veered
to the left as
he crossed
to the right
This change-
over maneuver
was repeated
several
before either of

us had the sense to stand still.

Our acquaintance was intimate,
if brief, and we parted as
friends. Both of us saw the
humour in the situation and we
went on our ways, chuckling.
The presence of so many

j

foreigners in Korea must pre-

sent the Korean hosts with a

great many small problems ano
irritations. We, who come to
Korea, expect to find differen-
ces in culture and thinking and
in living habits. If we are wise,
we make every attempt to
learn as much as we can be-
forehand so that we will find
the adjustments easier.

But there are still some Ko-
rean people who have not had
the opportunity to meet those
with a different culture, and
they do not understand why
Westerners behave as they do.
Some have never seen an Oc-
cidental up close, and they
stand agap© in his presence.
If this does not make a foreign-
er uncomfortable, he is either

a natural show-off or very wed
adjusted indeed!

Korean, people who have

j

some understanding of Western
ways will be able to help
strangers in their new way of

i life. They will have patience
with ways which often seem
crude, and they will show
kindness to the bewildered
guest Instead of ridicule. Ill

such a way, the Korean peo-
ple can contribute to world fel-

lowship, for the lessons of good
will and brotherhood which the
foreigners will learn from their
Korean hosts will go back with

I them to tbeir own peoples.

I suppose that adjustments
differ for different people. One
of my greatest frustrations
when I first lived in Korea was
in the concept of time here. To
an .American who has grown up
in-ftn Industrial civilization, time
Is a matter of minutes or even
of fractions of seconds. His day
is ruled by schedules, and his
life is planned to th? minute
for hours and days ahead.

It Is very upsetting to make
an appointment and wait en-
dlessly to keep it. How often
I have reserved an entire after-
noon for sonrv© student who
never bothered to show up or
let me know that he could not
keep It! This used to annoy m;
tremendously, and my irritation
was aggravated when my Ko-
rean date showed no embar-
rassment or regret over the
incident.

he considers his papers, ltteis
and other possessions as his per-
sonal property, not to be bor-
rowed or shared without h!s
knowledge and consent.
A Korean who understands

why an American is angry or
offended because someone has
opened his drawers or curiously
read the papers which were ly-
ing on top of the desk will be
careful to respect this desire
for privacy. I have known Ko-
rean employees who were dis-
charged because they read the
English letters which they
found in the wastebasket. They
did not know what they had
done wrong, since they were
only trying to practice English
and exercised a very natural
curiousity about the affairs of
others.

This fetish for privacy ex-
tends to the American home. In
my country we have a saying,
“A man’s home is his castle.”
In his own home, be is ths
king. You may not enter with-
out invitation, and even after
you are invited in you must be
very careful not to go beyond
the room into which you are in-
vited. After I had learned that
Korean custom allows a guest
to inspect his host’s home. I
made sur? to invite my Korean
guests to "see the house." Buc
I am still upset when people
who are almost strangers
wander upstairs and down, in-

to the bedrooms and closets and
do not wait for me to accom-
pany them.

In our home we blundered
many times before we knew
that a Korean who arrives at a

friend’s home during mealtime
expects to be asked to partake
of the meal with his host.
Since we usually cook only
enough food for the people who
are expected to eat It, there is

usually not much extra for the

unexpected or invited guest.

This shame could, be avoided
if the Korean realizes the situa-

tion ahead of time, and care-
fully checks the dinner hour
before he enters an American
home. If he does happen to ar-

rive at an inconvenient hour, he
would graciously withdraw
from a meal which is in pro-
gress. The American who finds
himself in a similar situation

in a Korean home should also

be informed about Korean cus-
toms.

Many of the misunderstand-
ings' between Koreau people
and their foreign visitors are
the result of past experiences.

The Korean may have known
only rich, kind foreign friends

who have helped him or his

friends in some way. He ex-

pects all foreigners to be equal-
ly kind and generous Perhaps
he wants to practice English
conversation, which he has
studied diligently for many
years. He looks upon h’s
foreign friend either as a po-
tential sponsor or as a possible
teacher.

But the foreigner sees the
whole affair from a different

angle. He came to Korea to

form new friendships with
people of different culture and
different nationality. He wanis
to learn the Korean language
and he is not interested in

talking English. lie ha? a job
to do and he finds it time-con-

i'

I

To the Korean, who lives by
periods of time such as seasons,

years, or even clynasties, time
is not such a pressing matter.
There is always tommorrow
after today. He calmly takes
each day as it comes. He is

fatalistic about missing a bus,

about a flat tire on the
hapsung or about unexpected
changes in plans.

Now that we understand each
other and the differences in our
thinking, my friends and I spe-

cify "Western time” (which is

exactly the time set) or Ko-
rean time (which is any time,

and nobody really cares when.)
Americans can also become

very disturbed about the mat-
ter of privacy. For most Korean
people, privacy is an unknown
experience. They have grown
up rubbing shoulders with each
other. Within a small land area
which is overpopulated, they

have accepted the fact that

wherever you go there will be

people. Homes are small and
crowdcdc streets are narrow
and filled with people and ani-

mals, and the marketplaces
are jammed with human beings.

It is hard for a Korean to im-
agine what we mean by pri-

vacy, and harder still to under-

stand our strong feelings about

it
To the American, who was

placed in his own little crib

soon after he was born, privacy

is a very real and treasured

privilege. He has probably had
'

a room of his own all his life,

and even his mother and father

requeste-i his permission to en-

ter it. He locks his drawers and

suming and troublesome to be
constantly approached by stu-

dents who are trying to prac-

tice English When one whom
he thinks he has won as a
friend turns into a nuisance
by trying to borrow money,
asking for American goeds
from the PX, or hinting of

his desire to go to America,
disillusionment sets in quick-

ly-

Most of us who have lived

here long enough to appreciate

Korea love her dearly. We
have formed precious friend-

ships with Korean people, and
through these friends we are

able to grow in perception and
understanding. Since we did.

not expect to find Korea ex-

actly like home, we realize that

many of the difficulties which
we experience are of our own
making.
Although we still make many

mistakes, we sin in ignorance

and with the hope that you will

excuse ds. Gradually, we are

learning to know each other,

and this new knowledge bene-

fits both Korea and the West-
ern countries The world is

getting smaller every day. and
civilizations are mingling. We
can no longer stay in our own
courtyards. The future of the

whole world depends on whe-

ther its citizens can live peace-

fully together. And here we aro

making a beginning.

Tlie writer is the wife of

the director of the amputee
rehabilitation center at the

Yonsel University medcal
complex.
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by John Steensma

Anyone who has worked
with one of the voluntary
agencies in Korea will agree
that the Korean social case-
workers are a hard-working
and intelligent group. These
dedicated people receive little

recognition and public praise
for the contribution they are
making to the welfare of the
Korean nation and to the indi-

vidual need in Korean society.

Social casework in Korea
has been described as a
"nightmare” in terms of the
difficulties encountered every
day by those workers who
serve in remote country areas.

The sacrifices they make far

exceed the financial rewards
they receive
for their work.
Only a dedi-

cated person
who truly loves

his fellow man
would continue
to visit him,
advise him, and
help him at such
cost to his own
comfort and
personal am-
bitions.

This obvious devotion is
1 accentuated by the significant

fact that the majority of these
social workers lack the train-

ing and skill which is neces-

sary to perform the job

adequately.

As in Japan and in Hong
Kong, the academic require-
ments for becoming a social

worker in this country do not
exceed an A.B. degree in social

studies. These studies may or
may not include a very limited

on-the-job training experience
under the supervision of an
experienced caseworker.

But the curriculum at the
few colleges and universities
which grant degrees in social

work lacks many of the
courses which are considered
essential in this field.

The social welfare needs in

Korea are obvious, even to

the casual observer. They
overwhelm the person who is

at all sensitive to the basic

needs of humanity.
Inadequate housing, de-

linquency, malnutrition, over-

population, and individual or
group problems which strike
with such force that they bring
complete despair and hope-
lessness are the lot of the
majority of the populace. Those
who are employed to deal with>
such depth of human need
should at least have all the
tools and th€ experience which
is available to them.

Social work is based upon a
thorough knowledge of psy-'
chology, sociology, economics,,
social anthropology, political!

science, social research, and
other social sciences. It de-
mands a skill in interviewing
and a sympathetic understand-
ing of people.

A social worker seeks tot

ameliorate the social distresses
of the underprivileged which
are psychologically and environ-
mentally derived. These have
no class distinction and aifecti

the individual nnd the family,
as well as the community. Thei
universities can teach the*

skills, but they must be refined"

and polished by experience!
under trained supervision.
The desperate nc-ed of Korea

is a graduate school of social
work. We have capable pro-
fessors here who could teacb
the required courses. A clear*

outline cf how reorganization
of the present educational pro-
gram m social work could be
accomplished was published in
Hong Kong last fall after years
of study and experiment bje

specialists in the field. Thia
plan is feasible for Korea, and
it is available.

Social caseworkers, thosa'
devoted servants of public wel-
fare, deserve more attention,

and opportunity for advanced
training in Korea in order that
they may serve better. We
must attack the social evils

where they begin by building

up Korean resources of trained,
experienced and effective social
workers. Millions of people in
this country are crying for

help. And the future belongs to

those who prepare for it. ‘

The writer Is director of

the Church World Service
Amputee Rehabilitation Cen-
ter at Vonsei University in,

Seoul.

By Mrs. Julianne F. Steensma

Toc’ay we were discussing

idiom. An English teacher on

the morning broadcast
_

had

mentioned the word triggti

happy.” From here the con-

versation took off m
directions. We became ‘party-

happy,” “work-happy,” and fin-

ally, of course, “idiom-happy.

Obviously, a person must

know a langu-r*— ;

’

age very well

before ha can

attempt to use

its idiom Idiom

cannot he le-

arned from a
j;

book, or even

over the radio,

It must be felt pfM
rr’t, ; r- it?This is possible §p-'^

only when a*
person has
intimate and
continued as-

sociaticn with the language.

To one who is speaking his

native tongue, the idiom comes

naturally; but it is very difficult

for a foreigner to use ldiorn

correctly. What is correct and

natural in one part of the

country may be entirely strange

or have a completely different

meaning in another place.

Certain idioms are peculiar to

particular localities or levels of

culture.
Language is often a matter cf

manners, no matter where you

are. Each level has its own

slang, and each occupation uses

its own jargon. What is appro-

priate for one group is often

completely out of order with

another. . .

When we consider also tna

the spoken language is in a

continual process of growing

and changing, we realize that

what is popular today is usually

passe tomorrow. Yesterdays

slang is today’s joke.

Even though I may have

spent years in a foreign country

and even though I may le
i

fcl

that I have mastered the

language of that country, it is

dangerous for m e to return to

my native land and attempt

to teach the language

as I have heard it. No manual

of usage can guarantee cor-

rect idiom -..and a mistake in

idiom makes a person looic

ridiculous.
In spite of all these difficul-

ties, there are brave souls in

Korea who attempt to teach or

write what they choose to cail

“popular English.” There are

still hundreds of students who

are eager to learn what is

called English conversation by

the Korean teacher. The stu-

dent cannot be blamed for

this. He is aware that the

stilted conversation which he

finds in most of the Englisn

which he finds in his English

conversation book is useless in

his everyday encounters with

English-speaking people. He be-

I

comes a willing victim for any-

„cn e who promises to teacn him

American slang and idiom, ana

spends his money for that

which is not bread.

Can you imagine the earnest

voung Korean, who has diii-

e-ently studied his “hollywood

English” coming into an Ameri-

can home and taking part in the

following conversation?

“Hi!” . „

“As long as I was passing,

by, I dropped in at here.”

“I am missed you very

much.” . . , ,

“I am not feeling quite,

the thing. I am darnedj

headache. My hair is falling out!

there is something running ml

our family.”

“Its nothing more than-

your 'heart-burning.”

“My wife is ill m ba<«

now. I ll go home right away asi

soon as my office is over.

“You must not trouble. Y oi»

don’t have to rush on youtf

#

C°at
”“I don’t care a rush. Thi^

'is story. I had a.

ambuscade with my wife-

come to blow exchange. Sue;

has been next door to aeatli.

“We’re just a couple oC

hums, aren’t we? As long as E

have nothing 'else to do, I wis®

as well help you.”

“You said it just exact-

ly. You look smart on you>

Could you’ip me with my.

English?” .,

“Don’t be silly to ask

He must be a young timer, wnyi

don’t you ask it to him

.

“Oh mother, he s nothing

but a big baboon off me. He is

thick of hearing. He was born

in the barn so he doesn’t know
what common sense is. But na

is the only kind of boy in tha

iam i 1y
.”

“He is lauding to the skie3

for you.”
“Are you trymg to get irt

right with me for fun?”

“Knock off works. I would

like to go Back Trot”
“Get away with you.

I am not trying to poke fun

of English students. I made up

the conversation, true, but i

copied every one of those sen-

tences out of a book w it

calls itself American Engll-

h

conversation. There are many

students in Korea today who

are memorizing it and using i ,

under the mistaken impression

that it is the way American

people really talk. These aio

only samples. Some of the

things in this book aren t even

fit to print, much less to use in.

decent conversation.

It is not fair to the students.

But 1 don’t know what can be

done about it. The student is

too eager and the Korean

authors of the books are mak-

ing money on them. The Amer-

ican users of the language ar*

too busy or too disinterested'

to teach all the students who

want to lcam.
Does anyone have a cons-

tructive suggestion?
®

The writer is the wife of the

director of the amputee reha-

bilitation center at the » on-

set University medical com-

plex.



Aid to Amputees
By Juliana Steensma

On a bright October Sunday
just sixteen years ago, my
husband was introduced as
the new director at the Tae-
jon Amputee Rehabilitation
Center. As I sat there in the
chapel and looked over the
crowd of people with whom
we would be living and work-
ing, pity welled up in my
heart and over-
flowed into
tears.

Most of them
had come to
the -Amputee
Center because
they had no-
where else to
go. In a so-
ciety still crip-
pled by the
devastation of
the Korean
War, they were rejected even
by their own relatives. At the
Amputee Center they had
found shelter and security,
and for this they were happy
and grateful. To me, fresh
from America, they looked
luce a sorry lot.

Last night we shared a ban-
quet with many of these same
people. Therp *«*<**.<*

a£r» ; -

against them. They are de-manding the right to live and
share equal privileges with
the rest of society. Since they
have proved themselves as
productive citizens by holding
jobs, supporting themselves
and paying taxes, they do not
understand why they should
be denied access to public
facilities because of stair-
ways revolving doors, small
elevators and restrooms, and
drinking fountains or tele-

's phones which are too high for
a person in a wheelchair to
reach.
These handicapped citizens

have united their efforts toform a strong lobby which is

*
fighLng for laws to make it

I possible for them to use their
I suPPort themselves
I
without being penalized for

;
being handicapped. Whether

4 they are blind or deaf, lame
or confined to wheelchairs,
they ask for equal opportunity

tion
an en<* diserimina-

The Rehabilitation Club ofKorea, we hope, is the be-
ginning of such a lobby in
this country. Because of the
population density and the
terrain, it will be a long time
before we see Korean execu-

'
i

By Juliana Steensma

"Do your children speak
Korean?’* people often ask.

No, they do not. That is,

they do not speak Korean the
way Koreans speak it... or
even the way missionaries
speak it. It is hard to under-
stand how children who have
lived half a lifetime in this

country could avoid learning
its language.
One would ex-

'

pect that any
[

reasonably in-

telligent child,

who is exposed
day after day
to the sounds
and patterns
and rhythms of

the Korean
language, would
naturally ab-

sorb it. But this

is not the case, and there
must be reasons why not.

It has been suggested that
one of the reasons why for-

eign children do not learn
Korean is isolation. They are
unconsciously influenced by
attitudes of fear or antagon-
ism or superiority on the part
of others. If we, as parents,
are guilty of these attitudes,

it is in spite of all our efforts

to avoid them.
Throughout the years that

we have lived as guests ot

the Korean people, we have
formed strong ties of affec-

tion with them, visiting in

each others’ homes and shar-
ing our lives. With our child-

ren and our friends we have
toured Korea’s national trea-
sures and historic sites. We
have travelled in the city and
In the country, on boats and
on bicycles, by train and by
t-olley. gei*tine to know the

Korean cookies by foreign
ladies dressed in Korean na-
tional costume. It was all

quite charming and artificial,

but there is nothing wrong
with such "bridges” if we re- 1

cognize them for what they *

are.

At best, they are one-way
affairs, like draw-bridges, to
be let down when we decide
that it would be nice to get
closer to the Korean culture.
When we prefer the insulation
of the international village,

we simply pull them up again.
Although they can help us to
learn more about Korea, they
do not really bring the Ko-
rean and foreign communities
together.
The bridges which our

young ones have built for

themselves have been much
more effective. Although they
have net learned the Korean
language, they have learned
to communicate. Recognizing
that almost every Korean they
meet is eager to lear n En-
glish, they have used their

ability to speak it as a means
to make friends. We have
caught the young teachers in

the kitchen, stuffing them-
selves with special treats

offered to them by the cook
who is practicing English
ctfrwersatlon. We have listen-

ed to them in the market-
place, and grinned behind
their backs at the odd mix-
ture of broken Korean and
wooden English they speak.

Still, in their own fashion,

they have built a bridge.

Our youngest daughter has
a wade circle of friends which
includes college students,

peddlers, neighbor children,

policemen and dog-wnlkers.

no pity for these people.

Amputee children who had

lost their parents when they

had lost their legs or arms,

had grown up to become
parents themselves and they

proudly presented their own
beautiful, healthy children.

People we had first seen as

lagged, dirty, starved cripples

told of their successes in

business, education and em-
ployment. Some own their own
business, others have served

for years as loyal and de-

dicated employes at jobs for

which they were trained by
the Amputee Rehabilitation

Center. Among the guests

were schoolteachers and so-

cial workers, factory workers

and foremen, a certified

pharmacist and a laboratory

technician, a successful de-

signer and a secretary. All

use artificial arms or legs to

do the job. All are members
of the Rehabilitation Club of

Korea.
In the United States, dur-

ing the past three years or

• so, handicapped citizens have

joined together to fight the

discrimination of the public

Who could nave uuo6 ,.

during the days when the
of a child were blown a

by an old hand grenade, •

some of those helpless c

pies would grow up to be
pected members i <i. f

-

fessional commu -

progress made b> -

astonishing to us, and j

of what can be accompli
by diligence, determina
vision and good leaders!

In the social area, there

still challenges for those
can see them. The Reha
tation Club of Korea is

next step toward equal
portunity for every K
citizen.

This goal cannot be ...

plished without your
Progress depends upon
operation; and the welfa:
society as a whole is th<

sponsibility of the indiv

citizen.
* * *

The writer worked \

her husband at the Amp
Rehabilitation Center •it

verance Hospital
1966 when he was d~
there.

a a Ti

Korean way ct lite arrd learn-

ng to feel at ease with the

Corean people.

At the same time, we have

ried to raise our children as

Americans. We have seen

oreign children who grew up

n a Korean environment and

ire, misfits in their own coun-

try’ We have also met the

-hildren of Korean diplomats

and professional people, who

were bom abroad and who

are ashamed of their Korean

blood and scorn fully deny

citizenship in the countiy

which their parents represent.

There is always the other

danger — children who grow

up in a foreign country’ but

are so protected from the

environment around them that

thev remain completely un-

touched by it. This is the

problem of every parent who

takes his children with him

overseas.
In an attempt to make the

children associate with their

surroundings, the p®-re" t‘

Teachers Association of the

Seoul Foreign School has

chosen as its theme, this year

"Bridges to Korea,

in Korean language are otter-

ed in the elementary grades.

But although some of th

students have sat through

these classes year after year-

they never seem to get beyo

the alphabet and a few ele-

mentary sentences. Spo /.die

efforts to impert culture have

resulted in Korean dancing

classes which begin with

enthusiasm and gra.<3uz]y

peter out. The boys invite

Korean teams to

with them in basketball or

soccer but when the games

are ended, each team goes its

separate way as befo£®-

At one PTA meeting we

listened to a lecture by a pro

minent Korean educator, and

It is a pleasure to waten mem
greet her with affection, and

to listen to their animated

conversation in a mixture o

two languages, with imagina-

tive gestures. They under-

stand each other, and they

e itjoy each other.
.

This year our son decided

that he wanted to earn a

black belt in karate before

leaving Korea. He applied

himself with diligence, joining

a Korean class in a Korean

gymnasium arrd taking in-

struction from a Korean

master. The teacher soon be-

came his hero, his classmates

became his friends, and he

began to soak up Korean

language like a sponge,

though we had been unable to

rouse any interest in him for

ancient 'pottery or telTip':

architecture, his enthusiasm

for "tangsudo” is infectious

and his admiration for the

karate experts is

This is also a part of Korea,

arrd by means of this "bridge

he is seeing other aspects

""perhaps lack of incentive

keeps the foreign ch.ldren

from learning Korean,

is always a schoolboy at hand

who grasps at the chances to

u ,e English. The children

learn the words they need,

they practice the simple

phrLes which get them where

they want to go, and th*

usually learn the ^ eFthet

that children everywhere a»

ways, learn. It seems to

"Tea?' bridges are natural

bridges. They must be built

from two sides, and ey

two ends. Two languages

maybe?

The writer Is the " ift

^
the director of the amputee

rehabilitation center at
. ot*
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By Juliana Steensma

Confession Is good for the
soul. It is also good (I hope)
for other things, such as a
subject for Thoughts of the
Times.
My thoughts today are not

only of confession, but also of
gratitude toward all of the un-
known contributors in Korea
who have furnished material
for assignments in school, in

Bible classes
and speaking
engage-
ments. We ,

have stolen so
|

much from so
j

many people
during the six

years since we
left Korea that
it is high time f
to thank you. t
At first it

was a matter .

of necessity. Children who
have grown up in another
country are out of touch with
the American scene. When a
fourteen-year-old is asked to

write an autobiography it is

only natural that the influences
and the people who have
shaped the greater part of her
short life should become the
bulk of the story.
When those youngsters di-

scovered that they could earn
extra credit with very little

extra work simply by showing
colored slides to their clas-
smates and telling about the
things which were most fami-
liar to them, they soon be-
came very clever at utilizing

the materials at hand.
The lines between familiari-

ty and experience became
dimmer with time, and as the
distance between us and Ko-
rea grew wider all that we
had carried home with us be-
came ours.
What could make a more

fascinating subject for a “de-
monstrative” speech than a
demonstration of the use of

chopsticks? When Mary earn-
ed an “A” for that one she
needed no persuasion to use
the phonetic Korean alphabet
as material for her next as-

signment — an “instructive’'
speech.
The other Children caught on

very quickly and Chinese cha-
racters and Korean sketches
soon began to be presented to
the art classes. The teachers,
bored with repetitions of stu-
dents year after year, wel-
comed and complimented this

“originality” and by doing so
encouraged further plagiar-
ism.
By this time, the habit is

well advanced. Korea is a
gold mine that we carry along
with us. Unknown Korean
artists have contributed de-
signs to our greeting cards.
Unacknowledged poets and
writers have been abridged,
mutilated, transformed and
shamelessly used. We have
even taken credit to ourselves
for the inspirations of Korean
cooks.
Now that I’ve admitted the

sin, I shall compound it by a
lack of repentance. There is

no indication at all that any
one of us will stop stealing
from you. But that isn’t all

bad. Korea has been maligned
and denigrated in the past,
and Korea is now coming into

its own.
There is much more to Korea

than Pork Chop Hill, the In-
chon landing, or compassion
for Mixed-blooded children. If

enough Americans discover the
beauty and charm, the art
and the glory that is running
over from our cup, Korea
may yet become the tourist at-

traction of the Orient.
Conscience is a fine remin-

der, but now that I’ve con-
vinced myself that we are not
guilty of plagiarism but rather
that we are promoting positive
propaganda, perhaps you will

think of us as “Goodwill
Ambassadors.”
Anyway, we thank you.

* * *

The writer is the wife of

a former director of the Ko-
rea Amputee Rehabilitation
Center in Seoul. They now
live in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.



By Mrs. Juliana Steensma

The young man who came
to my home had a problem.
As anyone knows, nothing
please a woman more than
to be ask'd for advice, es-

pecially in affairs of the heart,

which was the nature of this

particular problem. Love pro-

blems are always interesting,

but this boy’s story was an
echo from my
own past.

As he talk- 1

,

ed, memory :

toc-k me back
some twenty
years to the|

•

days when 3

became aware *

that there was
only one man

f?

who would do
as my hus- 1*|

band. T h i s ||
should have been a happy
decision; instead it was a
time of agonizing uncertain-
ties.

Friends made excuses when
we asked them to go out in

public with us... and admit-
ted to me privately that, al-

though my fiance was a good
enough fellow, it made them
"feel funny inside” to be
with him. Teachers, preachers
and other voluntary coun-
selors took me aside to give
me well-meant advice.

I was young, and perhaps I

did not realize that a union
such as we contemplated was
a mistake. My father wrote
a kind letter, warning me
that marriage was a lifetime

proposition, that I must
think of my children and of

my future. The young man
whom I had chosen simply
was not a good risk.

This was obvious to every-

one but me. I knew him.
Others saw only that he had
lost both his arms, and they
eculd not see beyond this

fact. They were blind to the

courage, determination, in-

telligence and stability of

character that made this boy
different and outstanding.

Things have changed in

America since that time.

During and after World War
II a government program of

public education gradually
made a difference in the at-

titude of prople toward the

disabled. When given a
chance, those who had been
crippled by birth or by ac-

cident proved beyond any
doubt that they could com-
pste with normal individuals

and were soon accepted cn
the same standards. Pro-
gress in prosthetics and re-

habilitation techniques help-

ed, but the big leap forward
was a shift in public think-
ing.

My faith in my husband has
become pride for his ac-

complishment, and he has
earned the admiration, of

those who once pitied him. It

is difficult to believe that only

a few years ago such stupid
prejudice was still common
in America. and perhaps
only the victims of it were

changing it.

The young Korean who
sought my advice was facing
the same obstacles which we
had faced. He lcved a beauti-
ful girl who worked with
him in his office. She had
won his regard by her ef-

ficiency at her job and by h:r
complete self-sufficiency. She
asked no favors, and she
went about her work with
a competence and an effec-
tiveness that soon won the
devotion of all who knew her.
This was not the kind of

Korean girl who giggled and
smirked .with pretended
modesty while mincing a-
round on high heels and
flirting through long, swing-
ing hair. This was a lady...
feminine, but serious about
her work . . .

gracious, but
very independent. Often as
she welcomed visitors to the
office, they became so
charmed by her flashing eyes
and her dimpled smile that
they never realized that she
walked on two artificial legs.

Those of us who worked
with her had long ago be-
come unconscious of this dif-

ference, and we accepted it

as casually she herself did.
Nothing stopped her. She
dressed in the height of style;

she beat us in a fast game
of pin-pong; she went moun-
tain climbing with her boy
friend on weekend holidays.
There were hurdless in the

romance, of course. The boy's
mother did not approve of
the match, and I did not
blame her. He is a hand-
some, well-educated highly
eligible young man with very
good prospects and this had
become obvious to a number
of attractive, marriageable
women. The mother had
never met an amputee, and
she could not understand how
her son could have been at-

tracted to a "cripple.”
The girl had a pride that

refused to accept condes-
cension. When the suitor re-

treated to “think things over”
she firmly dismissed him
and began to accept the at-

tentions of another comely
youth who had been waiting
in the wings. It did not take
long for our hero to admit
to himself that he could not
give her up so easily.

Arrd so we were invited to

the wedding. As we watched
lovely bride walk with a
sure step and a calm smtle
toward the beaming bride-
groom, we wished them well
with overflowing hearts. They
are confident; they are young;
they love each bther. They
know they will meet with
prejudice and misunderstand-
ing, but they are pioneers.
Together they face a pur-

blind society, determined t®
break down the barriers of
bigotry and discrimination
that shame an educated
nation. We cannot believe

that they will fall.
• • •

The writer is the wife of
the director of the Amputee
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By Juliana Steensma

rcgance, Ignorance and native

aggressiveness, our Korean
friends have slowly taught us

the art of living. They have
shown us that there is joy

in simple things; that loy-

alty and true friendship ate

beyond price; that suffering can

be borne with dignity and that

patience wine many a battle.

We have learned the value of

time—net the kind that tick?

away on our watches, but the

time that conceals a battle-

ground with scrub oak and w;ld

azalea and covers open wounds
with hard scar tissue. We have
learned to wait.

We leave Korea with regret,

but we must leave. The Korean
people have also shown us that

they are capable of assuming
responsibilities and of taking

care of themselves. We leave

with assurance that if they are

given the same cooperation

and consideration which was
shewn to us, Korean people car.

do the same job as well cr

better than we have dene it.

(Unfortunately, I am afra’.d

that they will not receive the

same consideraticn, either from
their own government or from
foreigners whe are in a posi-

tion to help them. But even-

tually, this will come. When
Korean people begin to respe-t

themselves, others will also

respect them.)
We leave with reluctance,

but not with finality. Anyone

who has lived in Korea fer a

number cf years knows that

this country has a way of pos-

sessing one’s heart. Whether
we return or not, a part of u?

belongs to Korea. We are not

the same people who arrived

here eight years ago. Any ex-

cuse will draw us back,

Korean friends under?', r,

Whem one asked me when I

would write my "swan song
^

another suggested, "Do not

write the swan song, but write

the song of the phoenix instead.

It is better for you.”

She is quite right.

Au revoir!
. • •

Tlio writer is the wife <'

the director of the am put*-

rehabilitation center nt Yan-

*ri University Hospital.

A former lady columnist for

Korea Times recently set seme
kind of a record by writing

what she called a "Swan Seng”
and extending it for three sub-

sequent articles. She finally

confessed very frankly that

she found it difficult to say

goodbye. This Ls easy to under-
stand. Having had the example
of her experien-
ce, I shall not

promise that

this will be my
last “Thoughts”
column — only

that it will he
’

the last one to

be written in

Korea for some
tliAe^to come.

it

seems to be ajfc

good opportunity

to thank some cf the people

who have made our lengthy

sojourn here so pleasant and
memorable.

Contributions to this cclumn
have introduced us to many new
friends. Ycur comments, your

criticism, your letters hove

been appreciated, especially

those frem Korean students

and young people. Perhaps for

you it was only practice in

English composition, but for

us it was contact with the

thinking cf people outside our

own circle — p>eople of diffei'-

ent backgrounds, of different

ages, in different places.

There are not many coun-

tries in the world where Ame-
ricans are received and wel-

comed with the warmth and
hospitality which Korea has

shewn to us. Here foreigners

are given special considera-

tion, even more than that

shown to the Korean citizens.

From the traffic policeman

who is patient and understand-

ing about cur confusion with

the Jaw and our inability with

the language, to the student

who offers to guide us on tours

through his city or direct us

when we get lost, we have con-

stantly been exposed to Korean
people who have done their

best to make our residence in

their country a friendly and a

rewarding experience.
c*rr ri t**'* V*

i

r
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By Mrs. Juliana Steensma

Suicide is a macabre subject
for a morning newspaper. But
it is timely, aiui we cannot
avoid it. Twice during the time
X have lived in Korea I have
had to pick up would-oe sui-

cides from my owrr doorstep
and take them to the hospital.

According to The Kurea, Times,
la the course of one week, a
youth in Pusan
murdered his

wife and killed

himself; leav-
ing two or-

phans to cope
with problems
too great for

their parents; a
primary school-

teacher ended
his life with
poison and is

mourned by six

dependent family members
who inherit his economic dis-

tress; four people in Seoul
killed themselves on the eve
of Chusok because acute pov-

erty made it impossible for

them to celebrate the holiday
in the traditional way; a coun-
try girl poisoned herself be-

cause the advice of a fortune-

teller ended her chance of an
arranged marriage; and a de-

serted wife turned herself and
her sons into fiery torches to

protest the discrimination and
poverty which had resulted

from her own choice of a hus-

band.

In addition to the four who
are dead because they could
not afford the Chusok holiday,

nineteen other people attempt-
ed suicide. According to statis-

tics from the Catholic Medical
Center’s suicide files, 169 wom-
en and 121 men attempted to

end their lives during a half-

year period. The 85 per cent
who survived the attempt gave
various reasons for their de-

sire to die. Economic factors

are a primary cause, with sex
(including unhappy love af-

fairs, broken marriage, a feel-

ing of “inferiority”) running
second. Secondary factors,

which cannot be overlooked,
are the acute melancholia
(often called “the blues”) and
the physical inertia which are
a result of poverty or thwarted
love.

These people who have kill-

ed themselves, presumably be-

! cause of an intolerable eccmom-

|

ic situation, were they poorer

I
than a thousand others who

I continue the daiiy struggle?

quick death are a contributing
factor in t'ne large number c£

suicides in Korea. If a person
is determined to kill himself,

nothing in the world will stop
him. He will attempt it again
and again, driven by a mad
compulsion to end his life by
any means, however clumsy or
painful. Such lunatics are not
affected by changes in circum-
stances or environunent, but
fortunately they are rare. A
normal person looks for u
quick, easy way out cf his
trouble. He has succumbed to

his depression, but the inertia
which usually accompanies
this melancholy is even strong-
er than the desire to die. If

he were required to walk ten.

miles in the open air to attain
the means to his end, he would-
n't make the effort. But when,
poison is as handy as the near-
est “yakbang” it is often easi-

er to die than to go on living.

An interesting sidelight is
the study of suicide is that it

becomes rarer with increasing
age. Compared to 274 attempt-
ed suicides in the under-40 age
group, there were only 16 at-

tempts by people who were 40
years old and over. Docs this

indicate Increased wisdom
with increased age? It would
seem logical that as the boc./
begins to ialter, the love of
living would fade a'.so. Tha
older persons is no longer sus-
tained by the optimism and re-

silience whicn make youtil

such a joyous time. But some-
how life becomes increasingly
more precious as its attrac-
tions decrease. As we realize
that the time left to us is be-
coming shorter, we tend. to

cling more tenaciously to our
lives, to take fewer risks, and
to preserve our own existence
ar>, prolong it by every possi-
ble means. The victims of in-

curable disease are less prone
to hasten their exit than the
victims of unhappy love affairs

or unsuccessful business ven-
tures!

Imitation also plays an im-
portant role. When Marilyn
Monroe’s death made news
headlines, a rash of suicides

followed. After a Bhuddist
monk became famous by im-
molation, torch suicides be-

came popular. Literacy in-

cludes this hazard. This may
be the reason why compara-
tively few of the attempt sui-

cides in Korea were by un-
schooled people.

Those unnappy women wno
were scorned by their
lovers, were they alone in this
misery? What made these par-
ticular people, out of all the
unhappy, underiad, unloved
inhabitants of Korea, success-
ful in destroying themselves?
What sort of people are re-

presented by these statistics?

Most of them are city people.
Most of them have more than
primary schooling. The highest
number of suicides during the
period studied were high school
graduates, and most of the at-
tempts were made by young
people wno were still students
or who were unemployed.
Many more women attempted
suicide than men. Does this

prove that they are more un-
stable, or only that life in Ko-
rea is more unhappy for wom-
en? (Suicide records in Ameri-
ca indicate that although twice
as many women attempt sui-

cide, three times as many men
succeed at it!)

Suicide is against nature’3
primary law. It is the violent
pressure of a human will
against natural instinct. Ani-
mals do not kill themselves.
Many people reach a point in
their lifetimes when they "want
to die.” If self-destruction
could be accomplished simply
by wishing oneself dead there
would be no need for popula-
tion control. Most of us can
recall occasions when we
wished we could simply drop
out of existence although we
have probably long since for-

gotten the reason which seem-
!

ed so important at the time.
Convenient facilities for

TTr.

j. am wonaermg aooui tnese
people who tried to die but
lived to tell us why. Do they
still want to die, or are they
glad that they are alive? They
will have to face heartache
and disappointment many
times if they live out their life

span. That’s the way it is, and
most of us learn to accept it.

Was suicide for them a halt-
hearted! bid for sympathy or
assistance, or did they really
mean business? Were they foil-

ed only by determined effoits
of others who considered their
lives more precious than they
did themselves, or were the
suicides planned with a built-
in safety valve?

In' the case of the two people
who chose my door as the
scene of their demise, I have
my doubts about their motives.
Both were young, and both
have now recovered and are
leading normal, uninteresting
lives. Whether they learned
anything from the unpleasant
experience, I cannot tell. Nor
can I understand why, in Ko-
rea, everyone is provided with,

such a convenient way to kill

himself at the numerous
neighborhood drugshops.
But I can be thanxlul that

I was well past my own foolish
youth before my unstable fem-
inine emotions were exposed
to the combined pressure of

imitation, available means,
and the status value that sui-

cide has in this country.
- * s

The writer is the wife cf
the director of the amputee
rehabilitation center at Yon-
sei Medical Center.
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A syndicated columnist
named John Chamberlain, in

an article in the Pacific Stars
and Stripes, quotes a recent
visitor to Seoul as saying:
“I’ve never heard a south

Korean ask for anything that
was unrelated to his yearning
to do something for his coun-
try, his people, his wish to

remain a free
man. I never
heard a child

cry, never heard
a sick mar
groan in pain

My immediate
reaction was,
"POPPYCOCK!’
But perhaps I

have been In

Korea too long.

It is not entirely

inconceivable that one could
get ir. and out of the country
without meeting a single beg-
gar, without hearing or seeing
any sick people or any child-

ren. You will agree, however,
that it is a bit improbable.
The man who is supposed

to have said these words is

no other than Dr. Howard A.

Rusk, "who, in addition to

all his other contributions to

mankind, is chairman of the
American-Korean Foundation,
Inc."
We have great respect for

Dr. Rusk and his accomplish-
ments. We also realize that
not every word that pro-
ceeded

.
from the pen of a

newspaperman is necessarily

a direct quotation, even
though it is so designated.
Still, we have seen enough
VIP "conducted tours’’ of

Korea to believe that such
magnificent insulation is pos-

sible. Remember Pearl Buck?

Dr. Rusk is no fool. He has
visited Korea several times
and he knows human nature.

I am sure that he is well

aware of the existence of

graft and corruption even in

this lovely country. I am sure

that he must know many Ko-
reans who have begged for a

chance to study in America
so that they might better be
able to help their own peo-
ple. A cursory survey of AKF
files would reveal that too
many of these altruistic peo-

ple are still in the USA and
not helping anybody but them-
selves. Has the yearning fail-

ed, or Is it incompatible with
the wish to remain a free

man?
Most of us who have been

around here for some time
learn to spot the opportunists
and the sycophants. We do
not love Korea any less for

it. This situation is not pe-
culiar to Korea. But for some
reason, we are supposed to

pretend to the rest of the
world that things are differ-

ent here, “south Korea is

about the only country in the
world today where you’ll never
see a ‘Go Home Yankee’
sign,’’ Dr. Rusk is quoted as
saying. “They actually like us.

They’re so grateful for what
we’ve done for them, but not
in any obsequious way. They

pic who are doing it too. We
respect these proud, freedom-
loving Koreans who refuse to
connive or beg for favors or
position. We recognize them
by their accomplishments in
Kcrea, not by their American
degrees.
“Korea is coming alive with

American know-how,” says
this columnist. "Korean doc-
tors, trained in this country
by the foundation, a kind of
private peace corps that needs
jour help, have revolutionized
the medicine of that land,
where a million persons still

have tuberculosis and there
are 100,000 lepers."

I don’t mean to minimize
the work of AKF. It is a fine

organization, and has accom-
plished a lot of good in Kc-
rea. But this sort of promo-
tion is misleading and it is

unfair to thousands of dedicat-

ed people (missionaries from
many countries, Koreans who
never saw USA, to say no-

thing of the outstanding me-
dical contribution of the Scan-
dinavians) who have given all

of their talent and a good por-

tion of their lifetimes to Ko-
rea. Let’s take another look
at those statistics on TB and
leprosy before we decide who
deserves the lion’s share of

credit for theiT improvement!
The occasional visitor to

Korea who has a crowded,
carefully-regulated schedule,
cannot know the people and
the country that is so dear
and familiar to those of U3
who live here. He notes the
changes—but he cannot ap-
preciate the blood, toil

and tears that have brought
them about. He cannot under*
stand the day-to-day frustra-

tions, the patience and the

pain, the small triumphs and
the setbacks which form the
background for the picture
which he is shown.
There is more, too. "A lot

of our military people out
there ask for extended service

when their tour is up, Just to

continue their association with
the Korean military and the
Korean people," allegedly says
Dr. Rusk. I don’t like to spoil

that one by adding a comment,
but ril bet a lot of our military

people will get & laugh out of

it.

Something must be done
about our propaganda. The
Korean people still need for-

eign aid. But they also need
to believe in themselves. If

we paint the true picture of

a nation which has gallantly

struggled bock to normalcy,
which has reached a level

above that of pre-Korean-War
days, and which has suddenly
emerged from a hermit civili-

zation and accepted modernity
in huge gulps, instead of con-
stantly presenting the pathet-

ic desperation of the wartime
Korea, will her American
friends refuse their coopera-

tion and cut off their assistan-

ce to her? .

Why can’t we tell the whole
truth? Korean people are or-

dinary people, no better and
no worse than the rest of us.

T'Viov o ro not nil tjnno'rf’

If we’re honest, we’ll ad-

mit that all Koreans don t

like Americans just because

they’re Americans. And we

can’t blame them either.

There are bad Americans

Korea, as well as good ones

The Korean recognizes the

American who really likes Ko-

reans, and no amount of gilt

paint disguises the Philan-

thropist who "looks down his

n
°There are plenty of dedicat-

ed south Korean Pe0Ple

yearn to do something for their

country and for their people.

There are hundeeds of s

sacrificing, hard-working peo-

we do, ana rney sometimes

curse their fate. And
children do cry, Ju* like the

hungry children In the New
York slums cry. A Korean

who is sick and in pain can

groan exactly like any patient

in the Bellevue Medical Cen-

16

As Americans, we find John

Chamberlain's article soroe-

•what ridiculous. But if I were

Korean I think I'd be insultea

by it.

* • *

The writer is the wife of

the director of the amputee

center at the Yonaei Medical

Center.
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By Juliana Steensma

There is a rumor that a
popular lecture which is now
on the foreign entertainment
circuit will soon appear in

book form. We look forward
to this event, so that the
Korean people will be able to

see themselves as they are
being presented to others.

One of our friends, who is

a doctor and
rather new to

Korea, read
about this sche-
duled lecture

and remarked,
“How interest-

ing! The title

of this speech
is ‘What Makes
Koreans Sick.’

jy

Typical print-

er’s error on J
that last word ”

We laughed as we correct-

ed him, but he was not en-

tirely wrong. Perhaps it doe?
make Koreans sick to be dis-

sected in this manner by a
foreigner in their own coun-
try.

As I listened to the lengthy
explanation of “what makes
Koreans tick” I wondered
what the reaction of the Ame-
rican public would be to a
comparable article by some-
one like Richard Kim. Most
of us, I am afraid, would in-

sist that it is impossible for

anyone to analyze the aver-

age American, and anyone who
attempts it is either very stu-

pid or he has not met enough
Americans.
Of course Korean people

have national characteristics.

It is true that their thinking

is conditioned by their Con-
fucian, Buddhist or Christian
backgrounds and by their con-
tacts with Japan, Chin^ and
America. It is also true that

our thinking is conditioned by
our contacts; and if your con-
tacts have been broader than
mine, your thinking is pro-

bably broader too. The coun-

try Korean is more provin-

cial than the city Korean ....

the north Korean refugee pro-

bably thinks differently than
the Cheju diving woman —
and it is a dangerous thing

to lump them all together
and to try to explain the

mass. Some foreigners might
take the whole speech seri-

ously, and expect all Koreans
to follow the pattern.
Not having been exposed to

such pre-conditioning when
we first arrived in Korea, I

had to "feel my way’’ and
was forced to draw conclusions
as I went along. No one had
tcld us anything about Ko-
rea, and we had never met
any Korean. We had met
people from many other coun-
tries, though, and we had dis-

covered that, in spite of cul-

tural differences, people are
people.

rously, but we also have our
“unpersons.’* We have also
cults of people who pride
themselves on their ancestors;
we have powerful unions
among professional people
which seek prestige, command
the highest wages for pub-
lic service, insist upon being
addressed by proper titles, and
maintain a lobby in Congress.
They do not socialize with
cur American unpersons ei-

ther. European society is

even more stratified.

Deference to elders, still a

prominent part of Korean
culture, is fading on the Ame-
rican scene. Children no long-
er are taught to rise when
an older person enters the
room. In fact, American child-
ren avoid being in a room
that adults are likely to enter!
They are more often on the
streets, in their automobiles,
or at the “youth club.” But
we are not so old that we
cannot remember our grand-
parents. In the home of my
husband, the old grandfather
claimed the best bed, the
most comfortable chair, and
the services and respect of

the entire household. The
grandchildren had been taught
to speak to him in his na-
tive tongue, which was not
English. He was esteemed
and treasured until he died
at the age of ninety. So it

was not strange to us to see
deference to elders in Ko-
rea. We recognized it and
appreciated it.

Then there is the matter
of ceremony. We Americans
are inclined to associate Ori-
ental people with pomp and
punctilio, but anyone who has
ever attended a big Ameri-
can wedding knows how much
importance we place upon
trappings over there. They tell

me it is worse in Europe.
Some of our ceremonies have
appealed to Korean people
and we see pictures of them
cutting ribbons and turning
over spadefuls of dirt just as
they have seen us doing it.

It seems to be the nature of

mankind to build up his dig-

nity by ritual, and it is easy
enough for us to adjust to

that phase of Korean life,

especially if we are given a
place in the ceremony.
The Korean feeling about

unwarranted familiarities is

very much like my own, and
we have no trouble under-
standing each other. My giv-

eji name is my personal pro-

perty, and it is usually re-

served for well-known
friends and family. Nick-
names are even more intimate,

and I cringe when acquaintan-

ces use them. Perhaps this

identifies me as eccentric, but

I do not think so. It only points

out what I tried to say earlier

...Americans are not all alike
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By Juliana Steensma
Twenty young; Koreans, re-

presenting high school and
college students and the gen-
eral public, competed In the
English oratorical contest
v.nich has become one of the
features associated with theannual celebration of U.N Dayeach October. The orations
covered a wide range of ideasand offered some interesting
insights into
the thinking F
that is going rIS

on nowadays.
One or two of
them were
concerned with
such perennial
subjects as
friend I i -
ness, courtesy
and culture.
Others discuss-
ed national pro-
gress and such problems asemployment and playgrounds
for children*

It is interesting to note how
the subject matter for these
orations has changed over a
period of years. Students are
becoming aware, and concern-
ed with the problems they
face. They are realistic, where
they used to be idealistic.
They are honest with them-
selves, and they are demand-
ing that others deal with them
honestly.

.
As critical foreigners listen-

ing to speeches in our native
language, w9 could not help
being impressed by the excel-
lent pronunciation of English
of these speakers. When I com-
pare them with the speakers
I heard some years ago, I can
only conclude that there has
been tremendous improvement
in the teaching of the English
language in the Korean
schools. The pronunciation, on
the whole, is American. (Whe-
ther this is for better or worse
I dare not say, but at least
it is consistent.) It is clear and
concise, and we were able to
understand all but a few words
without^ any strain. What

ties By participating in the
contest, he had scored a vic-
tory for the cause of rehabili-
a lon

" .,^s very presenceamong the finalists proclaim-
ed the message that the handi-capped of Korea are fighting
for an equal place in normal
society, and are willing to com-
pete without preference. Thismessage was bom e out in his

which stressed the

v,

aCt
jij

at
l
aIthough he y/as blindhe did have something valu-

able to contribute to his coun-
try.

The speaker was trying to
tell us that his blindness did'not impair his powers ofspeech or lessen his mental
capacity. He was asking for achance to prove himself in
equal competition. He de-manded no special favors. Yet.
although hi® oration was not
considered by the judges to beworthy of first, second, or
third place award, he was
given an “encouragement”1

prize by the contest commit-
tee.

This prize was intended tohe an act of kindness, but itwas actually a cruel thing Iwondered if the boy was real-
ly encouraged by being forc-
ed to acknowledge the fact
that it called attention to his
disability rather than to his
message.
By normal standards, this

person is disabled. But al=o
by normal standards, he has
special ability. His senee of
touch is so acute that he can
feel things the rest of us do
not even notice. His hearing
i-s developed far beyond that
of a man who relies on sight.
Nature has compensated for
the blindness, and the boy’s
speaking and thinking are un-
impaired. He had a chance to
win first place, and he made
the most of his opportunity.
He needed no more encourage-
ment than did the others who
did not win. And he deserved
the same congratulations for a
good try.

hours ot study ana what con-
stant practice this must have
involved

!

One by one, as the young
people marched onto the plat-

form, saluted their national
flag, and faced the audience
with poise and confidence, I

saluted them privately. I was
thrilled and deeply moved by
each performance, and by the
good looks and intelligence, the
diligence and courage embodi-
ed in these representatives of

Korea-
Only one flaw marred my

complete enjoyment of the
event. It did not become evi-

dent until the end of the con-
test, when the prizes were pre-

sented to the winners. Al-

though everyone knows that a
contest which involves real

competition includes both win-
ners and losers, yet there is

always some disappointment
and difference of opinion. This
is expected, and is accepted
in good spirit. In a fair contest,

]

each entry is judged solely on
the merit of his performance.
How unfortunate, therefore,

when one plucky speaker was
singled out at the close of the
contest and given a special

prize which he had not earn-

ed. It is true that the lad had
performed creditably and had
gained the admiration of all,

not only for his speaking abili-

ty and choice of subject, but

also because he had not allow-

I ed a physical handicap to limit

l the normal range of his activi-

We can make lif? easier for
handicapped people. But let us
do it with understanding, ra-
ther than with pity. We must
never demean the dignity o*

another person by refusing him
the challenges of ordinary' liv-

ing. Nor should we encourage
him to lean on a disability and
to use it to gain favors or
special recognition in competi-
tive society.

Dr. Howard A Rusk, Direc-
tor of the Institute of Physical
Medicine and Rehabilitation in

New York City, puts It this

way. “All the handicapped ask
is the right to compete. They
deserve that right. It’s the skill

in their hands and head that
count, not physical whole-
ness.”
The motto of the Rehabili tac-

tion Center of Yenisei Univer-
sity is “Not Sympathy, But Un-
derstanding.” We have found
this to be a very effective for-

mula in the treatment of the
disabled, and we hereby offer

it as a guide to the general
public.

To the contestant who won
my highest admiration, al-

though he did not win the
Presidential Prize, I can only

say, “Keep trying. You are al-

ready making a contribution

to Korea, and some day it will

be recognized.”
• • •

The writer is the wife of

the director of the Amputee
Rehabilitation Center at

Yousel Medical Center.



By Juliana Steensma

A dozen or more years ago, the hus-

band of our eldest daughter decided to

change careers. He moved to Grand
Rapids, Michigan where he entered

the seminary, and he bought a house

into which he moved his family. The
neighborhood in which they lived had

once been upper middle class, with doc-

tors, professors and business men liv-

ing in the fine old houses. These people

followed the move to the suburbs, and

their houses were taken over by the

riff-raff of the 1960’s - young people

who had alienated themselves from

their families, drug dealers and drug
users, alcoholics and rowdies. As the

times changed, the neighborhood
changed again, and responsible young
families who could not afford to buy
houses large enough for their growing

children, discovered these big old

houses. They bought them for a song,

fixed them up themselves and took

pride in their neighborhood improve-

ment efforts.

At the time our relatives lived there,

it was still a mixed neighborhood.

There were black families and white
families, old people and young people,

professional people and unemployed
people, good people and bad people.

Our little granddaughters found a de-

fender in the ten year old girl who lived

next door to them. This child was a vete-

ran of the neighborhood wars, and she
made herself the guardian of the new
kids on the block. This was kind of her,

to be sure, but she was not a kind
child. She was tough, and not to be
opposed. It was not long before my
granddaughters refused to play outside

if Melissa was out in the yard. They did
not want to play with her. She kicked
their dog, and teased the baby and bul-
lied the older girls.

These two older granddaughters are
now in college. Recently they were sur-
prised to receive long distance tele-
phone calls from a reporter in Los

Past and Present

John & Juliana Steensma

Angeles, from LIFE magazine, and
from newspeople In other parts of the

country. They were questioned about
their relationship with Melissa, and
prodded to divulge interesting informa-
tion about her character. The girls

were embarrassed by the attention:

not only had they lost track of Melissa
long ago but their relationships as a ten
year old and a seven year old did not go
very deep.

Melissa has become a hero of the
Gulf War. She was the first female

American to become a prisoner of war,

and as such she was the subject of many
news articles in the American newspa-
pers. Privately, my granddaughter ob-

served that on the basis of her acquain-

tance with Melissa, she felt sure she

could survive anything, and perhaps
we should save a little sympathy for the

Iraq captors who were holding her
against her will. But with Melissa still

missing our sympathies were with her
parents and relatives who did not

know if she was dead or alive.

Next week Melissa returns to Grand
Rapids. She is spending this week in

Washington, D.C., meeting with Presi-

dent Bush and other important people.

Her instant fame has not affected her

modesty. When her mother telephoned

her on a television broadcast to say

that “everybody in the USA knows you
now,” Melissa replied that she hadn’t

done anything so great. She made a

wrong turn, she said, and got lost and
stuck in the sand.

That’s the way it is. That’s the stuff

that heroism is made of. This is one
occasion when being female paid off.

There are many more prisoners of war
who are returning home, but I don’t

know their names. Melissa Rathbun-
Nealy and the female helicopter pilot

stand out from the crowd and are re-

membered. How long they will be re-

membered is another story. Now that
the war in the Gulf is endei and the
men are coming back, the interest of

the public turns to other matters.

Everyone is breathing a sigh of re-

lief. The flags are still flying, and the
yellow ribbons still flutter from every
tree and bloom on many lapels, but it

won’t last long. It will make me happy
to see the jingoism fade a bit and the

normal course of life resume. I was one
of those who had mixed feelings about
the fighting in a far off desert. I worried
about the people who were losing their

homes and their loved ones, and about
the possible casualties among the soldi-

ers. I am proud of the victory of the

U.N. forces, but I wish we could have
settled the whole issue diplomatically

instead of sending over all the fire-

works. Now it is over, and while our
representatives in Washington are wor-

rying about how they can make politi-

cal hay out of it, we can worry about
how we are going to pay for it. At least

we’re not worrying about our oil sup-

ply. Melissa will go back to her base
and complete her Army duty and the

rest of us will forget about her. Only
those who still do not know what has

happened to their loved ones who are

listed as Missing In Action will still

remember. Those who have buried

their dead will try to go on living, as

best they can. Those who have the

skills and the willingness will go to

Kuwait to help rebuild the shattered

country. The world will keep turning,

and newspaper reporters and editors

will have to find something else to keep
their readers interested.

* * *

Mrs. Steensma, a former copy editor

and columnist for The Korea Times,
will retnrn to Korea in April to resume
voluntary service for the handicapped
along with her husband, who is an ex-

pert in rehabilitation.



Back to Korea

By Juliana Steensma

When we first came to Korea to live

in 1958, the country was still ravaged by
war and depressed by poverty. Many
of '-the roads were only ruts "teftBrycr-bombs. poor medicaL-care,

enjoy their toys in community playg-

rounds. It is not hard to accept change
when it looks so good.

We came to this country after the

Korean War when there were many
amputees as a result of traffic injuries,

came bogs after a rain. Garbage and
excrement filled the streets. Students

in their threadbare uniforms surroun-

ded us chanting “hello- hello.” Maimed
or mutilated beggars accosted anyone
who walked on the city streets.

In the thirty years since we depar-

ted, many things have changed. Some
things did not change. The deep and
enduring friendships which bless our
lives still flourish. The abundant for-

sythia and azalea still color the hillsi-

des and bloom in the gardens and
parks. Kimchee still brings tears to my
eyes, and the rite of tea is still the ges-

ture of Oriental hospitality. The Kore-

an language seems as difficult as ever,

but now I have the excuse that I am old

and cannot learn as quickly or hear as

clearly. The Korean people are as kind

and hospitable as they ever were, and
it is a pleasure to be back.

The changes that have taken place

are awesome to those who have not

watched them happen. Whoever would
have dreamed of Lotte? or the Olympic
Village and the sports center and the

riverside park? Instead of jogging,

through the ruts in a land rover, we can

now battle the worst traffic in the world

as we ride in elegant Korean-made au-

tomobiles and vans. The hapsung is

another memory as we clutch the

straps on the modern subway and ad-

mire the young people in their expen-

sive designer clothes. We struggle to

find our way in a wholly new city south

of the Han River and remember clear-

ly when there was only one bridge for

the whole city of Seoul! Gone are the

days of the flourishing black market
when we grew our own vegetables rath-

er than risk hepatitis. Now beautiful

fruits and vegetables, all kinds of

meats and canned goods are produced

under sanitary conditions and sold in

every neighborhood. The children

drink their milk and orange juice and

Hansen’s disease and other causes. It

was a time for the survival of the fit-

test, and the disabled people didn’t

have a chance. We relied on gifts from
Christian people in Europe and Ame-
rica to support an amputee rehabilita-

tion project. This little rehab center

was built at Severance Hospital, and
the social workers went out from there

throughout the Republic to contact

and counsel amputees and their fami-

lies.

This beginning effort has grown into

a seven- story addition to the Depart-

ment of Rehabilitation Medicine at

Yonsei Medical Center. Several other

rehabilitation centers have started in

Seoul and in other cities to offer the-

rapy not only to amputees but also to

people with cerebral palsy, brain dam-
age, spinal cord injury. The city of

Seoul has built a beautiful rehabilita-

tion center in Kangdong-ku which
offers help to mentally-retarded and
physically-disabled citizens and it is in

this rehabilitation center that we are

now working.

In April, the Korean nation obser-

ved the “Day for the Disabled” which
was proclaimed by the government.

These days we see people with disabili-

ties driving their own cars and taking

part in daily life with their families. We
see some ramps in the public buil-

dings. The Korean people have come a

long way in helping the less fortunate.

But it is not enough to concentrate of

helping the disabled one day a year.

Most of the changes for Korea’s disab-

led people have come as a result of gov-

ernment regulation. There is not yet

enough change in the attitudes of non-

disabled people toward those who
have disabilities. This is so also in the

United States.We pay lip service to the

elimination of discrimination toward

minorities, but we still exclude them
from equal participation when we con-

struct our streets without curb cuts,

build apartments witnout elevators

and ramps, and make our doors too

narrow for a wheelchair to pass
through. There is no way a person with

a mobility handicap could ever use the
subway or bus in Seoul. The disabled
worker is not hired on the basis of his

abilities, but he may get a job because
the government has decreed the hiring

of a stated quota of handicapped peo-
ple. This robs them of their incentive

and of their dignity as human beings.

The only hope for a solution to this

problem is public education. When peo-

ple truly believe that every citizen has
a right to equal education, equal ac-

cess, and equal employment we will no
longer need laws to ensure the rights of

people with disabilities.

* * *
Mrs. Steensma is a former copyrea-

der and contributor to The Korea
Times.
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Everyone Say ‘Cheese

V

By Juliana Steensma

You have heard the saying, “One pic-

ture is worth a thousand words.” You
have noticed that there is no picture of

Juliana Steensma with this article, nor

do a thousand words replace it. Actual-

ly, there was space only for thirty- two

words where there would have been a

picture. I chose to use the thirty- two

words instead because I like words.

Do you remember when you could

read a good descriptive novel and let

your imagination build pictured of the

setting and of the characters in it?That

was before technicolor talking pictu-

res. When books became movies, my
mental image of the captain of the ship

“Bounty” began to look like Humphrey
Bogart. I cannot remember Scarlett

O’Hara as I first knew her because her

face has been fixed in my mind as the

face of Vivian Leigh, and although

Clark Gable has played many roles,

Rhett Butler has only one face and that

is Gable’s. It is no longer possible for

me to dream up my own faces for the

characters I meet when I read because

they are translated into movies before

I can afford to buy the best seller in

paperback.

This is not the only reason that I

have not sent a recent photograph of

myself to The Korea Times. It is true,

I would like to have readers see me as

I see myself in my own mind. My self-im-

age looks something like Barbara Bush
- a stately lady with beautiful, well-

coifed silvery hair, twinkling blue eyes,

and a face with just enough lines on it

to proclaim a sense of humor, a self-con-

fident character , and a life full of streng-

thening experience. That’s the mental
image I have of myself, so it is a shock

for me to suddenly pass a mirror and
catch a glimpse of the face that others

see on my body. It isn’t me at all. Some-
times it is the face of my mother that I

see. Sometimes when I look into a mir-

ror I see the face of my sister. She can’t

help it that we inherited the same
genes, but it makes me uncomfortable
that I can’t have a face that is distincti-

vely my own - a face that looks like the

person (or persons) I know who live

behind it.

Have you ever had the experience of

getting to know another person well,

either through correspondence or by.

reading the books he has written, or

perhaps just by talking with him many
times on the telephone? You uncon-

sciously create an image for your

friend based on his words or the sound

of h'is voice, and when you actually

meet him and see his face, you are asto-

nished that he looks so different than

you imagined him.

Perhaps because the art of photogra-

phy has become commonplace, we are

gradually losing our gift of imagina-

tion. “A picture is worth a thousand

words,” we are told, so why not use a

picture? We are also losing our gift of

words through lack of practice.

Why should I try to describe Korea to

my friends overseas when I can send

pictures? Of course, I am glad to send

pictures — photography is fun and it is

a great aid to memory. But pictures can

also lie.

Photographs fix an image in the

memory, and this can be good or it can

be bad. Sometimes the worst thing

about a picture is that it is so awfully

permanent. So many adults are still

haunted by embarrassing pictures tak-

en of them while they were children too

young and too innocent to protest.

Famous people must confront old pictu-

res of themselves in situations they

would rather not be reminded of. If we

are remembered after death, it will

probably be by the very photographs

we have hated all of our lives.

In spite of this, as soon as somebody

says, “Let’s take a picture!” we all line

up obediently, grimace appropriately,

and fix ourselves forever in someone’s

memory as we appeared at that partic-

ular moment — red-nosed, wind-blown,

dressed or undressed.

Perhaps, in time, I can find a photo-

grapher who can make me look more

like Barbara Bush. If so, I shall send

that picture to The Korea Times. In the

meantime, you have my permission to

create your own version of Juliana

Steensma — a picture that we both can

change whenever we wish.

-jfi

The writer is a former Korea Times

columnist and copy editor.
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By Juliana Steensma

I married a drug addict. I was quite

aware of this at the time, and it didn’t

bother me too much. In fact. I used to

light up my husband’s cigarettes for

him. We were on a tight budget and I

bought and recycled used clothing for

the family to wear, but I did not resent

the money our breadwinner spent on
nicotine. We took that for granted — all

the men I knew smoked. They did it

everywhere, and we grew accustomed
to the smell of stale smoke in our
homes, on our clothing and in our auto-

mobiles. People smoked in classrooms,

at their own tables and at the tables of

others. I never saw anyone smoking in

church, but I have seen men run out of

church and light up on the way out.

Then came the report of the U.S.

Surgeon General that smoking was the

leading cause of lung cancer and the

cigarette habit was killing off a whole
generation of American males. Instead

of virile Adonis telling us that there

was not a cough in a carload of cigaret-

tes, we had to face Yul Brynner’s agoni-

zing confession that it was too late for

him but we still had a chance to save

ourselves. Heavy smokers began
dropping off before our eyes — Steve
McQueen, Humphrey Bogart, John
Wayne and our own relatives and fi-

rends. We weren’t stupid. The facts

were in front of our faces. They Kept
coming • not only did smoking cause

lung cancer, but premature births and
stillborn babies and vascular problems
also.

The United States government had a

big problem. The tobacco industry

maintained a powerful lobby in Wash-
ington, and tobacco growers did not

want to tell people that their produc.

would kill them. The irony was obvi-

ous. We could not pretend to protect

the health and welfare of the Ameri-

can people unless they were warned
that nicotine is a dangerous drug, and
nicotine is what tobacco is all about.

Long term habits are not easy to

break. Most of the male smokers had
started smoking in their early teens

and their bodies had slowly developed

a craving for nicotine that would not be

denied. “I’ll die if I quit,” they said.

And they meant it.

Many did die. We watched them die.

My husband and I both worked in hospi-

tals for twenty years and we saw men
with Buerger’s Disease who had
already lost parts of their legs and then-

hands from gangrene, puffing on ciga-

rettes held in their stumped limbs. Doc-

tors explained their vascular problems

and warned them that continued

smoking could only result in more
amputations, but they kept on
smoking. Those who had emphysemia
stopped smoking, but their damaged
lungs could not get any air and they had
to carry oxygen tanks around with

them. A lighted cigarette would blow
them up and kill others around them.

The time came when my husband
got the message. He quit smoking-cold

turkey. So did his brothers, and my
brothers, and our brothers- in- law, and
our children, and thousands of other

people all across the United States. It

was no longer popular to smoke. Cigar-
ette manufacturers were not permitted
to advertise their products on TV and
it became rare for an actor or actress to

smoke on film.

“No Smoking” signs proliferated in

public buildings and in restaurants,

private homes and offices. Smokers
were not welcome in groups and in

many homes. Long-suffering hostesses
who had accepted burns on their ex-

pensive rugs and furniture and uncom-
plainingly emptied overflowing
ashtrays as their lot in life now took a

firm stand. Guests learned to ask timid-

ly, “Do you mind if I smoke?’ and to

expect the request to step outside with

their cigars and cigarettes. Even the

airlines and the armed services finally

got the message. They no longer hand
out free smokes. It is your privilege to

pollute your own lungs, but don’t mess
up the air your neighbor must breathe.

When we came to the Orient we went
backward twenty years in time as far as

smoking goes. Last year, in China, I

choked on smoke. It was everywhere.
We slept in compartments in the trains

that reeked of it. We breathed clouds of

nicotine smoke with our food. People
nonchalantly blew it in our faces.

Korea is not much better in this reg-

ard. I have noticed no nonsmoking
areas, even in medical clinics or offices

where one would assume consideration

for the client’s health. I have yet to

experience the courtesy of having a

gentleman ask, “Do you mind if I smo-
ke?’ People come walking into my
home carrying lighted cigarettes and
never seem to wonder why there are no

ashtrays.

There is a good reason. I do mind if

you smoke around me. I have unfortu-

nately acquired an allergy to cigarette

smoke, among other things, and it sets

me to sneezing. Your one cigarette

could ruin my whole day. Your small

pleasure is a big pain for me.
Smokers seem to be selfcentered by

nature. They enjoy smoking and it

doesn’t occur to them that they might

be giving offense to nonsmokers. A
man who is careful to keep his body
clean, his hair neat, his nails trimmed,

his tie perfectly knotted, his shoes

shined will sit down in a mixed group

of people quite unaware of his stinking

breath, his stained teeth and fingers,

and his reeking clothing. He will light

his cigarette, and casually exhale the

used smoke into the faces of others,

even at the meal table, ruining the

cook’s effort to create appetizing

dishes and odors. Is this civilized beha-

vior?

Perhaps intelligent Koreans can
learn by the mistakes we made and
spare themselves the deadly fate that

lies ahead for them. Perhaps you are

condemned to repeat our folly. Will a

generation of Korean men also die in

the cause of public education? Only
time will tell.

* * *

The writer is a former Korea Times

columnist and copy editor.



Save the Children

By Juliana Steensma

One of the greatest and most wonder-
ful changes that we notice in Korea
since our first arrival here right after

the Korean War is in the children. We
will never forget those sad- eyed, wet-

nosed, ragged little ones who looked so

cold and hungry or the school children

shivering in their shabby uniforms and
rubber shoes. How delightful it is to see

the children these days, all dressed up
in sports suits and fancy frocks and
blooming with good health and high
spirits. Every day my husband and I

watch them from our apartment bal-

cony as they play together, riding their

bikes and scooters, trying out their

new roller skates, running races in the

parking lot, or making up their own
games as all children do.

We love our children. It is a daily joy

to watch them grow and change, to help

them learn and to keep them happy and
healthy. Our children represent -our
past and they are our hope for the fu-

ture. Although there are some people
who will tell us that they do not like

children or who say they never want
children of their own, those of us who
have been blessed with children in our
families feel sorry for those people.

That is why I must write my thoughts
as I see some of the terrible risks in

which some Korean parents are
placing their little children. I enjoy
hearing a child squeal with pleasure as
much as anyone does, but when this

child is perched on the front of a
moving motor bike on a busy street, my
heart contracts with fear. It is dange-
rous enough to ride inside a car in the

unpredictable traffic of Seoul, but
what thinking parent would hold his

infant on his lap behind the steering

wheel as he drives? It is a terrible gam-
ble that with the slightest accident this

innocent could be permanently
maimed or instantly killed. To trust

that a little child will not lose his grip
or be knocked off a motorbike which
offers no protection at all is totally

irresponsible. Children are not depend-

able, nor are other drivers.

I have seen fathers and mothers

riding their little children on their bi

cycles in the midst of the street traffic.

The children are enjoying themselves,

but these children trust their parents.

The parents are careful, and they love

their children — but these parents

have never seen brain injury. They
have forgotten the thin line between
life and death — between normalcy
one instant and disaster the next.

As a parent who has suffered the loss

of a child through an accidental death

that need not have happened, I can tell

you that it is not the greatest sorrow a

parent can endure. I truly believe that

the mother or father who must witness

daily the wreck of a child who was born

healthy and whole, but who’s future

has been destroyed by a brain injury

that is the fault of the parent, carries a

heartache that will never heal.

Have you ever visited a rehabilita-

tion center? Have you watched those

who were once whole as they sweat and
struggle trying to walk again, trying to

learn to talk and write and communi-
cate with their families? Do you appre-

ciate the sacrifices, the patience and
the untiring help required of parents

and of the therapists who try to restore

such people to a semblance of normal

life? The physical and emotional

trauma of severe injury are staggering

and the financial costs of care and treat-

ment are astronomical.

Life is a miracle; health and whole-

ness a treasure not to be taken for

granted. Safety is not just a word in our

vocabulary, but a way of life which
demands life-long vigilance in the prac-

tice of it. Even as there are ways to

prevent the pain and anguish of some
congenital deformities, there must also
be prevention of life-threatening and
physically- disabling accidents by const-
ant attention to the basic rules of safety
in our daily activities, as they apply to

us and also to our neighbors.

It is better to be safe than sorry. We
do not want to discover the truth of

these old words by our own experi-

ence!

* * *

The writer was formerly a columnist

and copy editor for The Korea Times.
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A Special Kind of Education

By Juliana Steensma

It is a general opinion in U.S.A. that

the quality of American education has
deteriorated. One- parent families, the

drug culture, too many TV sets and
VCR’s, a wave of rpaterialism that em-
phasizes possessions rather than ideas,

poorly trained or poorly paid teachers
and over- emphasis on sports talent

have contributed a part to the neglect

of academic excellence. As a result we
are seeing high school and college

graduates who cannot read their own
language.

Many people are not even concerned
about this. For them, books are passe.

As long as they have telephones, they

do not need to write letters, so they
never learned to spell anything beyond
their own names. They do not read, but

get their news and entertainment from
television, tapes and movies.

Parents have become too busy with

their own pursuits to pay much atten-

tion to what their children are learn-

ing or not learning in school. More im-

portant to everyone, it seems, is what
the children are wearing to school.

Only designer labels are acceptable,

and these clothes cost money. It is also

important what kind of car one drives,

and the high school student without a

car will never be voted “most popular”
or get a date with the prom queen.

In Korea, education is still a priori-

ty. Parents and their children make
great sacrifices to attend good schools.

Fathers work overtime to pay school

fees. The children who come from the

Orient into American schools are dis-

tinguished by their high scholarship

and their serious attitude about educa-

tion.

Those American children who are

assured of a fair chance to learn in the

United States are those who are eligi-

ble for special education. They are en-

titled by law to attend special schools

where teachers who are highly qualifi-

ed ensure them of every opportunity to

develop their potential to the full and to

help them learn. If a parent believes

that his child can make it in the regular

classroom with special help, the state

will provide him with tutors to help him
learn, interpreters if he is deaf, or rea-

ders if he is blind so that he may inter-

mingle with normal children and take

his place in a normal society. The
schools must be architectually accessi-

ble for the physically handicapped and
everything possible is done to give the

child with a disability a chance to live

in the normal community.
Special education in Korea is not so

advanced. Although there are schools

for special education here, they do not

seem to be an important concern of the

government’s educational policy. Some
of the classes I have visited combine
mentally retarded children with bright

children who are physically disabled.

This is certainly a disservice to both!

The elementary teachers in the regu-

lar schools do not receive any training

in special education, as a rule. They are

not trained to identify a child who
needs special attention and training

because of a slight deviation in speech
or a learning disability. These chil-

dren, who might be “mainstreamed”
with a little help fall into the cracks and
are neglected and rejected.

So far, I have not found any college

level or graduate courses in speech

pathology in Korea. Surely the Korean
people are not immune to speech dis-

orders? I have met special education

teachers who have graduate degrees
and who do a commendable job in

speech training and correction, but

they are not trained to assess or diag-

nose speech problems and spot organic

causes or plan a scientific program of

correction.

As medical science advances, infants

who would have died without it are now
being saved, but unfortunately some
premature infants with difficult births

suffer permanent brain injury which

affects their motor or cognitive skills.

They have been given the gift of life,

but they also deserve the gift of a qual-

ity education to make it the best life

possible.

Special education in Korea is still

fighting an uphill battle. In this highly

literate land, educational leaders must
become more aware df a large part of

the population which has the potential

to become productive, otherwise these

people can easily become a public bur-

den.



Pardon My English
7/*A7

By Jwhn Steensma

Recently we made a visit to beauti-

ful Soraksan. We climbed the rocks

and we rode in the cable car. Posted on
the wall, we read the instructions to

^
tourists, written in, Korean and trans-

;

latea into "English” for the benefit ‘of

foreign tburists. I wondered as 1 tried to

interpret the Korean English why the

tourist agency had not asked one of the

multitude of native English speakers
living in this country to write that Engl-

ish for them. It would be so simple, it

would cost no more, and it would be
done right, in an English that does not

make foreigners chuckle.

We all know that English is not an
easy language. Even the native speak-

ers will admit that. English has stolen

words from every language it has met
so that we have synonyms to give us a

dozen ways to express a single

thought. In order to spell a word or

guess at its meaning, you would do well

to learn its origins. Spelling in English
is an unreasonable task and breads its

own rules. The sentence structure in

English is willful. Our public speakers
are often good examples of what good
English is not. The infusion of other

tongues undoubtedly makes our lan-

guage richer, more complicated, and
fascinating, but unfortunately a majori-

ty of American people do not appreci-

ate this enhanced vocabulary and are
unable to make use of it because they
have never learned it.

English grammar can be tricky, and
is somewhat inconsistent. We will

make allowances for idiom and distin-

guish between a formal English and
everyday speech. This makes it diffi-

cult for nonnatives, who learn out of

books, to keep up to date but it does
make our language more colorful.

I have some personal peeves about
the way people use English. I cannot
accept the fact that my fellow country-

men who have university educations

have never learned the difference be-

tween the verbs “lie” and “lay.” I shud-

der a bit when I read a book that has

passed through the hands of several

editors and proofreaders, yet still per-

mits the author to express emotion by
saying “feel badly.” Do people who say
that also “feel goodly” sometimes?

Another common error which piques

teachers of English composition more
than it bothers the everyday speaker
or listener is the attempted modifica-

tion of a “complete” adjective. How
can anything be “more unique” when
to be unique means there is only one of

a kind? (But you will be told by some
people that you are a very unique per-

son!) If naked means to be without any
clothing, is it possible to be “half nak-

ed?’ Perhaps I am being picky, but I

should think in terms of being half

dressed, rather than of being half nak-

ed.

I have a running argument with
those who insist that my forte is Engl-
ish. “Forte” (with the accented pronun-
ciation of the last letter as a separate
syllable) is a musical term. My
strength is my forte, which is pro-
nounced exactly as “fort.” It’s a small
point, but to lovers of language the
small points are important.

Those who have learned English as

their second or third language prob-

ably won’t believe that there are many
educated Americans who habitually

use the pronoun “I” in the objective

case. I have heard ministers preach
that fjJesuS died for you and I.” Yes,

that fs true* I have heard it and wept in

my pew! Of course, athletes who have

graduated into sports announcers often

murder their grammar publicly, but

there is something seriously amiss
when those with graduate degrees can-

not use their native language correct-

ly-

This is not considered a serious sin,

but is passed off with an airy, “You
know what I mean” or “being under-

stood is what counts.” If that is true, we
certainly should not complain about
the awkward or misspelled English

translations we find in Korea. In fact,

we should be grateful to find them at

all!

We never cease to be amazed to meet
so many people in Korea who have stu-

died English and become proficient in

the use of it without ever crossing the

borders of their own land. There is an
obvious attraction to the English lan-

guage in Korea, which strongly con-

trasts to the attitude in Japan. As we
walk back anc^ forth from our home to

our office, we must face an oncoming
horde of middle- school students who
cannot resist a mischievous sally in

English: “How do you do?’ “How are

you today?’ followed by a titter of

giggles at their own audacity in ad-

dressing a foreigner in his own tongue.

To foreigners, these attempts repre-

sent real friendliness and hospitality,

no matter how halting and imperfect
the English may be. However, if the
government and private enterprise go
to the trouble of providing a transla-

tion into English and often pay good
money for this service, it should be a
joint effort by native speakers in both
languages or by a writer who is truly

bilingual and has the advantage of

some education.

Our neighbor- housewives go to Engl-
ish classes and study in their spare
time. Their toddlers are taught to

speak a few lisping phrases in English

to the foreigners in order to make us

feel welcome among them. When we
wait at the bus stop, obviously confus-

ed about our intentions and the bus
routes, it is not unusual for a stranger

to approach us and ask, “Do you need
help?’

We are still amused and astonished

to note the English printed on the cloth-

ing of old and young alike. Some of it

doesn’t make sense to us, but no matter
— it probably is unintelligible to the

wearers also. It would seem a strange

phenomenon indeed for us to return

to the USA and to find everyone there

wearing sweat shirts with Korean
printing on them!

This avid interest ana puonc aispmy
of English in Korea should be an asset

to Korean tourism. It is certainly a fea-

ture of Korea that is a pleasant surprise
to the visitor. __

The author of the “Thoughts of the

Times” article on the Saturday edition

is Mrs. Juliana Steensma, and not

John Steensma as printed. We regret

any inconveniences to the Steensmas.



New Child Adoption Service

By Juliana Steensma

The English language newspaper in

Korea recently carried an announce-
ment that the Health and Social Af-

fairs Ministry had “approved a new
child adoption agency which will ar-

range exclusively for domestic adop-

tions.”

“Korean people don’t like to adopt
orphans or abandoned children,” an
official in the ministry’s Child Welfare
Division is quoted as saying.

That may be true, for many Korean
people at least. But Korean people
have practiced adoption of children in

one form or another for a long time.

Hundreds of families have quietly

adopted abandoned children, loved

them and given them a home and fami-

ly and reaped a harvest of filial devo-

tion and pleasure from them.

In 1969, the Christian Adoption Pro-

gram of Korea (CAPOK) was licensed

by the Korean government to handle

in-country adoptions. Their first re-

cord of an adoption by a Korean family

goes back to 1962, and in 1967 eighty-

eight children were taken out of the

orphanages and placed in Korean fost-

er homes. Thirteen of these children

were later adopted by their foster pa-

rents.

By May of 1970 at least a thousand

children had been adopted in Korea -

about 200 a year since the beginning of

the program. The American social

worker in charge of this agency was
awarded the Sopa award, an annual
prize given by the Saessak Society, a

children’s welfare organization. She
had trained an able staff of social work-

ers who not only placed babies in

strong families with a happy, sound
marital relationship, but was also do-

ing relinquishment counseling for the

natural mothers who gave up their

babies. Many of these women were sin-

gle mothers.

Many Korean families who might

have considered adoption feared that

the child they took as their own would
later be snatched back by its natural

parent. This happened too often in

cases where the adoption was not pro-

fessionally handled, because adoption

in Korea had been a secret affair in the

past, without any legal protection ei-

ther for the child or its parents. Many
of the adopted children had suffered

also. Orphaned children were taken

into homes and made into little slaves.

Parents sometimes adopted a child

and then became dissatisfied with

their choice and discarded the child

like garbage.

The CAPOK agency placed children

only in those homes where both hus-

band and wife had applied for adop-

tion and participated in the adoption

study. The children who were adopted

were all healthy, normal children.

Very few of these adoptions failed.

However, there was an obvious prob-

lem which grew bigger every day.

There were many more abandoned
children than parents who wanted
them. Many of the discarded children

were abnormal - described as “special

children.” If these children were to re-

ceive any help at all, overseas adop-

tion was the only solution for them. The
child welfare workers were confronted

with greater numbers of older and “un-

adoptable” children and unwanted chil-

dren from single parents who were
unable to provide physically and emo-
tionally for their children.

Gradually the emphasis in promoting i

the concept of adoption shifted from

the beautiful, healthy child that pa

rents wanted to adopt to an ever grow-

ing number of children who needed
parents. This had far-reaching implica-

tions, as we have seen in the increasing

number of overseas adoptions for Kore-
.

an children.

In 1975 the CAPOK program merged
with the Holt Children’s Services of

Korea. Korean law requires any
agency which does overseas adoptions

also to do in-country adoptions, but

the number of Korean parents willing

to adopt is still limited. According to

the newspaper article previously quot-

ed, the number of children adopted by
Korean families last year was only 2,

324, compared to 6,400 overseas adop-
tions. (Of these overseas adoptions, 1,

000 parents accepted disabled children

which Korean parents did not want.)

How then can Korean people accuse

child placement agencies of “baby sel-

ling?’ How can Korean people who
have become wealthy and prosperous

continue to shirk this responsibility for

their own helpless citizens while criti-

cizing those who labor with a true con-

cern for the long term welfare of a

human being?

As foreigners, we have felt pity and
concern for abandoned children lan-

guishing and unloved in countless or-

phanages. This concerned conscience

had moved us to take them into our own
families, raising them with the chil-

dren of our own blood. Gladly would we
turn this responsibility back to the Ko-

rean people, but unless there is a true

concern for the children and their fu-

ture, even the newly approved Holy
Home Adoption Agency of the Catholic

Social Services will soon discover that

there are not enough homes in Korea
for the unwanted children. They “will

provide educational programs to help

people better understand child adop-

tion, which is traditionally shunned by
Koreans.”

I read those same words in a CAPOK
report written fifteen years ago. Has
nothing changed for abandoned chil-

dren in fifteen years? My dear Korean

friends, this is your problem. You have

reacted with indignation to the increas-

ing flood of Korean children flowing

out of the country, but you have not yet

opened your own homes for these chil-

dren. If you shun your own, and we take

pity on them and take them in, who is

deserving of the criticism 7
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Flow With the Go

By Juliana Steensma

“That is no country for old men...’”

The line from the English poet, W.B.
Yeats, runs through my mind each
time I must use the public transporta-

tion. Korea is not a country for old men
either, or for old women, or for anyone
with a disabling condition.

It begins when the bus arrives. That
may be here, where I patiently await it,

or it may be half a league onward, or

perhaps it won’t event get to here. It

makes no difference to the bus driver,

wherever he happens to stop we will

have to run for it because buses don’t

wait.

That there is that first BIG step, and
the second one to get into the bus. It is

not really so hard to step up eighteen
inches if you have one hand free to help
pull yourself up. If you are carrying a

toddler on your back, or carrying your
luggage, or if you are very old or some-
what lame or must fold up your
umbrella as you get in - that is a more
difficult endeavor. KEEP MOVING!
There are people behind you, anxious
to get in and pushing for their turn.

This is no time for laggards. Once the

door shuts the bus begins to move.
The first lurch forward throws any-

one who has not found a handhold off

his feet. People grab frantically for

1 overhead straps, seat holds, and for

- each other. It always makes my day to
' see the good people go into action.
1 Someone, usually a student (God Bless

Them!) notices that my husband, a dou-
ble arm amputee, is having a hard time
keeping his balance without a secure
hand hold. He is offered a seat within
minutes of boarding, and he gratefully

sinks into it. This courtesy is also ex-

tended to the aged and infirm who can-

not maintain their footing on the mov-
ing bus. It speaks well, especially for

young people and children, that they

notice people who are weaker and
reach out to them.

It makes me feel good too, when no-

body offers me a seat. I interpret that

to mean that I look able and strong
enough to fend for myself. I am also a

“halmoni” but my hair is not yet gray
enough and my step is still firm, so I

watch women who are the same age as

I am being offered seats and I thank
God that I can still stand and enjoy my
ride.

It takes a bit of practice to learn the

technique of riding the bus while stand-

ing in the aisle, but it can be summed
up in these few words, “flow with the

go.” (In the Orient, you have noticed,

some things appear to be turned

around to the Westerner.) Books start

at the back, “yes” can mean “no,” last

names come before first names, and so

on. You who have become accustomed
to the contemporary advice “go with

the flow” will soon learn the Oriental

application.

It resembles the feeling or riding a

horse, or of standing on the deck of a

boat in choppy water. Do not brace
yourself against the movement, but

flex the knees and move with the vehi-

cle. Soon you will be rocking comfort-

ably and qyite unconsciously, one hand
behind and oneshand gripping the seat

ahead. Even a careening turn will not

frighten you as your body leans into it,

and sudden stops and starts are absorb-

ed by the knee action.

If the bus is overcrowded, you have
no problem. Bodies are packed so tight-

ly than you cannot fall. Everyone
sways in the same direction and only
the body at the end of the line has to

worry about going through the wind-

shield. Of course, there is still the prob-

lem of the packages or the baby, but

somehow people cope against difficult

circumstances. In Seoul we see kind-

ness at work-people helping other peo-

ple.

Unfortunately, the bus driver is push-

ed to meet his schedule; often held up
by traffic or weather conditions, he is

more concerned with the clock than
with the safety of his human cargo. I

have seen more than one bus go right

through a red light, and I have been
told of people who were fatally injured

on crosswalks by such drivers.

Driving a bus in Seoul streets is a
highly skilled, highly stressful occupa-
tion. We must admire and pay homage
to the good drivers. We worry about
those cowboys who light up a cigarette

with one hand while steering a carload

of fifty people through heavy traffic

with the other. But we ride anyhow.
After all, it’s the only way to go.

* * *

The writer, a former Korea Times
copy editor, now works for the Center
for the Study of World Mission at the

Presbyterian Theological Seminary.
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A Friend Indeed!

By Juliana Steensma

Friendship is a valuable treasure,

not within the grasp of everyone. Mate-
rial possessions come and go, get lost or
broken and wear out. A good friend-

ship will become richer and stronger
through the years. It takes effort and
time to build but returns the invest-

ment we make in it.

It was actually friendship, rather
than altruism, that brought us back to

Korea — friendships forged in hard-
ship. We made friends here, both with
Koreans and with other foreigners, dur-

ing a difficult period in time when we
all depended upon each other for cour-

age and survival. We learned to know
each other in depth and to call upon
each other's strengths and abilities

and share for the sake of the common
good.

Such bonds endure. Some of our
friends have left Korea, but some are
still here. The amazing experience we
have had is that neither distance nor
time has eroded our relationships,

t
When we meet again we recognize the

same fellowship. Even though much of

;
Seoul is a new city for us and we often

feel strange and lost in it, our friends

have made it home for us.

Having experienced real friendship

and become aware of its value, I have
suffered when a bond was broken. It

was a great shock to me when one of

our cherished friends with whom we
had shared joy and sorrow, deep
thought and frivolous fun, suddenly
wrote us a curt note to inform us that

he was terminating our friendship.

The problem began with a borrowed
book. Actually, we hadn’t even asked
to borrow the book, but we took it home
with us rather than insult his vanity.

Thirty years earlier, this man had
earned a Ph. D. degree and the book
that he loaned us was a carbon copy of

his doctoral thesis, cheaply bound into

book form.
r

We found it interesting reading, but

)

were anxious to return it, not only be-

,

cause of its sentimental value to the

author but also because of its inconve-
nient bulk. And that is where the trou-

ble began. Through some lack of com-
/ munication, misunderstanding, or a
r simple shifting of goods the book en-
f ded up in the home of a mutual friend.

She was not very interested in its con-

tent, so she simply kept it because she
2 thought she had been asked to read it

- and she didn’t want to hurt anyone’s

feelings.

Meanwhile, two families were search-
ing frantically for a book that we were
sure we had returned and our friends
were just as sure that it had not been
returned. Eventually this book got

back to its owner. The only casualty
was our relationship with him, which is

forever damaged.
It was hard for me to accept this.

Love is long-suffering, says the Good
Book. Love never fails. It is not easily

provoked. How could my beloved
friend put a book, no matter how pre-

cious, ahead of a friendship of such long
standing? Or had I over-estimated our
relationship 7

Perhaps we shall never know. It may
be that our friend’s advanced age has
caused subtle mental deterioration
which affects his judgement. It is possi-

ble that he rues his rash letter and
would like to restore the former inti-

macy we once shared.

But — “A relationship is a treasure to

be cherished, Fragile, like fine

china which mush be handled
with care. For, like china, once
broken — even though mended
so the break is hardly notice-

able — It is never the thing of

beauty it was in the beginning.”

(Joyce Evans)

Remember that, my friends. Cherish
your relationships. Be careful with

your loved ones — parents, children,

friends. Never take them for granted,

but enjoy them and take thought for

them. (Never borrow valuable books
from them!)

Sooner or later, all relationships

must be severed and each of us in our
turn must grieve over a parting. That is

the price we pay for loving. But the love

will go on, even if the relationship is

broken. When we keep the love intact

we will not become bitter or angry

when our loved ones fail us, depart or

die. We can remember the relationship

with joy — all the pleasant hours we
shared together, the lessons we learn-

ed from each other. Our lives will be

enriched by the experience, rather

than damaged by anger and hurt. We
must learn to accept the changes in our

circumstances and move forward with-

out bitterness, ready to trust another

human being who could become the

next “best friend.”

* * *

The writer, a former Korea Times
copy editor and columnist, now works

for the Korean Presbyterian Seminary
in Kwangjang-dong. Seoul



For Better Or Worse

By Juliana Steensna

There are many things about the

Oriental culture which I find attractive

and enriching. I have learned valuable

lessons from a people who have pre-

served the wisdom of the ancients.

Most American people who have been
born and raised in the “instant,”

throw-away society appreciate the ex-

perience of living for a time in a land

where values are inherited and rela-

tionships are not accidental.

The “Thoughts of the Times” by Mr.

Lee Woo-chul in the Nov. 21 issue of

this newspaper reminded me that Ko-‘

rean culture also has its dark side, and
^the longer I live here the more poig-

vnantly I feel that the Korean woman
gets the worst of it. She is the lesser

creature. If there is not enough to go

around, her brothers will be taken

care of first. If she reaches the age of

twenty- five without marrying, she is

pitied and despised even though she

may be beautiful and wise, talented

and educated and able to earn a good
salary as a professional person.

Last evening we entertained a guest

who is the father of three daughters,

who are not of a marriageable age. He
was complaining that after he had fed

and clothed and educated these girls

all of their lives, he was now expected

to provide them with dowries.

“The more you give,” he said, “the
more respect she will receive from her
husband and in-laws.” According to

this father, the least that is expected of

the bride is to bring a stove and a refri-

gerator for her new home. Of course she
would get more respect if she would
provide the house as well, and perhaps

an automobile too. Lucky bridegroom!

What does the man bring to a mar-
riage besides his honorable self and
his expectations that the woman he is

marrying will be an “angel in heaven”
who never blows her nose, will be his

“eternal friend,” know what he is think-

ing when he clears his throat and pro-

vide a model for his children of how to

keep a paterfamilias happy and con-

tented? What a disappointment Mr.
Lee must have suffered to discover

that his wife, on the basis of her educa-

tion as a nurse, only reassures him that

the injury he has suffered in an acci-

dent is not serious but he will soon be
good as new.

/

To be pushed into marriage by cul- >':

tural pressure is bad enough, but some
couples can make the best of it. Others

live out their lives as “married

singles.” Yesterday I heard about a ;

professional man who took his family

along when he went to U.S. to study.

The children went to American
schools, learned English and forgot j -U'

how to speak Korean language. When
he returned to Korea to accept a posi-

tion as professor in one of the Seoul

universities, his wife stayed in United

States with the children. He himself 1

speaks English rather poorly! so that

when his daughter (who now teaches

English in an American high school)

phoned him, she berated him because

she could not understand his halting

English.

When I married, it was without the

advice of a fortune-teller, without the

approval of my parent, and without

any dowry at all. Although my brideg-

room had his family’s approval, he

didn’t have any money either. We ac-

cepted each other “for better or worse,

till death do us part.” That was almost

45 years ago, and during all those years

together we have handled both the bet-

ter and the worst of experiences as a

team. When my husband snores long

and loudly and I am unable to sleep in

the same room, I take my choice of

waking him up, moving into another

room, or lying quietly in my bed and
using my wakefulness for meditation

or inspiration. Dbes this make me a

“married single?’

Sometimes my husband comes home
from his work and begins to talk about
his day. It is not interesting to me, but

he is not talking for my benefit and we
both understand this. He doesn’t even
realize that I am not directing my com-
plete attention to him because he is

simply venting his own feelings about
his day’s experience.

This week he has a bad cold. What
blowing and snorting and sniffing and
hacking is going on in our home! I have
no idea what Mr. Lee Woo-chul would
make of it in the light of traditional

manners, but crude as it may seem, a

bad cold does make the nose water and
the lungs fill up with phlegm. That’s life

— and in married life both partners

accept the weakness of the other as

well as sharing his strength. When I

catch this cold from my spouse, I will

expect mm to put up with a wife who
has a swollen nose, red eyes and a

cranky disposition.

As Mr. Lee wisely observed, he “met
very human lady.” She falls asleep

hen he bores her, she is practical and
ool- headed when he is injured and
nxious, she can sleep through his re-

stlessness, and she has managed to re-

am her individuality after 13 years of

arriage to what appears to be a de-

anding, self-centered man.

He is happy when he thinks of his

arming and healthy children, even

ough he finds he has little in common

ith the woman who bore them, nurs-

them and taught them their charm-

ing manners. One wonders how these

. children, as they grow up in a world

that fs wider and more cosmopolitan

day by day, will look at their father and
mother and this example of male chau-

vinism which has so sadly warped
their parents’ marriage.

""The yvriter is a former Korea Times
columnist and copy editor.
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In Praise of Poitras

By Juliana Steensma

Edward and Genell Poitras are leav-

ing Korea. For a quarter of a century
these “quiet Americans” have worked
hard for the good of this country. They
have shared the living conditions of

the people they came to help, even
when living was arduous and uncomfor-
table, always putting the needs of Ko-
rean people ahead of their own needs
or ambition. They have given unstin-

tingly of their youth, their talent, and
their resources.

Dr. Poitras is well-educated and
able; he is an excellent writer and think-

er, whose column in The Korea Times
has informed and delighted the read-

ers of this newspaper. He is also a kind

and gentle man who invariably showed
his respect, love and understanding for

his host country and its problems or

accomplishments. During the twenty-

one years of their residence in Korea,
Ed and Genell undoubtedly have in-

fluenced and changed many Korean
lives for the better. As a social worker,

Mrs. Poitras not only has helped peo-

ple solve their problems, but probably
has saved many Korean lives by her
personal interception. She will leave

behind her a legacy of other trained

social workers who can carry on the

tradition of caring and helping the less

forhinate.

No one will dispute the fact that the

Korean nation, now strong and arro-

gant in nationalism and economic suc-

cess, owes much to people like Edward
and Genell Poitras. Over the years

they have come, these people from the

United States and Canada, leaving

friends and family behind and forsak-

ing promising and lucrative careers as

rewards for their skill and education.

They have watched the smart, trained

Korean leaders who were beneficiaries

of American kindness emigrate to

make their fortunes elsewhere and to

give their children wider opportu-

nities.

No wonder, then, that some of us,

after dedicating the best part of our

lives- to a country we sincerely love,

grieve to hear talk here of anti-Ame-

ricanism and to experience evidence

that our presence in your country is no
longer welcome. Of course, not all Ame-
ricans are like Ed and Genell Poitras.

We are embarrassed and ashamed by
the “Ugly American,” who by her/his

egregious behavior stands out in the

crowd. We are often saddened by the

policies or proclamations of our elect-

ed politicians too, but in that respect we
are not different from good Korean
people.

I would hope that the many years of

service, the judicious journalism, and
the good deeds of Dr. and Mrs. Poitras

will not fade too soon from Korean
memory. There have been many of

these quiet, dedicated foreign benefac-

tors laboring in Korea throughout the

years, especially since the Korean War
razed this land. They came, they contri-

buted, and they slipped away out of

memory — but they left their works
behind them. Many a successful Kore-
an professional owes his career to

some foreign missionary. Many a Kore-

an life was saved by a foreign doctor.

Not many of them are left now. The
preachers, the social workers, the

teachers, the rehabilitation pioneers

and the medical workers, builders,

planners and dreamers did not get

rich working in Korea nor did they earn
glory here or in their own country. You
may be sure that those foreign missio-

naries who spent most of their lives in

Korea went home to promote the repu-

tation of Korea outside its borders.

They have been your best good-will

ambassadors.
It is not easy for foreigners to obtain

residence permits in Korea these days.

The government no longer welcomes
them or makes it easy for them to live

here. But Dr. Poitras believes that

Korea still needs foreign missions in

order to promote international under-

standing. Please give this some
thought the next time you get the urge

to “bash America.”

* * *

The writer is a former copy editor of

The Korea Times.
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